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FOREWORD
The piiblicalion of The Drift is
an institiition worthy of the best tal-
ent and effort, and we, into whose
hands its eanse has been entrusted,
feel oar unworthine.ss. With little
evperienee but mueh enthusiasm we
started our task, realizing we could,
at nw.st. give to the reader onlg a
hinl of his manii happy and profit-
able hours at Butler, yet l.nowmq
that with the hint, he might, from
his gallery of memories, draw a pic-
ture complete.
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Pencil sketches of the fiilnrr
Butler Campus by Williaiii
Forsyth
:
Along the Towpath.
At the Edge of Fairview.
In olden times on Fciirview's shore.
Crowds of women, men and children
Watched an Indian tribe of actors
Play the play of "Hiawatha."
Here where fountains play and flowers
Scent the air with sweet perfume.
We'll watch our future Butler (/row
And her onward warch resume.


The first draft of the first conception of a greater Butler hi] one of th'
local Architects.
The Campus—Pa^, Present, and Future
The history and prophecy of Butler's Campus reads like a legend
that may be set forth in a series of pictures.
The first picture, dated 1855, shows an old-fashioned brick building
set near the corner of what is now Fourteenth Street cmd College Avenue,
—the campus of Northwestern Christian University. The streets were
then sparsely-settled, quiet avenues; carriages instead of automobiles
were the vehicles drawn up at the side of the road. Young men and
women strolled about the campus, dressed in the quaint garb of ante-
bellum days; but at heart very like the students of today. On this quiet
little campus, with its one building, its meager equipment, its handful of
students and faculty, the spirit of Butler College, which shall forever
shape its destiny, had its beginning.
By 1873 the College had outgrown its quarters. E.rpansion was im-
perative. Conditions demanded a move to a con^munity where there
would be room to grow. But students, alumni and faculty had become
greatly attached to the old campus. It was hard to break the ties which
bound their college life to that of the community. After careful delib-
eration, the town of Irvington, then a scattered village with few inhabit-
ants, was chosen.
Now comes a glimpse of the second picture. The chosen site was
part of the farm of Charles B. Ross, father of Dr. David Ross, of In-
dianapolis. Dr. Ross remembers the place as a wood-pasture, with un-
broken country for some distance around, where he and his brothers
drove the cows every morning.
Several years later ire see a different pietiire. The j)astiire lias been
converted into a full-fledged college campus, with four brick buildings,
and an athletic field: for Butler established herself qiiickhi in her new
home. With improved conditions, modern buildings and equipment,
the College found room to grow and take on more activities. Regret at
leaving the old home was forgotten in the benefits and opportunities of
the new. A conimiinity interest grew up around the school: the life of
Irvington became centered in that of Butler. For the s])irit of Butler
College still lived, and seemed to grow with the campus.
Gradually the picture changes with the progress of the College until
it presents to us the one we know best—the living scene of today.
Additional buildings have been erected, but they cannot accommodate
the one thousand students enrolled for the present year.
The year 1922-23 seems marked for an important one in Butler's
destiny. Not only has it brought with it well-earned athletic prestige,
but growth in numbers and spirit as well. The ciilmiiialion of years of
this spirit has heralded for Butler the dawn of a new day. For history
repeats itself, and Butler finds herself now in the same position she was
back in 1873. The College has outgrown its quarters. Expansion is
imperative: conditions demand a move to a community where there is
room to grow. Students, alumni and faculty have become greatly at-
tached to the old campus. It is hard to break the ties which bind their
college life to that of the community. But the men at the helm are men
of ivisdom and foresight: they see beyond the narrow bounds of the
present campus, into the wider horizon of the new; they have the faith
end courage of vision. So after careful deliberation they have chosen
Fairview Bark as Butler s future home.
And now conies the final picture. A campus extending over 2-16
acres of land: a campus of wondrous natural beauty, with well-equipped
modern buildings: a magnificent stadium: bordering on a lake, con-
structed in the river bottoms: approached by a boulevard built through
from Meridian Street: surrounded by a community whose life is knit
up with that of Butler: a place where Butler may live and grow and
make the most of every opportunity: a campus truly fitted to be the
permanent home of a great institution.
This is the vi.sion of those men who, like Ovid Butler, have the real
welfare of Butler College at heart: the dream of an ampler home of
learning at Indianapolis, soon to be realized: and the reality will last as
long as lime and the spirit of Butler College shall endure.
Meredith Nicholson
Butler
By Meredith Nicholson.
It is a pleasure to be permitted to salute
the men and women of Butler, young and
old, far and near, at an hour when the Col-
lege prepares to meet a new opportunity to
serve the world. These are times of great
perplexity in the affairs of mankind, and
we of America have increasingly a duty to
cling fast to all that makes for security and
enlightenment.
It has been my good fortune to enjoy the
acquaintance and profit by the friendship
of many of the sons and daughters of Butler
College. We have had, in Indiana, no finer
body of citizens. Butler stcuids for some-
thing; Butler College is cm inalienable part of the history of Indicma.
The spirit of Butler has always been that of things noble and elevated
that make toward perfection. It is not the size or the age of a college
that counts; it is the aspircdion and the vision of those who are taught
to think straight and keep their eyes on the stars that distinguish the
service rendered by an institution that undertakes to open the book
of life to youth.
The movement for a New Butler can not obscure for those of us
who have passed the middle distance what the old meant to Indianapolis
and Indicma. Written into the first charter of the institution were the
ideals of Christianity, broadly and inspiringly interpreted. Nor may
these be lost in the transfer to a new site, for they are of the things that
are imperishable. And love of American idecds is not less an element
of the Butler spirit. The Butler men who died in the greatest of wars
are a pledge to the future of a continuity of endeavor in the New Butler
of all that made the glory of the old.
To mcdxC sweetness and light, mercy, justice and peace prevail is the
great business before America. And nothing is more reassuring in a
survey of the future than the fine determination of Butler to renew her
strength and broaden the scope of her labors to the end thcd this pretty
good old world may become a better place for the children of men.
Old College Days
By Abe Martin
"Olr College Days," sighed Tell Binldey
th' other day when he heard Butler College
uni: goin' t' be loeated at Fairniew Park,
eveninally. "It mast be great t' look baek
on a happy eollege career. I' recall ale
chums, an' ole football games, an' ole bas-
ketball victories, an' early romances, an'
things. It certainly beats lookin' back on
eight or nine years o' idleness, or maybe
driuin a delivery wagon, or clerkin' fer ^^.00
a week, or waslin' time an' energy on some
commonplace employment that would ferev-
-Kn,- i-iuht,ara pj. j.^^j^ ,^,jp j,j f jj' obscurc wolks of life, even
if he became an expert at it. I didn' go t' no college, but ther hain't
been a day in th' last three decades that I couldn have used a college
education t' good advantage if I'd had one. I wu: a good paper-hanger
when I wuz a boy, an' might o' gone t' college easily on my earnin's. bill
I preferred clothes, an' th' wild night life o' Bloom Center. O' course I
look pretty good, an' have a little money laid aside, but I didn' realize
it 'till I had sidewhiskers an' wu: established in th' tornado insurance
business. Ther used V be a chap named Chester Berry that run m our
crowd. He wuz a fine lookin athletic non-producer, an played th' picolo
in th' band an' had t' chew t'backer V keep his lips moist. One day his
rich uncle from Californy dropped in on him an' wanted I' take him of,'
his mother's hands an' put him in a Californy College. But. no sir-ree^
not fer Chester! He preferred t' stay wher he wuz. an' play in th band.
That's a guarter of a century ago. fli' other day I picked up th' Bloom
Center Argus an read. "Mr. Chester Berry, o' th' Elite Bowlin Alleys, wuz
presented with a genuine ony.v scarf pin fer loyal service as checker,
coverin' a period o' twenty years."
William Herschell, of "Long Boij" fame,
read this poem, "The Invaders," at the
banquet given by the Indianapolis Rotary
Club at the Claijpool Hotel, November 28,
for the Butler football squad.
ilV Herschell
The Invaders
It ain't no special privilege to be a guij no more.
Be girls in coppin' all de games us fellers had before.
Dey're not contented now with dolls an' other female toys.
But got to jim around an' git de pastimes of de boys.
Per instance, look at basebcdl—dey've burgled it, by jing;
Dey're playin golf—dat's shinny—cmd every other thing.
Dey've got de roller-skatin' craze, an' wearin' britches, too.
Aw, huly gosh, dere's nothin' left fer reg'lar guys to do.
But,—oh, somebody hold me!—th' worst of all has came—
Dey're gittin wise to footbcdl an' coppin' out de game.
Today, out on de commons, a lot of Stelles an' Myrts
Wuz playin' football wit' deirselves—she-quarterbacks in skirts.
My heart sunk down within me as I lamped dat sorry sight,
A sad voice deep inside me scad: "Aw, cnv! Football goodnight!"
Dem females raced across de field like leapin tongues of flame.
An' when it come to tacklin —.say, dem Julias knew de game!
1 heard 'em givin' signals, too, just like de reg'lar guys,
Scuj I: "If Pcd Page sees em, dat's where dat guinea dies!"
Dey tcdked uv kicks an' passes, uv penalties an' guards.
Say, had it been a bargain scde dey'd gained a thouscuid yards!
Aw, well, no use to roar, I guess; dey're in de game to stay—
Dey'll soon be makin' cdl de rules an learnin us to play.
An' I suppose it's just as well to not kick up a muss—
Fer when dey're kickin' footballs—well dey're layin' off of us!

y£t3^^
J OWED TO BEAUTY
Upon a daii in autumn as I stood in
Butler's hall
I mused upon odd words I heard
that would a contest call.
At first I thought them baffling, cuid
my scorning tamed to ire;
But soon my heart within me rose
from churlishness and mire.
The spirit of my musing chcuiged,
so sweet urns one maid's smile,
I fain would live a thousand years
to bask in it the while.
Bat such splendor as was her's I
found was not for mortal man.
It was a vision for the gods though
built on human plan.
To worship her was justice, and to
give to her the crown,
—this maidfc very simple
(^.
of fair renown!
We rejoiced in finding virtue and
art no wealth could buy
And the pledges of high hecwen left
no reason to ask, "Why"?
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Board of Direc5lors
The picture above shows the Board of Directors of Butler College
as in session at the Union Trust Company, Indianapolis, on the day that
the momentous decision was made to move the College to Fairview
Park. Those appearing in the picture beginning at the front left are:
George F. Quick, B. F. Davidson, Perry H. Clifford, Merle Sidener,
Lee Burns, John W. Athcrton (Financial Secretary), Henry Kahn,
William G. Irwin (at the corner of the table at the left), Hilton U. Brown
(President of the Board at center of end), Arthur V. Brown, (coming
up on the right hand side, toward the front) John E. Canaday, the
Beverend Z. T. Sweeney, Lora C. Hoss, Emslej' W. Johnson, the Bev-
crend W. H. Book (proxy for Marshall T. Beeves) and (right corner
front) Frank Stanley Sellick (Secretary). Directors not appearing in
the picture are: Dr. Hcnrv Jameson, Judge James L. Clark, the Bever-
end Thomas W. Grafton, Judge Marshall Hacker, Hugh Th. Miller, the
Beverend Allan B. Phiiputt and Scot Butler.
Thirty-four
The Faculty
As wc sit down to classify tiic tacully. il is foiiiiiKiU' for liislonc-
accuracy that the massacre of final exams is well l)eliin(l us. The sul-
fering whicli ensued is almost forgotten and \vi' forgive. Tims in turn
wc throh with pride and cower in niorlal funk as we regard tiiese pri'-
ceptors. The professors, after all, (in our own language wincli tiiey
may not understand) are pretty good scouts, l)ut you have to know Iheni
and occasionally appear in their class rooms.
In this diversified and cosmojiolilan group one connnon l)oiid ol
sympathy, the desire to be of service, to lay well the foundations ol lu-
turc citizenship, luis welded tliem into a unified whole. There are some
distinguished names within our little grouj), names of those who stanj
high at houu' and abroad in the knowledge of Iheir subjects. Belter still
there are some of those rare individuals who, liesides hi'ing instructors,
are the advisors and friends of their students. Il is on these that wc
would place the crown.
But after all, where can more self scarifiemg nun aiid wonicii be
found than those who. during four years, direct and infhunee our lives?
Here is the list, omitting, in the interest of enforced brevitty. depart-
ments and degrees: Hoherl Judson Alev, president; James William
Putnam dean; Henry Lane Bruner, Jabez Mall, Klijah Newton Johnson,
Catherine Merrill Cravdon, Henrv Mills C.elston, William CJiarles
Morro Eliiah Jordan, Milton 1). Baumgarlner, John Smith llarri.son,
\nna "Frances Weaver, Evelvn liutler. William Leeds Ihchardson,
Harlan Orville Page, (iuv Howard Siiadingtr, (lino Arluro Hatli, How-
ard lensen James A. Hohhach, Frank Hatch Streightoff. Hollo Anson
TiUcolt Wallace C. Pavne, Hav Clarence Friesner, \\ (uillith Wesen-
herg, Cm-inne Welling, Alice Bidwell Weseiiherg, Osear Arvie ';^"iehen.
Fra^ik Stanley Sellick, Marie Cousin. Ida 11 Wilhite. Mrs. W L. K. Bulk
\ Dale Beeler Suzanni^ llerrlieh. Louise Margaruite Schulmeyer, 1 aul
i)' Hinkle Hazel Wisenand. Marv .MeBiide, Pleasant llightower, Edward
Punke Martha KincaitI, Paul Haworth, Vera Koehrmg, K. V. Pritchard.
Thiity-ln-e
ARTHUR V. BROWX
Endowment and Building Fund Campaign
In order to provide adequatelj' for increased attendance, the Butler
College Board of Directors decided last vear to laimch a campaign for
,^900,000 for additional Endowment and -fieOO.OOO for new buildings.
The Board appointed a general Endowment Connnittec, consisting of
William G. Irwin, chairman; Artluu- V. Brown, vice-chairman, and
J. W. Atherton, executive secretary. Other members are Arthur R.
Baxter, Fred C. Dickson, L. C. Huesmann, Enislev W. Johnson, the Rev.
Allan B. Philputt, A. M. Rosenthal, President Robert J. Aley and Hilton
U. Brown, president of the Board. Alumni and other committees have
been appointed. Campaign headquarters have been established at the
City Office, 1104-5 Fletcher Savings & Trust Building.
The Directors felt that the purchase of Fairview Park as the future
site of Butler offered a great opportunity and entailed a great responsi-
bility. They realize tiiat it will now be possible and necessary to con-
struct an educational i)lant that will be modern, convenient, harmonious
in design and beautiful both in itself and in its setting. It is evident Ihat
the people of Indiana are expecting a rapid development on the part
of Butler; the city of Indianapolis, students and alumni arc enthusiasti-
cally hopeful.
Some substantial ])rospects encoiu'aged the Board to undertake this
large enterprise. Tlie campaign was begun only recently with three
suijstantial gifts totaling •1<.').')0,000, or more than one-third of the quota,
$1,500,000;—$50,000 from Arthur V. Brown, '85; $300,000 from the
Rockefeller General Education Board, and $200,000 from William G.
Irwin, '89, and his sister, Mrs. Z. T. Sweeney.
The General Education Board's gift is conditioned on Alumni and
friends of the College raising $600,000 for endowinent purposes. The
Endowment Committee feels that Alumni and friends will answer this
challenge.
Thirty-six
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Let the Seniors Speak
Leaving silly, childish thoughts hehind us, bidding farewell to
scenes of youth, wc, the class of '23, migrated to the Halls of Butler
in the fall of 1919. Little did the upperclassnien recognize the entering
merit on that most significant date. Why, our class gave a Freshmen
Prom—not for us to wait for Juniors with their social annual Hop. Our
class won the Football struggle from the Sophomores, our opponents.
Fiu'tiier, even, we had some Freshmen on the honor roll that year. Hard
to beat that peppy class in the year of 1919
1
Sophomore days Were just as full, full of fun and full of frolic,
though we did lose former classmates for various and for sundry
reasons. Without Skulls to sponsor us we staged the grandest flag
pole fight ever seen in Butler environs.
Then as Juniors we produced an edition dc luxe of the Drift (Jun-
iors edit this copy else we might add a lot about that annual). We
did everything that self-respecting Juniors will and can do. and by this
time we were so well known that we got to be the chairmen of com-
mittees who call the meetings, forget to come and get blamed for it.
Well that is all over now—behind us. We have grown from eighty-
seven Juniors to a hundred Seniors. To let subordinates know our
presence, the j-oung ladies of the class donned those enviable balloon-
blue sweaters, delicately l>ordcred and striped with tan, while the men,
ah yes, those men! strutted forth in pearl-grey (?) trousers, shades of
corduroy and khaki! They soon became the campus landmarks and
some did saj^ the college directory was first recorded on these trousers.
Be tiiat as it may, this no mean class on Founder's Day, in solemn garlj,
with serious mien (albeit Jimmy marched in quick step) first appeared
in "roba scholorum." Not till then it dawned upon us that the end was
(h-awing nigh. Little time is left now for us to enjoy our good old
college.
And now, gentle reader, peruse these pages, glance yet again on
these faces—then marvel as we do now that the college expects to go
right along without us!
I'ortv
\Vi;ni)i:i.l J. Baowx,
Iiulianiii)()lis
Delta Tan Delta, Dramatic L\u\.
President. '21 ; Philokurian Litcrar\
Society : Skulls : Tan Kappa Alpha .
Drift Editor, '22 : N'arsity Debatiiii; ;
Senior Class President. '23; Inter-fra
ternity Council President, '23: Cast,
"Stop Thief", "The Witching Hour",
"The Passing of the Third Flom
r.ack", "Lady Windermere's F;in",
"Come Out of the Kitclien".
Doha Hkidon, Mori-istowii, Iiid
Campus Clul) President. '2.?; CAc:
Club: Y. W. C. A.
DoKOTHY Rh().\I)i:s, liulianapolis ^
Pi Beta Phi; Glee Club, '22-'2j^: \
W. C. A.: Dramatic Club: Frencli
Club: Cast, "Stop Thief",
MlHI.\M W'lilK, Iiuliaiiai)()li
Delta Delta Delta: Scarlet Quill:
Phi Delta Phi: French Club Vice-
President, '22, President, '2,^: Philo-
kurian Literary Society, Secretary.
'23: Dramatic Club: Collegian Staff.
M.\RY (1. P.xYNi:, Daavilk'. 111.
Kapi)a Alpha Thcta : Phi Delta Pin.
President, '22 : Soarlet Quill, '-'.^ ;
\'. W. C. A.. Undergraduate Reprc
sentatiye. '22. Geneya Conference
'21. Cabinet President: Biolo.gy Cluli.
President, '23, \\'oods Hole Scholar
ship, '22: Philokurian Literary Sn-
ciety : Student Budget, \'ice-Pre-i
dent, '23: Drift Staff, '22.
J.XMES HiMLER, Indianapolis
Biolo.gy Club: Chemistry Club: V. M
C. A. : Indiana Medical School.
J-ortx
Jt^
Phil Brown, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta : Football, 'l8-'i9,
'20-21-22: Baseball, 'i8-'i9-'20; Dra-
matic Club, '18; Inter-Fraternity
Council. '23 : Junior Class President,
Jean Patterson, Indianapolis
Delta Pi Omega: Phi Delta Phij
Chemical Society, Secretary, '23; Y.
W. C. A. : Southwestern University.
Katherine Gerlach,
Indianapolis
CoRRiNE Stephenson,
Indianapolis
DePauvv University: Phi Delta Phi:
Student Volunteer : Home Economics
Club : Chemistry Club : Geneva Con-
ference Delegate : V. W. C. A.
Margaret Wolford,
Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta : Dramatic Club :
^^ \\". C. A. : Philokurian Literary
Society.
James A. Gloin, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi: Skulls; Senior Class
Treasurer, '22,; Tennis Team, '2i-'22,
'22
; Interfraternity Council, '23
:
Dramatic Club, Business Manager.
'jr,-'22: Collegian, '22; Drift, '22.
'^I ^t ^ 1 E ir
Fort\-tico
Iuiyt\-thrcc
Delta Tau Delta: Skulls, President,
22 : Chemistry Club : Biology Club ;
Dramatic Club; Drift Staff, '22: Bas-
ketball, '18: Baseball, '18.
Mary Henderson,
Indianaiiolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma ; Chemistry
Club: French Cluli ; Matbe™Tics
Club: Y. W. C. A.; Collegian, 'iS-'iQ-
'20
; Student Committee of Affairs,
'20
; Philokurian Literary Society ;
Dramatic Club, A'ice-President, '20;
Press Club, Secretary-Treasurer. '2,?
:
Collegian, Co-ed—Associate Editor,
'2,1 : Washington University, '22.
Sarah Sisson, Iiuliaiuipolis
Phi Delta Phi; Opera Club; Girls
Glee Club, President, '22.
MiLDREn Jaquith, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi : Basketball ; Botanv
Clnlj, '20 ; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '2,3.
Mary Louise Mann,
Indianajjolis
Kappa Alpha Theta ; Y. W. C. A.
;
French Club.
Shin Shimizu, Japan
Waseda University ; Valparaiso Uni-
versity; Intercollegiate Cosmopoli-
tan Club.
Forty-four
I-orty-jivc
Jt ^1 \^^ JE %
Harold Hungate, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta : Football, '20-'2i-
'22-'23
; Baseball, '21-22: Sphinx:
Football Captain, '23.
Helen Brattain, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma ; Scarlet
Quill : Dramatic Club, Vice-Presi-
dent, '22 ; Cast, "The Witching
Hour,'' "Lady Windermere's Fan,"
"Come Out of the Kitchen" : Y. W.
C. A. ; Barnard College, '22.
Marian Breadheft, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta ; Dramatic Club
:
Biology Club, 'ig-'2o; Basketball, let-
ter, '2i-'22 : Basketball Squad. '23.
Melba E, Smith,
Shelbyville, Ind.
Biology Club: Y. W. C. A.; French
Club.
Dorothy White, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta; Biology Club, '21 ;
Y. W. C. A. ; Mathematic Club. '23 ;
Basketball, '23.
Ralph Schad, Indianapolis
Y. M. C. A.
'^c^
Forty-six
Harold J. Stewart,
Indianapolis i;
Delta Sigma Phi: Skulls; Y. M. C. i^'
A.: Drift Staff. '21. Art Editor, '22: fx
Band: Collesjian Staff: Press Club. '^
'
;\Irs. Mary Sanoy Ai)dle>[.\x,
Iiuliannpolis
FLORENCii Hoover, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta : Y. W. C. -\.
Cabinet, '2i-'22: Scarlet Quill, Vice-
President, '22: Biology Club: Dra-
matic Club : Basketball : Philokurian
Literary Society.
Geneva Hungate, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi; Y. W. C. .\. Cabinet.
Secretary, '23; Glee Club; Basketball.
22-'23
; Pan-Hellenic, '23.
Florence HA(;KLE>r.vN,
Indianapoli"-
Y. W. C. .\. Cabinet: Oxford Col-
lege, '20-'2I.
Ralph Beaboet,
Michisanlown, Ind
Forty-seven
U. S. Xaval Academy. 'i9-'20-'2i :
Sigma Chi : Sphinx Ckib : Dramatic
Ckib, President, '22, : Philokurian Lit-
erary Society. Treasurer. '22, : French
Ckib. President. '23 : Football, '22, :
"Her Husband's Wife." Business
Afanager : "Cotne Out of the Kitch-
en," Cast : Student Budget, Treasur-
er. '23.
Mahgaret Higbee, Lebanon, Ind.
Kappa Alpha Theta ; Y. W. C. A.
:
Girls' Glee Club: Basketball. '20:
Dramatic Club: Biology Club. '23:
French Club. '22.
Irma GiLLEY, Indianapolis
Club : French Club : BriefWriter':
Bag.
;Mary Lewis,
V. ^^•. c. A.
Indianapolis
yi. Josephine Brown,
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma : Collegian.
'i9-'2o: Dramatic Club: French Club.
'2i-'22: Drift Staff, '22: Y. W. C.
A.: Cast. "Come Out of the Kitch-
-i .TosEPH Moore Indianapolis
Q^ Phi Delta Theta: Dramatic Club:
f% Mathematics Club. President.
'23.
^[^:
Forty-eight
Li:i.AM) S. Bahki.kv. Odon. Ind.
Delta Tail Delta; Sphinx Club; Dra-
matics Club; Biology Club; X'arsitv
Baseball; Manager Butler Operi
Comiiany. Intcr-traternitv Council
"-'3-
Mah.iohik Hkndhkx,
Bloomfield, Ind.
Kajipa Kappa Ganuna ; Philokurian
Literary Society. \'ice-President, '23 :
Dramatic Club. Secretary. '21 ; Y. V\'
C. A. Cabinet. '22: Collegian Staff.
'20-'2i-'22; Biology Club; Sopho-
more Class, \"ice-President. '21.
Ar.iCE Cahton. Indi;nia])()lis
K\riii;KiM; Qi k., Iiuli;in:i|)()li.s
Pi Beta Phi. Classical Club.
Cahoi.ixi: Di nn, IiidiaiuiiJoli.s
Pi Beta Phi. ^'. W. C. A.
Uahoi.I) ^^^\I.^l;ns. Indianapolis
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Roger T. Clark, Edinburg, Ind.
Butler Association ; Y. M. C. A.
;
Sandwich Club ; Student Volunteer
Group. Leader, Senior Committees.
Ei)NA Hadfield, Indianaijolis
Collegian Staff, 'jo-'ji ; Y. ^^. C. A.
Ruth V. Craig, Greenwood, Ind.
Pi Beta Plii: Dramatic Club: Glee
Club : Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '20, Dele-
gate to Geneva Conference ; French
Club ; Debate Team Captain : Delta
Phi: Basketball, "B", '21: Alixed
Quartette, '21 : Debaters' Lea.oue
:
Oratorical Contest, '22 : Cast, "Pirates
of Penzance," "Drum Major," Co-
lumbia University, Summer, '21.
Margaret Qiinzoni,
P]rma Tevis,
Indianapolis
Milrov, Ind.
Delta Delta Delta: Y. W. C. A.
Glee Club : Campus Club.
(lEOKGE KisTLER, Indianapolis
Collegian Staff : Press Club ; Dra-
matic Club : Cast, "Come Out of the
Kitchen" : Glee Club, Cast. "Pirates
of Penzance": Butler Association;
Y. M. C. A.
^[^
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Hi'BERT Calvin Moor,
Indianapolis
Butler Association ; Student Volun-
teer Band : Sandwich Club ; Y. M. C.
A. : Delegate to Geneva, '21 ; Foot-
ball, '21 : Band : University of Illi-
nois. '23.
Levaha Mae Milliken,
New Castle, Ind.
Campus Club : Glee Club ; Chorus
—
"Trial liy Jury." "Pirates of Pen-
zance"; Y. \\'. C. A.: Senior Com-
mittee.
LrciLi.E RowE, Logansport, Ind.
Pi Beta Phi : Hillsdale College, Mich.
Margaret Keeeenuach,
Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi ; Dramatic Club ; Vaude-
ville Committee, '2i-'22-'23; >'. \> . C.
A. ; Pan-Hellenic, '22 ; Scarlet Quill,
'23 : Drift Staff, '22 ; Senior Class
Secretary, '23 : Student Budget Sec-
retary, '22, ; W. A. A. President.
K.VIHERYN G. HUSSEY,
Carmcl, Ind.
Campus Club; Y. \V. C. A.: Drama-
tic Club; Glee Club; Cast, "Passing
of the Third Floor Back."
Ceaui IxnAEE.s, Indianapolis
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Track; Drama-
tic Club : Mixed Quartette, '22 ; Cast,
"Trial bv Jurv" ; Indiana University
Medical School.
"^C^
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Siii:i.i)()\ Osisohm:,
Hillslxiid. Ind.
Alathciiiatics Club.
IIi:i.i:n Dokim'khs. Indiaiiapdlis
I'hi Ddta Phi: Phi Keinija Phi: \"
W. C. A.
Hi:i.i:x (Irii,!), Iiidiaiuipdlis p;
Ei.[ZAi!i;iH Jaxk Matthkws.
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma : Scarlet Quill
Secretary, '23: Biology Club; Drama-
tic Club Secretary. '20: Cast, "Stiip
Thief" ; V. W. C. A. Secretary, '20
;
Freshman Secretary, '19
; Junior
Class ^'icc-Pre.sidcnt, 2i\ Drift Staff,
Fkhn Hi nteh, Scyjnoiir, liid.
Opera Club: l-'rcnch Club.
DiHBiN Dav, Scynioiir. Ind.
Indiana Medical School. '2.3: Phi Be-
ta Pi: Skeleton Club.
^[ ^t Ifc w
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Mildred Goff, Russellville, Ind.
Delta Delta Delta ; Campus Club
:
Dramatic Club ; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet,
'22 ; Glee Club, '20-'2i-'22 : Cast,
"The Drum Major"; Biology Club,
Atta Vandevier, Franklin, Ind.
Classical Cluli ; V. W. C. A.; Cam-
pus Club.
Ruth McCormick, Indianapolis
Y. W. C. A.
Freda Arthur, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta ; DePauw Uni-
versity : Biologv Club; Pen and Pen-
cil Club.
Margaret Hecker, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi : Freshman Class Sec-
retary, '20 ; Glee Club ; Dramatic
Club ; Basketball, '20 : Collegian
:
Press Club.
Charles Porter, Indianapolis
Lambda Chi .Alpha : University of
Chicago, '23.
^[^C :^iLi)i: ^ D[^r
Fifty-four
Cai.ista Sti:i'hi:nson,
Indinnapolis
Kappa Kapi)a riamnia : Draiuatic
Cluli: Easkethall; V. W". C. A. Cah-
inet, '_>j: Delegate tn National \'.
\\ , C. A. Convention. '22.
L. C. Mc.Bhiih:, Kii'kiii, Iii(l.
(Ilex Keacii, Seyiiioiir. Iiul.
Sigma Clii : Sknlls ; Dramatic Cluli;
French Ckib President. '22 : Cast.
•The Witching Hour": Glee Cluh
:
Cast. "Trial by Jury."
Fhaxk Hai.i; Browx,
Indianapolis
David Di.m.ai', Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta ; Drift Business
Manager, '22 : Tau Kappa Alpha :
\'arsity Debating, '21-22, Captain.
'23
: Collegian Business Manager. '2,\
;
Cast, "Passing of the Third Floor
Back" : Dramatic Club ; Skulls Presi-
dent. '23.
.JlAMTA RaC.SDALE.
Lci)anon, Ind.
Di ^t ^ ^r
I-'ifty-fivc
E. P. Beabout,
]\Iichisantown, Ind.
Mrs. Hattie Lou Jenkins
WiNSLOw, Indianapolis
Phi Kappa Phi.
Alice Crozier, Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha ; Botany Assistant,
'i9-'20-'2l ; Biolog>- CUib : Chemistrj'
Club ; Glee Club : Champion Girls'
Tennis, 22 ; State Basketball Team,
Frances Bribeck, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma : Scarlet Quill
;
Y. ^\". C. A. Cabinet, 22-'23 : Dra-
matic Club: Biologj' Club: Basket-
ball.
Fj.SIE POORE, Indianapolis
Alice Edna W.alsh,
Plainfield, Ind.
Kappa Alpha Theta : Dramatic Club :
Glee Club, •i9-'2o: Y. W. C. A. Cab-
inet, '2r : Pan-Hellenic Representa-
tive, '23.
John Heiney, Indianapolis
Beta Theta Pi : Collegian Associate
Editor, '22, Editor, '23 : Drift Asso-
ciate Editor, '22 : Press Club : Skulls :
DePauw Universitj-, '20-'2i.
Fifty-six
"^t
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Mister Reader,—The Juniors!
"Great minds run in the same
cliannel," so the class of 1924 first
became a conception in tlie hearts
of 300 liigli scliool individuals.
As "all great bodies must have
their humble origin," so we, the
honorable Juniors, were once
mere Freshmen, subjected to such
humiliating adornment as green
:aps and ruined pompadours.
In March our opportunity came
to shine socially. With the co-op-
eration of the condescending Soph-
omores—now our mightj' Seniors
—we promenaded in the Athen-
eum to the tune of "Bright Eves"
and
.f65 for the hall.
As Sophomores wc became bet-
ter known on the campus, particu-
larly those of us who demolished
Freshmen in the flag-pole scrap.
To prove further our right to
proper respect in this College, we
won the Frosh-Soph basketball
game with a score quickly forgot-
ten by Butler's Nursery.
Now has come the Great Mo-
ment. We are Juniors. As a fit-
ting acknowldcgment of our soph-
istication we have donned ])carl-
gray chapeaux, modestly banded
in royal-blue. By our hats ye shall
know us. At this ])oint we deem
it appropriate to tell you tliat wc
are the cause of this Drift. We
have labored long and hard, and
now at its publication we sincerely
pray in the cause of our salvation
that there will be more stars in our
crown than there are shekels in
our pocket.
The time approaches when we
will make our formal debut in cap
and gown, before we "go out from
our dreams and theories." But
with our Drift on your libi-ary
table and our record in your mind,
you will say it with applause and
flowers to the Class of Twenty-
Four.
Fifty-eight
Junior Officers
President Ilrtiii \\'ai.I)i;n Mii)i)i.i;.s\\()in ii
Vice-President Maiui-; (Ikoiuu-:
Secretary and Treasurer William (Iaddis
^[^
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Cassatt Martz, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta ; Sphinx Club Presi-
dent ; Collegian : Press Club : Mathe-
matics Club : Baseball, '22.
Hari Schaffncr & Marx sl^ccial ad-
visor.
Kathryn King. Indianapolis
Oxford College,
Club; Y. W. C. A.
She /'addles her own canoe.
French
Helen E. Brissenden,
Indianapolis
DePauw University, two years.
She is another one who kept her
matrimony siib-rosa.
M. K.ATIE Kinder,
Newport News, Va.
Biology Club : Chemistry Club
:
French Club : Dramatic Club ; "Come
Out of the Kitchen" ; Y. W. C. A.
Katie waz'cs the scepter in t!ie office.
Virginia O. M.\ltby,
Indianapolis
Biology Club, 21: Glee Club; Y. W.
C. A. Treasurer, '2i-'22; French Club.
.She fans tlie flame of love.
Em^iett Painter,
Walcott, Ind.
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, '21 ; Student
Forum, '21 ; Classical Club, '22-22, ;
Volunteer Americanization Worker
from Y. M. C. A.. '23.
A dormant lieart-hreaker.
^[ ^t. ^
Si.vty-two
John P. Metzgek,
Nol)k'svilk', Iiul.
Indiana University: Indiana State
Normal ; Dramatic Clnli AdvertisinR
Manager.
lit- refuse to i'oiiiiiiit oiirscli'cs.
Elizabeth Digan, Indianapolis
Chemistry Chili : Biology Clul).
Ill botany s/ic's the berries.
Stella Plake Jones,
Indianapolis
Gleo Club: Chemistrv Club: V. W .
C. A.
RnUnid's her ozcii.
Alice Archbold, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta : University of
Illinois, '20-21 : Y. \V. C. A.: Mathe-
matics Club : Tennis, '22 ; Dramatic'
Club; Collegian; Basketball: Drift.
Cleo held her .liiloiiy. .Iliee has her
Eleanor Aistin, Iiulianapolis
Delta Pi Omega; Glee Club: "Trial
hv Jury" : "Pirates of Penzance" ;
French Club. '23: Pan-Hellenic, '22-
23
: V. W. C. A.
With a smile on her face and a kinl
in her hair
Slie -wafts perfume ei\'ryii.'here.
Edwin C. Berry hill,
Indianapolis
Sigma Alpha Epsilon ; Franklin Col
lege, '2 1 -'22.
Another zietory over franhlin.
^I D G ^t ^
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Pail L. Phillippe,
Frankfort, Ind.
Butler Association : Inter-Fraternity
Basketball.
The B. A.'s hoop-loofcr.
7 H RowENA Madden, Tangier, Ind.
Tlic pride of Tangier's Main street.
H.vzEL Funk, Indianapolis
Indiana Extension; Indianapolis Nor-
mal School.
There is nothing she cannot think
thru.
AiDREY M.ARTiN, Danville, Ind.
Oxford College, '21: Chemistry CUib
:
Y. W. C. A.
Don't confuse Audrey zvitli Audacity.
Ruth Wooley, Indianapolis
Delta Pi Omega : French Clnb : Y.
^V. C. A.
IVooley—Slie's a regular little lamb.
\y. G. West, Indianapolis
Dramatic Clnb ; French Club.
He came to college for au education
—he's getting it.
^mz ^ ^n w
Si.vty-funr
El)\\ AH1> (i. M(('. \\ II \N.
liuliiinapolis
Chaimuiii dI" IUuKt .StiiiK'nt l'.U(li;ol
Coiiiiiiitti.f. '_•_-'->,?: Tan Kappa Al-
plia: \'arsitv Debates. '22-'J3: V. M.
C. A. rrcsidi-Tit. ^^J-^2^. Phil,.
President; Woods Ilnle Sdiolarsliip.
'21
: French Clnh: I'.ioloKV nuh:
Chemistry Cluh.
Willi ,1 Utile hrlr I ioitid rrf.uiii III.-
.Ii:s.si(;\ M. ISuown.
IiuliiiDapolis
Kappa Alplia Theta : Drift Staff; ^'.
W. C. A.; Scarlet Unill ; Philo-
Dcliatin^sf League Secretary ; Pen and
Pencil; Dramatic Cluli; "Passing of
the Third Floor P.ack" ; "Come dm
of the Kitchen."
iriio's iirxl'
Mii.i)Hi;i) Hoss, lii(luiii;i|>(>lis
Delta Pi Omega; Glee Cluh. '.'o-'ji :
>. \V. C. A.; Basketball, jo-ji ;
liiology Club. '20-'2\.
Mamu/iiui llic i.,as C,nii/<iiiiY /.;/.• i\v ir
l/irat dt-al of her tiiiir hid slu- .i/t/k/.v
hi-r /i-ti- xfiirr iiiniiu-iils ill lUillC'-.
DoUOTH'S Pi;HKINS,
Indianapolis
Classical Club; Treasurer of ^. W.
C. A., '22.
Were those lillle fi"l' n'ses iiiiiiietl
after her?
'S\\\\\ Ei.i/.Ai;i:i i[ P<)iii:n.
India napdiis
^'. W
. C. A.
If she shulies as r.v// as she ,1 rives,
she is an haiwr roll student.
Ai.i iii:n H(isi:Nsriiii..
ZionsN illc. Ind
Lambda Chi Alpha; Basketball. '21
Inter-l'raternity Basketball.
ki>s\—llie liltle frairie flotcer.
^[ ^t. \tl DE^r
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Sixty-six
Iinrv Ci.AiHi-: Dykks.
l);nliiii»l()ii, Incl.
Pi Beta Phi ; Oxford College, '20
;
Dramatic Club Secretary ; "Lady
Windemere's Fan''; "Her Husband's
Wife": "Come Out of the Kitchen":
Collegian : French Club ; M,athenia-
tics Club: Philo: Writers' Club, '22;
V. \\. C. A.
liiilliTs Xoriini Taliiiadije.
Cakl O. Xieman, Indianapolis
far from being a distiirbi>uj clement.
Louise Rich, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet.
'21
-'22; French Club.
A late antlwritx on ealorie;
Glenn Hoover, Nc\vca.stle, Ind.
Delta Delta Delta ; Y. W. C. A. Vice-
President. '22-'23 ; Student Volun-
teer Secretary.
Sincere and industrious—that's Glenn.
Ju.\NiTA IvEKSEV, Indiiuiapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha ; Dramatic Club : Y.
W. C. A.; Basketball, '22-'2.3.
She must have bribed the Editor
i.'iee f'<i</e y(i.)
William Kiseh, Ii:<li;mapolis
Delta Tau Delta; Skulls: Foutball,
'20-'2i, Captain, '22.
Bill used to think South Bend was
an exercise, but now he exercises to
net there.
^r=: ^t ^ jE^r
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iCH AHI.KS D.MI.KY, Illd i a IKI |)()1 is
Delta Tail Doha; Pliiiix.
// iiV could sec ourselves us ollic:
sec us!
Mahy H Ci{i;\v, Davloii. Ohio
Campus Chili; Dramatic CliiK; "S'. W.
C. A. Cabinet, 'JI ; I'lii Delta I'hi
President. '23; Glee Cluh \ice-I'rcsi-
(lent. '21. Accompanist, 'jo- ji- jj.
U'c lake off our hat to Mary.
DoHoTiiv Shank. Iii(liaiui[)()li>
Mathematics Chil>; ^. W. C. A
University of California, '-'i-'jj.
Mc an' Sarah—and Ihtrothy.
Edith F"irz(ii:HAi.i). Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Thcta ; Dramatic Cluh;
Glee Clnh ; "Tirates of Penzance";
Y. \V. C. A.
// V'-'» ZK'ant any inside information,
sec Mosc.
LoiISE StHICKI.AM).
I iKliaiiaixiir
Kappa Kappa Gamma; P;m-llelleni
Dramatic Cluh ; Baskcthall.
When he saic Striel; he ii'i;.< strue!:.
Eahi, 1)ami:i.s. Indianniiolis
lUitler r.an.l: Phil..; ^. M. C. A.
Cabinet. 'jJ-'2i: Sandwich Club; Tan
Kappa Alpha: P.utler Kepresenta-
tivc in State Oratorical Contest. '22 :
Debate Team ; Track, '23.
Hack to thy febhles. Demosthenes. I
have the floor iio<i'.
Si.rtx-lllllc
Rachel Campbell,
Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Collegian As-
sociate Editor, '21-32 : Biology Club;
Press Club Secretary, '2i-'22 ; Dra-
matic Club ; Basketball : Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet, '22 : Pen and Pencil Club
^'ice-President, '22: Drift.
Rachel is a sweet girl and she sings
well.
Elsie Nieman, Sunman, Ind.
Campus Club ; Biology Club ; Y. W.
C. A.
Pauline Wilkinson,
Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha ; Pan-Hellenic Sec-
retary-Treasurer, '22-'23 ; Mathema-
tics Club ; Collegian, '22-'23 : Y. W.
C. A,
She is not I'ery noisy hut you knozv
that saying about still icafer.
Dorothy Book, Indianapolis
Campus Club: French Club: Y. W.
C. A.
There is a close relation between her
uauie and her school work.
Se-i'ciity
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Archie W. Reynolds,
Windsor, Ind.
Track. '22-'23 ; Glee Club.
Mot only ill truck ilocs lie burn 'cm uj^.
Alice F. Cobb, Hanover, N. H.
Pi Beta Phi; Biology Club: Glee
Club, '2i-'22; y. W. C. A.; "Drum
Major"; Press Club, 'ji-'jj; Writ-
ers' Club; Drift.
Hide 'cm. cowboy.
L.vVern Bishop, Rushville, Ind.
Delta Delta Delta; Dramatic Club:
Glee Club: Y. W. C. A.; Pan-Hel-
lenic, '22-'23.
LaJ'cni—French:' .It any rate .^lill
Frank.
S.\Ml'ELL.\ ShE.\RER,
Indianapolis
Chemistry Club, '20-'2i ; Biology
Club, •20I21 ; Y. W. C. A.
The average age has increased to 37
hut Saniuella Henrietta is going to
be a doctor.
Mildred Winship,
Goodland, Ind.
Pi Beta Phi; Basketball, •2[-'22-'23;
French Club, •ji-'jj; Y. W . C. A.
Will you bring him bach or rciV/ he
tahe yoii out.'
Paul Jones, Mecca, Ind.
Butler Association; Baseball, '2r-
'2^; Basketball, '20-2i-'22.
Fatuous for .Is—.-ictor, Artist,
.Athlete.
^[^C
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Max Harold Fisch,
San Francisco, Cal.
Sandwich Club President, '22-'23
:
Brief Bag Staff, Associate Editor,
'20-'2i ; Y. M. C. A.
He knoivs iL'hercof he s!>eaks.
Gladys Sudbrock, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta ; Dramatic Club :
Y. W. C. A.
"Walt, dear, how iiiiieh longer must
Carrie E. Benham, Salcni, Ind.
Campus Club ; French Club : Y. W.
C. A.
Tlie more slie sleeps, the less she's
aii'ake.
Marie George, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi ; Vice-President of Jun-
ior Class ; Scarlet Quill ; Phi Delta
Phi Vice-President, '21-22 ; Y. \\'. C.
A. Cabinet, '2i-'22: Collegian; Bi-
ology Club ; Basketball, Varsity Cap-
tain, '2i-'22 ; Butler Student Budget
Committee : Drift.
Our I'ltth- Dutch girl athlete.
Virginia Wood, Indianapolis
Hiram College ; Student Volunteer
:
Y. W, C. A.
Froui a loval Butler House.
Carl Huber, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi : Track, '22 : Dramatic
Club : Pen and Pencil ; "Come out of
the Kitchen."
Who is she, Carl?
^r^=T
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HOWAHD BlRKHER,
French Club.
.1 rcimuiiil of ihc S. .1. T. C.
Indianapolis ^
Josephine Osborne,
Indianajjolis P
Delta Delta Delta : French Club ; Dra-
matic Club; Y. W. C. A.
The Tri Pell Calll-Ciirci
WlIJJAM W. WlTlKAMI'ER.
Windfall, Ind.
Sandwich Club : Student \'oluntcer :
Y. M. C. A.
Tlir huihcr tlic /i-.iv;— // aiii'l.
Faye Cantrall, Kokonio, Ind.
Campus Club; Y. W. C. A.
Diminutive, wise and quid—and slill
from Kokomo!
Thomas E. Brown,
Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta: Dramatic Club:
Chemistry: Track, '2<-'22: Cross
Country, '2X-'22.
If Tontiiiy caii'l. his ciir con.
DoHis Vmkunia Lonc,
New Richmond. Ind.
Campus Club: W W. C. .\. : Open.
Club: "Drum .Major": "The Pirrito
of Penzance."
h'iyh Utiles hnUt no terror for her.
^( ^M 1&; r
Sc:rnty-fi7c
Walden Hugh Middlesworth,
Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta ; Junior Class Presi-
dent; Basketball, '20-2t-'22, Captain-
Elect: Football, '20-'2i-'2j; P.aseball,
'21-22. Captain, '2,3 : Skulls.
It's all in the holding, U'ally—try
one sometime.
WlNlFKKI) SeLLICK,
Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta: Biology C'uh
;
Philo : Y. \V. C. A.
Three iin/^ortanl faetor.f in Wini-
fred's life—eotlet/e. Irensnry. nursery.
Ceakice Headkick, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta: Dramatic Club:
Glee Club: Y. W. C. A.
That "punctured tire" alibi z<.'on't
work always, Clarice. Better invent
another or get home earlier.
Staneey a. Cain, Indianapolis
Y. M. C. A. Vice-President, '22-'23
:
Butler Student Budget Committee,
'22: Philo; Cross Country, '20-'2i :
Y. M. C. A. Handbook.
.4 dual fersonaHlx. fi
"able."
Cam ,s
Jeanita Kersey, Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha ; Dramatic Club : Y.
W. C. A.: Basketball, '22-'23.
She must have bribed the Editor
( See page 67.
)
Thomas C. B.vtchelor,
Indianapolis
Sigma Chi : Press Club.
She made her debut, did Lady Lou
one night in a cabaret.
Sci eiltx-si.v
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Seventy-eight
ViivruR Twnrv, Indianapolis
Butler Association: V. M. C. A. Cali-
inet ; Chemistry Club; Philo.
The Apollo of llic holany hih.
Helen Sli ss, Indianapolis
Kappa Kajjpa Gaiiinia ; ^'. W. C. A.
Small bill iiiiiihly in more ways than
imc.
Alma K. Fokt, Indianapolis
Delta Pi Omega: Classical Club:
Chemistry Club, '20 : Glee Club, '20
:
V. W. C A.
So}iit- boyx Zi'oidd rather hold the f^
1-ort than the sack.
LoHENE T.WLOH. Indianapolis
Ali)ha Kappa Alpha.
She uses her eyes—does Lorene.
Ai.iiERT Thomas, Indianapolis
.Sigma Chi: Tennis Runner-Cp. '22:
Tennis Team.
.11 manages to e.visi though he finds
life i-cry boring.
C.\'iiiuvN BoNU, Winauiac, Ind
Campus Club: V. W. C. A.
Handed goods.
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Sophomore Officers
President Gerald Woods
Vice-President Mary Patia Carver
Secretary and Treasurer Fred Schultz
-if/ye-.
^I
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Eighty-tzvo
The Sophias' Wail
Wo of tlie Class of "25 no sooner foiuul ourselves Soj)homoric than
\\c began taking an active ])art in Canipustical activities. Our thoughts
were turned into many channels and lanes for further knowledge.
Particularly to the Drania (Palacial), and to the ([uieter arts (Circleistic
and Cuhe-halistic) were we attracted. So active were we indeed that
few of us were able to attend the aiuuial Freshnien-Soi)honiore scrap and
game this year. We understand that many of the Freshmen were pres-
ent, but then that Green horde swarmed all occasions, even, we notice,
were they congregated to have their picture taken.
In truth, however, on these occasions alone (then' being no others
requiring the appearance of the class en masse, class meeting being
no exception) were we as a class defunct. We c()ntril)utt'd nobly to the
personnel of the athletic teams.
Representing the Sophomores on llu' heroic frozen heath during
the recent football season were "Hal" (Iriggs, the boy with the golden
toe and the platinum arm; "Nig" Woods, wlio brought tears to the eyes
of the fair ones whenever he was tackled; "Dave" Konold. basiiful end
who fought like Miles Standish when on the field of action; "Dick"
Strickland diminutive "big" man who made good over night; "Kewpie"
Updegraf, whose father sent him to college with .$1,000 under Pal Pag<'
and only got a quarter-back; Harry Duttenhaver, of whom we can boasl
was never "half shot" but suffered a casualty in the thigh; (lien Dutten-
haver, who won a letter for the first time anil cairied tiu' title of official
quarter-liack on the third team (which \\as sonu' distinction considering
last year's team); and Mei'lc Rolroff, tlie curly-headed brute who came
through unscratched.
While these men \Vere subduing teams from Illinois to Hose Poly,
other second year men and women were active in all such collegiate
enterprises as The Collegian, Dramatic Club. Philokurian Society.
French Nuts. Biology p]thics. Zoology Antics, Chemistry Rhymes and
Mathematical Romances.
About the end of the first semester when the Drift Editor took it
into his head to find out who was the best-looking girl in school, tlu;
Sophomores chose Patia Carver as their candidate to compete with
those of the other three classes in the contest. P'very loyal Sophomore
still contends that it was force of numbers that relurucd the Freshman
candidate the victor.
From out of chaos we came to College,
Came for pleasure and for knowledge.
For the knf)\\ledge simulated.
Into Sojihomores ele\ale(i.
We, the Class of "2.'), pass from cliaos into .luniors.
From out of chaos to Seniors,
Into caj) and gown demeanors.
Who for knowledge forsake the pkasurt'.
Think the sheep-skin pays full measure.
We, the Class of "2.'), pass from chaos back again.
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Freshmen Officers
President Robert Nipper
Vice-President Justine Halliday
Secretary Sarah Francis Downs
Treasurer Arnold Davis
D[
Eighty-six
Frcsli-
IU)l)(i'l
IVllow
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Tlu' Amhilion Hiii* played lunoc will) llic Fri'shman Class ol' 192(i.
Ill imitalion of llu' c-()lK'i>i' il s\\t'|)l all opposition hrl'oix' it in concpiiT-
iiig llu' SopliomoiTs, by \\iiinini< Ihr sci'ap and llu' inlri-class I'oolhall
game. Tho I'irsl-ycar class displayed a nuiUial co-opiTation and dc-
termination that Ixxles ill lor those who might attcnij)! to thwart it in
I'litiire undertakings.
The elections placid (lie responsii)ility tor (lie welfare oF tlu
men through their first dilTieult year upon tlu' siuudders of
Xi])i)er. who ^^•as the unanimous choice for prtsidenl. His
(officers were Justine Halliday. vice-president; Allierl Knox, trc
and Saiah Downs, secretary. The campaign broughl fortii some ])o-
litical brilliance, a areat disregard of parliamentary law, seme shght
trouble with the ballot l)oxi's. and a wonderful originalily thai proved
to hi' the deciding factor in tlu' nominations.
The day of the class scrap dawned cold and cloudy and though Ihe
\\earers of the green were confident of victory, there was a nervous
luidertoni' among them over what the day might hold in store. The
football game was contested through all of its Ihri'e ([uai'lers, the game
being called at the end of the third ])eri<)d in order to insure its con-
clusion before dusk, when il would ha\e been difficult for the officials
lo follow liie original and com])licaled plays. Tlu' Freshmen oul-ma-
neux'eri'd tlu' So|)liom(n'es and smashing line-])lunges. cond)iiu'(l with a
s])ectacular aerial attack, servetl to push over a touchdown in Ihe I'irsl
((uarter. The Freshman goal was never in danger during the next two
]ni'iods, bid tile vearlings acquired tlirie touchdowns that were ((uickly
called back as illegal by tlu' .hmioi' officials of the game. Half-back
Schultz starred for Ihe Sophomores, while (|uaiier-l)ack Mills was Ihe
(lutslanding figure on the big (ireen team.
The shivering scrap gladiators were herded at eilhi'r end of liie
J'ield. while a repri'sentati\e crowd of feminine s])ectators waited im-
])atiently for the slaughter. A handful of Sophomores floated a pink
])ennant from the u|)righl of the alread\' battle-scared goal-posts, and
gathered gallantly in a defensi\e position, while a hopeless but deter-
mined atmosphere sillied o\i'r the gridiron. The horde of I'"i'eshiiien
was being extorted by Coach Pat Page to spill a little blood and to take
home an extra shirt. The whistle blew and the "Sophs" were enveloped
in a mass of ^\hirling bodies. When Ihe haze of gore and flying gar-
mints had settled, the pink flag was still floating in the breeze. Twice
the enraged attackers rcdled o\ir tlii' di'S|)erale sicond-year men, and
on the third and last altempl succei'ded in lilei'ally tearing Ihe "Sophs"
from their posts, lind) by limb. .\s tlii' Fri'shman li'adei of the scaling
)uirty, Al Knox ri|)ped down the blood-spalli'ri'd pennant and a weal;
cheer rose that was ipiickly silenced when il was (lisco\ere<l llial llu
green emblem of the I'ri'sbmen was missing. .\ genei'al decloliiing of
the exhaiisti'd So|)hom()ri's followed and llie
recovered but too lati' to place it on the poh
ality the So|)b()iiiori's claimed a victoiy.
The Freshman class arrived at the time
College, and will be the first childien of Ihe
Ihe cla.'^s of 2() lo i)eller in a worthy way llic ii
till' teams and acli\ilies of the lasl Iwii xcars.
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Hoofing It To College
(By Demarchus Brown)
In 1875-79, the Pennsylvania road-bed and Washington street were
used by many of us in walking from our homes to the College in Irving-
ton. The railroad track was dangerous from trains and Washington
street was dusty. We who "hoofed it" had companionship, however,
and did not object even after we had played ball in the afternoon. We
nearly always walked one way every day. I recall some of the boys.
(Does a college boy ever forget tlie days at college?) There were the
Wallace boys, Cliarley Ballard, Hilton U. Brown, Wilbur Campbell,
Miles Clifford, and others. On Friday nights we would walk in after
the adjournment of the Literary Societies. To my father's homestead
on Massachusetts avenue was about four miles. Others had farther
lo go. We always had fun on the way, mornings out or nights inbound.
On Saturday and Sunday nights we called, (had "dates" to speak in
modern terms) on the coeds. (We did not say "coeds," however).
There were no cars l)ack to the citN'. Perforce we walked. Had it not
Iieen for the good time we had in our calls—the walks at 2 or 3 o'clock
in the morning would have been lonely. SA\'*eet remembrances pre-
vented lonliness. You moderns dash home in a motor car and have not
time en-route to rehearse all the sweet things. The old way of doing
things has some advantages, perhaps. Far be it from me, however, to
advocate the old paths for you up-to-daters. Our old paths are now
either asphalt pavements or are placarded "Don't Trespass on the Right
of Way."
Ball games were mentioned above. We played on Friday after-
noons. Our contests were nearly all interclass, not intercollegiate.
They were none the less exciting and even bitter. Friday nights the
debates were held in the Pythonian and Mathesian Literary Societies.
These contests were equally hard-fought. On our walks back to the city
late at night, we fought these battles over again. The long walk in
rain or snow or clear moonlight gave ample opportunity for argument
and boisterous fun.
"Afoot and light hearted we took to the open road."
"Strong and content, we travel the open road."
"Allons! the road is before us."
These - lines from old
Walt Whitman express our
custom and our thoughts
with his usual charm
and power. Whether
many students walk far
to college now or not, I do
not know. This I do know,
—we can never forget the
zest, the fun and the I)ene-
fit of our walks to the col-
lege along dusty Washing-
ton street or the gravel of
the Pennsvlvania tracks.
Xinety
Mule-Car Days in Irvington
(By (liiRT .lulian Clarke)
Just wlu'u tlu' liisl lrvini,'l()ii car-liiu' l»ci<an opcialioiis I do iiol
recall, but on consullalion willi W. II. II. Shank, who knows more about
early lrvini>t()n than anyone now living, I conchuU' that it was m liie
sumnuroriall of 187 I. William II. English was pivsidinl ot the eonipany
that i)rojrcii(l and built llie line. He was sueeeeded by Tom L. .lolmson.
who ai'terwards became Mayor of ("levi'land.
Butler College remoycd to its prisenl loealion in the hill ol 1<S/.).
and probably about 1878, the ear-line wtis shilled so as to go past this
institution, "instead of going down Audubon, as at lirsl, the cars went
^vest on Bonna ayeiuie to Ri'tter avenue, on Biller avenue lo I niveisilv
avenue along rniversitv avenue lo the jjieseiil Butler avenue, crossed
the C II A: I), track.s, through the Starr Addition, where a man named
Childs had built a large organ factory and also a group of pretentious
looking houses, in one of which President Everest ot Butler (.ollege.
afterwards resided, tbrougb the prettv suburb of Stralford, and pasi
beautiful i)atcbes of foresT where the car-driver would sometimes stop,
in case none of the passengers seenu^d lo be in a hurry, and allowed Ihe
voung College bovs and girls to gather wild flowers.
there were no conductors on those cars, the fares (it cost a dime lo
go to town then) being deposited in slots and conducted thence lo llu
front ^yindow where, between two panes of glass, the driver could see
exactly bow many there were. Occasionally the driver would slop the car
and announce that he was one fare short, whereupon everybody would
look at everybody else, and presently Ihe desired amount would be lorlh-
coming. If'not, the dnver would again |)ul his luad in and remind Ihe
occupants of his requirements, stating Ihal unless Ihey were coin|)lied
with he \\-ould not proceed.
Whenever the car left the track we all gol out. Ihe mules were
hitched to the other end (both ends were alike) and after violeul lugging,
sometimes with the assistance of the strongest and most obliging pa.s-
senaers. it was restored to its proper place. This usually happened in
the muddiest parts of the road so that we reached Ihe city with consider-
able quantities of nuul adhering to our shoes.
Students who lived in town used lo study llieir lessons on Ihe ear.
for it took an hour to make the trip.
Mule cars continued on their meandering course lliidiigh the Slarr
Addition, and Stratford. i)ast Ihe organ faclory, Ihe barn. Ihe |)alclus
of woods, lill the year bS'.H), wlu'U the right-of-way was obtained oul
East Washington street. After a while we abandoned tlie mule-cars for
the steam dummy which
killed at least one passen-
ger in a week, then came
a storage battery, and fi-
nally tlie i)resent" very sat-
islaelol'V eleclrie ll-olley- Jjjlf.
Xiiict\-one
Automobile Transportation
(By Virginia Kingsbury)
There was a time when notliing flapped in chapel but the blinds
and the only war veterans we knew were those with gray whiskers.
II was during this period that the automobile as a means of Butler
transportation came into being. One September morning the Morgan
girls' car was seen parked on the drive; the wonder was that it appeared
the next day and the next. Before, on a few rare occasions, indulgent
gatherers had been known to loan their machines for a day, but it soon
dawned upon us that this car Was dedicated to the sole purpose of
bringing its lucky owners, Mildred and Ilene, to College. Such luxury
as this was almost unbelievable
!
The friendships of the aforesaid knew no limit and the car no rest.
It was never lonely,—for even when not upon the road it was occupied
l)y those studjdng, or nearly studying, or perhaps only resting from their
labors. To sink into its slippery cushioned seats meant perfect happi-
ness. No doubt it was cruelly overworked! Though primarily designed
for the comfort of five passengers, its capacity was easily douliled.
Anyone invited to ride would literally jump at the chance and gaze
down upon the walking multitude grinning like the traditional Cheshere
cat. Its social activities were amazing, for it attended all the festivities
possilde for one car to attend and as a rushing asset it knew no rival.
This hardy pioneer did not remain in solitary possession of the
cami)iis for long. The machine fever spread rapidly, even breaking out
mildly among the professors. Other cars came—among the first "Bobby
Holjiiis" Marion,—some for a day and others every day, till more and
more we became accustomed to the sight, then expected it and soon
demanded it, and the luxury became a necessity.
Gradually parents were convinced that to send Johnny and Susy
to Butler on the street-car would permanetly undermine their health.
So the campus and streets leading thereto have become as all open-air
garages and the starting
of motors or the squeaking
of brakes is no longer cause
for comment. The brightly-
painted roadster, the huge
closed car or even the one
guided by the chauffeur
creates but little excitement.
Anyone passing Butler dur-
ing the week, especially on
the afternoon of a big game,
can readily understand the
financial depression of the
street-car company.
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Aviation at Butler
(By Joliii Knulz)
Wo liavc li;i(l llu' ])c'(k'slriaii jjoriod. [\\v miilc a,i>('. Ilu' clcclric
mt'lliod and llu' aulomohile transportation in iJjoinj^ to collri<(.'. I am to
discuss tlir t'lyinj^ niacliinc tor tlic Fairvit'w I'uturc. IT I do not stick
to facts it is liccause tlicrc aren't any. Cartl'iil rc^iiai-cli C()^crin^ a
period of more tiian twenty minutes lias l)rouiiiit to liiJilit the lad llial
in all tile State there is no authintic ri'cord of rit;ular airopiane lri])s
to and li'om classes. It was only a moment ago that the editor ))lioru'd
mc that I had just two days in whicii to ])repare this arlicli". 1 Iriid to
choose the Fourth of July and Christmas as the t\\i() days, hut was told
not to i^et funny, so I presume that a serious discussion of aviation at
Butler is desired.
I know a good deal about aeroplanes, having ridden in one once
and seen several others, but I shall try not to be too technical for the
lay mind to follow. My first tri]) aloft was with a Canadian flying
officer on the British front. His ship was given to dropping lont; dis-
tances very fast. After we had been up and down for tlnxt' minutes, the
])ilot called back that we couhhTl slay up nuich huigi'r because th(>
motor was knocking. 1 felt siu'e it was my kni'cs he heard knocking.
However, we did get down alright, after which this bird explained to \uc
that he had let the bus fall out from under us that way to lest his nei've,
as be had crashed a week or so bej'oi'e and liadn"! flown since, lie liad
his nerve alright.
S])eaking of ner\-e brings me back lo wlurt' I should hax'e starled,
and entails a discussicui of Die living IJnil has been done o\er; ai'ound
and more or less through the atiiletic field during the football season.
Of course I realize that not every college is so fortimale as to tunc
legular attendance at its games by a flock of air-craft whose ])ilots will,
when asked, assume the awful rispdusibility of dropping the football
i'or the start of an important ganu' or of I'lilerlaining the crowd with a
stunt or two. But 1 do think that these ships should not try to associate
so intimately with the people in the bleaclu'rs.
On the other hand we don't want to discourage the axialors and
when \\e move to Fairview we nuisl be sure to provide an adecpiati'
landing field as no dou.bt many of the sons and daugiiU is of oui' alumni
^^ill within a few years wish to laxi back and Idrth lo school from
Kokomo or Conners\illi'.
As it is now, hei'e in Irvinglon. if the alliiclic field is in use. our
aviators would be forced either t(> stay up luilil the ganu' was ovei' or
bed-down in the to]) of one of our stateh' trees. Tiiis lailei' practise is,
iiowevir, frowned u\)on bv Jii^
..^
the faculty and 1 beg ^ '^':J^'^J^
leave to suggest to the
registrar that in preparing
bis next Bulletin for ])ros-
pective students he include
a jiai'agraph to the effect
that stiulents ai-riviug in
this uiamur will be aibnil-
ted to tin- college only
while waiting foi- the ani-
Dulancc to come.
Xiiu-lY three
Butler Men In Politics
Organization of a Butler
Club at Washington, D.
C, is now contemplated as
a step in building up But-
ler alumni clubs all over
the country as well as in
Indiana. The movement
to form a Washington
Club will be headed by
Harry S. New, Butler al-
umnus who is a former
United States senator from
Indiana and is now post-
master-general. In the
^Mork of starting this club
Mr. New will be aided by
Merrill Moores, national
congressman from the
seventh (Marion county)
Indiana congressional dis-
trict, and by Thomas R.
Sliipp, Mallie Murphy and
other Butlcrites now in
Washington.
The membership of all
these Butler Clubs may not
at first be large, but the
alumni associations will
be characterized by the
intense love of alma mater
that alway results from college life, and certainly blazes forth among
Butler ahunni.
Harry S. New was one of the first of noted Butler athletes and
newspaper writers. He was an athletic hero of the 'eighties, when
athletics were just as dear to the campus heart as they are today.
Butler is fortunate in being one of the few western colleges which has
had an alumnus as a cabinet member.
Other Butleritcs who have distinguished themselves in political
office are the late Addison C. Harris, Martin A. Morrison, Wood Unger,
Demarcus C. Brown, Dr. Henry Jameson, Robert Bracken, Albert N.
Losche, Claris Adams, Emsley W. Johnson, William E. English, Lee
Swails, Homer Cook, Judge Miles Clifford, James Barry, James M.
Leathers, Fred Schortemcier, Robert Bracken, and Homer Traub.
HARRY S. NEW
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Our Alumni
(By Katharine Mri rill (liaydcm)
"Bv tlu'ir Iruits yc shall know lluiu." And to judiic liutlrr {:()llci»i'
aright, ont' must understand the lilr and the s|)irit of lier alumni. Out
of the academic home have graduated six hundred and ten nun and
five hundred and thirty-five women. Those men and women liave gone
forth to strive for and" to attain unto ideals sucli as the founders of the
institution had in mind. Thev have converti'd into real living the
lessons learned in the College" halls, have placed in real action tlie
qualities of mind and heart idealized in sucii friends of t'ducation as
David Butler, Allen B. Benton, Catharine Merrill. William M. Thrashef
and Otis A. Burgers.
In nearlv everv State of the Union a Butler ahunnus may he lound
doing his work ([u'ietly and efficiently, playing the part of the man or
the woman at whatever task assigned. From seahoard to seahoard he
struggles. His accomplishments do not come, in the main, with ease.
The' Butler graduate lives fully. He is intelligent and appreciative of
fint' things in literature and life. He gives as lie goes along, gives largely
of his tinie and his strength. Ih' is a i)arl of the hest things ol his
conmiunilv.
Not onlv throughout homeland, hut also over the face of the gh)he
are our alumni sca'ttered : in the Land of the Bising Sun. in oriental
China, in old Tihet, in India, in the islands of the Atlantic and tlie
Pacific, in Malta, on the Belgian Congo, in South .Vfiica, in Mexico, in
South America.
Thev touch the work of the world in all of its callings. In the law.
the niini'strv. the teaching profession, do their activities most ahouiul:
although in' diplomacy, in finance, in journalism, in mtdicine. in com-
merce, in farming, in "home-making, thev hold honored positions. They
help to make the'laws of the State and "the Nation. They manage great
newspapers. Thev occiipv many and imporlanl pulpits. They are
nowhere moi'e i)raiseworthv than in their own homes. Children and
children's children of sradiiates are today attending the College.
"Where dutv calls or danger, he never wanting there," has long
hccn a motto of "our alumni. In the three wars of her lifi-time. Butler
College has heeii generouslv and conspicuously rejiresented. l-rom iur
halls went forth in the (>(l"s one hundred and eighty-four students, ol
whom eighteen did not i-eturn. In "US enlisted lightcen. all of whom
were mu.stered out. In T7 and "hS her name was glorified on the lields
of France and in home cantonnu'ni. Niar eight hundred of her sons
were in service during the World war. of wliich numher sixteen gave
their lives for countrv and for Cod.
To serve in |)eace as in wai'. to live for liulh and justice and nieicy.
to hold high and sacred with loyal gratitude the Blue
these are "lessons learned hy heart in the school am
alumni the richest endowment the College possesses.
1(1 the White:
ia\(' made oui'
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The Sunken Gardens of William G. Irwin at Columbus, Ind.
Rising from the station of a struggling boy, wlio sold sugar-niajilc
cakes and tanbark for a livelibood to tliat of one of the leading bankers
of Indiana, Joseph I. Irwin knew personally the needs and handicaps
of persons who lal)or each day. Tlirougliout his life, therefore, lie
contrii)uted freely to Butler College and other enterprises that scuight ff)
better the moral and civic phase of life.
William (l. Irwin, son of Joseph I. Irwin, in addition to inheriting
Avealth in money from his father, also inherited a wealth of that civic
pride that was the major part of his father's life. He also is a patrtm of
the College and one of its most generous and loyal alumni.
Not many years ago he made a tour of the various countries of the
world and on his return, carpenters, teamsters and various workmen
began tearing down buildings adjacent to the Irwin home. Wiun their
work was completed, instead of the old structures were beautiful sunken
gardens which are the pride of Columbus and of Southern Indiana.
Ideas conceived in every nation of the world are represented in
this garden in a material way. The gardens are well-kept and are ojien
to the public. Down the first flight of steps the visitor approaches a
leproduction of an Egyptian well with many ([uainl carvings. Artistic
walks, stej)s, and paths lead to the court at the sunnnil of a liigh knol!
on the east. A court of the bronze-green elephant at the ncn-th side of
the courtyartl is a favorite visiting place ft)r sightseers.
X iiict\-si.i-
An Early Morning Tragedy
Echoes from Mciiipliis, Tcniu'ssoo, aflcr the liutk r-Illiiiois iiamo,
and how one ahmina hancUes a (IcHcate situation:
I knew it! And I'm kee])ini> a prize IIBntler! Illinois!
hushand in captivity.
I wish YOU eould have l)een luTi'. The rest ol' llu' year it's liard to
i;it up on Siuiday morning, hut during the lootl)all season llie rosy-
fingered dawn is all outclassed wlieii it comes to stealing an early start
on the rest of the world. \\']iy, hefore the first milk-truck slips o\er
the cold blue horizon we begin sneaking out on the front-jjorch in
bath-robed, slip])ered case, armed with the alarm-clock, to see why the
Sunday paper's late.
The strain of the whole tiling as far as our donu'slic life is con-
cei'ued had never been exiiausting because Butler and Illinois had never
met bi'lore and in the big games I joined
with Paul in hojjing Illinois ])iat the
whole world—Butler excepted.
So on Sunday morning wf began
worrying about the pajjcr boy at l:.'5(l and
hv ."):3() we knew he had been killed. Bv
were pacing back I'oi'th in
le |)r()ud
and lie
Societv.
():3(l w
despair.
"Two hours late!" shouli'd 1
mini, when the paper came,
grabbed the huge folds.
We nervously fluttered
Markets, Want Ads, World News, Com-
ics, endless sectiijns of piclui'es and
autos, trying to I'iinl the Sports.
"The Simday jKipei- is Just wagon-
loads of nonsense — Lloyd (ieorge—
strikes, (ireece, Turkey and at last
Sports I" Mis Honor shouted, "Mere wc
are— all, a-ab - l^'oolbali itsuils, middle
west—aJi-b— Butler Illinois" and he
swooned.
"Murray!" 1 shouted oNcr his prone figure. "\i ini are ki
(Hit at last. Tile fighting I
port at his defensek'ss head
miu'ing, "Wi're loyal In \(
|)romptly.
I aimed a lew pillows fi'om llie (la\t'n-
Ile was lurning orange and blue and mur-
,
llliiKiis." I called llic dotidi'. \\r came
.\ iiiclv-se:-eii
"What seems to be tlie trouble?" he asked, puUing out his watch
and thermometer, and gazhig at me suspiciously.
"Nothing except that I threw some pillows at him. Butler beat
Illinois, you know, and he began turning orange and blue. With his
red liair it looked frightful, so I called you. Is it serious?"
"Very," sighed the doctor gravely, and
looked over the end of his nose, "but not
dangerous at all. Just a sudden shock.
He'll recover shortly, but you're to be cau-
tious in ever mentioning the Butler victory
again. It might cause a relapse."
"So I've handled the matter delicately.
No\y and then I go to the kitchen or nursery
whispering the score and dance a Highland
Fling, thinking of the joj' in Irvington. Hearts
all over the countrj' rejoice in Butler's vic-
tories, but I for one shall never use rough
methods again in rejoicing over a Butler vic-
tory that defeated my husband's alma mater.
—Mary O'Haver Ausley.
Richard Moore and Mrs. Moore (nee Opal Cornell) have come
"out of the West" and living at 67 N. Layman avenue.
H. K. Robert, ex-'18, is the head of a family in Fort Wayne. "Bobby"
has sold so many automobiles tiiat the manufacturers have to work over-
time to supply the demand.
Donald A. McOavran, '20, and Mrs. McGavran (nee Mary Elizabeth
Howard), '20, now at the College of Missions, Indianapolis, leave for
India soon where thej^ will join Mr. and Mrs. J. S. McGavran at Jubal-
pore.
Miss Graydon announces that she will build at Fairview and will
be present for the first roll call on the new site. She asserts that the
"Aunterie" will be re-established and that she will hold a house warm-
ing as her first social function in the new territory. Count on Miss
Gravdon when it comes to furnishing the morale.
^c^
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Butler's Record in the Various Sports AgainS We^ern
Conference (Big Ten) Universities— 1922-1923
1922-23 Basketball
Butler, 20
Butler, 30
Butler, 29
Butler, 43
122
Wisconsin, 13, at Madison, Wisconsin.
Chicago, 15, at Tonilinson Hall.
Illinois, 25, at Urbana, Illinois.
Purdue, 21. at Lafavette, Indiana.
74
1922 Football
Butler, 10; University of Illinois, 7, at Urbana, Illinois.
1921-22 Basketball—
Butler, 26
Butler, 16
Butler, 19
Butler, 28
89
1922 Baseball—
Butler, 12;
Butler, 5;
Butler, 2;
Butler, 4;
Butler, 4;
27
Wisconsin, 20- at Madison, Wisconsin.
Chicago, 13, at Chicago.
Purdue, 42, at Lafayette, Indiana.
Illinois, 30, at Urbana, Illinois.
Chicago, 0, at Chicago.
Purdue, 15, at Lafaj'ette, Indiana.
Purdue, 3, at Lafavette, Indiana.
Ohio State, 2, at Irwin Field.
Purdue, 3, at Irwin Field.
23
1922 Track and Field—
Butler scored 3 3-5 points in Western Conference meet at
Iowa City, la.
Butler scored 3 1-18 points in Second National Intercol-
legiate meet at Chicago.
1921 Baseball—
Butler, 3; Purdue. 1, at Lafavette, Indiana.
Butler, 10; Purdue, 17, at Irwin Field.
1921 Track and Field—
Butler scored points for the first time in the history of the
College at both the Western Conference and the National
Intercollegiate meets.
1921-1922 Basketball—
Butler, 28; Purdue, 37, at Lafayette.
Butler, 21 ; Chicago, 29, at Chicago.
Butler, 26; Purdue, 44, at Winter Garden.
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Football
The 1922 season in football at Butler was featured by:
The winning of eight games out of ten, and the scoring of 160 points
to the opponents' 75 points.
The victorj' scored over the Universitj^ of Illinois, 10-7, on October
14, the first defeat suffered by the Big Ten school from a non-conference
team in twenty years.
The standing of Butler second only to Notre Dame in the State
championship race.
The scoring of eight goals from placement by "Hal" Griggs.
The great defensive plaj' of the Butler line, especially in the Illinois
gauK'.
The scoring against every opponent by "Hal" Griggs.
The selection by Walter Eckersall of "Hal" Griggs for honorable
mention on his all-Western mythical eleven.
The selections by Indianapolis and State newspapers of Griggs,
Middlesworth, "Fuzz" Hungate and Beichel for all-State positions.
The comeback of "Johnny" Ferree, captain of the 1916 eleven.
The splendid physical condition of the players, a winning factor in
several of the games.
The generalship of "Wally" Middlesworth at quarterback.
The aggressive play of Captain Harry Duttenhaver in the line, de-
spite a wounded leg.
The ability of "Fuzz" Hungate to break up plays and ()|)en holes
for offensive drives.
The showings of such freshman comers as Beichel, Cecil, Paul,
Alley, Hensel, Harry Hungate, Nipper, Northam and others.
And the many banquets at the close of the season given by \ arious
college and city organizations in honor of and in tribute to the success
of the team and Coach H. O. Page.
One Hundred and Pour
To jiriictice I'nitlifi'lly dny alter (hiy and tlicn play in llu' i»ami's on
Saturdays is hard iii()Ui>li. but to coiiu' out lor hours ovcry aricrnooii
and 1)0 shovrd and hruiscd and cut in liai'd scrinuuagcs and tlu'n to si!
on tlu' htiifh and only walch llu' otluis right the rncmy on the gridiron
ln't'ori' tin thousand adniiriMs is inlinilily hardci'. It's a man-sized job.
AH Butk'r is jjroud oT her twenty or more men who stueU it out so
s])Iendidly last fall, who made the very successlul yiar |)ossiI)le, and in
the end who smilingly steppi'd hack to allow their it'am-males (he
awards of tlu' season. Too much eridit can never he gi\-en Ihesi' men.
We can only hope now that the\- will he with us again next fall, to do
Iheir jjart. as it is pro|)orlione(l to lluni, in the same i-lieerful and
\ aliant way.
Assistant coach Paul "(ioof" Hinkle was in e\i'ry way a valuable
co-worker with ('oach Page in the training of the nu'U during the fall
months, ;nid i\'en more especially in his scouting of the vai'ioiis teams
Ihal Wirt' on the Blue and White card, "llink" knows football all the
way through .and the re|)orts lie brought back of the other schools" |)la\
were in no small measure resixinsible for Butler victories.
Sui)ervising the sale of tickets, making ari-angemenls for special
cars, and handling the large crowds that stoiiucd the gales of Irwin
Field were oidy a few of the duties of .lustus. ".lut". Paul as (ii'aduate
manager of athletics. Himself a former football captain at Butler.
Jut" was well ([ualified for and acipiainti'd with his responsibilities.
Fred F'ellows. the genial Trainer of many years connection with
Butler (-ollege, spent long hours last fall in rubbing the sore muscles of
the players and in keeping the playing field groomed for the ganus.
Working in co-operation with .lustus Paul. DumonI Hanslead, Stud-
ent IManagir, liad an importaid |)arl in tiie cleiical woik ol the athletic
de])arlment. \l Ihe end nl' llic season Paul look o\er the entire duties,
and is now spending full lime on Ihe work.
(Jiu- Ihindicd iUiJ //TV
BULLDOGS START
RIGHT
Butler, 6; Wilmington.
0. Irwin Field, September
23.
RETCHEL CLEARS THE WAY
To start the glorious Butler football season of 1922, a green, untried
eleven took the field on September 23, to battle Wilmington College,
nicknamed the "Little Centre of Ohio" because of its eight victories and
no defeats scored the preceding j'ear. The Ohioians had the confidence
of a heavy, well-balanced, veteran team, and as they ran through the
signals more than a few Blue and White rooters forecasted an over-
whelming defeat for their team.
Captain Harry Duttenhaver was out with a gun-shot wound in the
leg, sustained after practice had commenced, while Cecil, Reichel, Hen-
sel and Steele were plaj'ing their first college football.
For the full sixty minutes of play the line fought back the rushes of
the Wilmington backs, while the back field, composed of Middlesworth,
Woods, Griggs, and Strickland, hammered the ball to easy positions
from which Hal "Golden »
Toe" Griggs booted two
perfect placements, one in
the first quarter from the
thirty-yard line, and the
second in the third quar-
ter from the twenty-yard
line. THE FIRST THREE POINTS
Besides Griggs, Reichel, Middlesworth and Woods featured the
Bulldogs' play. Strickland, with his 135 pounds, made some nice dives
through the Wilmington line. Lou Reichel at center, a Freshman from
Manual, ])layed sensational ball. Johnny Northam, Freshman from
Sheridan high, showed fine possibilities in the backfield.
A hard game had been won, 6-0. Butler looked eagerly to the fol-
lowing contests.
11 ^v4M
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BAPTISTS FIGHT HARD
Butler, 14; Franklin, 0.
Irwin Field, September 30.
HAI, FAILS TO GO ACROSS
The Franklin College football team came to Irwin Field, Septem-
ber 30, supremely confident of vietoiy. It was fresh from a two-weeks
training camp, and eager to avenge the 28-0 defeat scored on Franklin
by the Bulldogs the jjreccding season. During the last fourteen years
of rivalry between the two schools on the gridiron, Buller had won
eleven times to Franklin's three.
It was quite evident to the 7,000 fans who were perched in or around
the playing arena that it would take almost superluunan football for
either team to win, so evenly were they matched. And it was almost
superhuman football when
Jk i^ " J^' jk^M^ ^ ^ "Scrappy" Strickland
^^ fflk itW^^' flHPW Mi snatched a thirtv-vard for
n
ward j)ass
wortli late
rom Michiles-
in the third
BAi'Tl.STh
u
period, and again when Hal Griggs dashed Ihrough the Baptists for
forty yards and the second touchdown after conii)ieling a long throw
from "Nig" Woods.
Exchanging pimts, failing to complete forward passes, gaining oc-
casionally on line rushes but being thrown for losses just as often, the
two teams fought to no decision for the entire first half of the game.
With the count 1 1-0 against them, the Baptists made one last gallant
drive towards the Blue and White line in the final quarter, but the
attack fell short bv eight vards and the second shutout victorv for the
1922 seasf)n of the Blue
and ^^'ilit( was o\ci\ Tjie
enthusiastic Buller foilow-
irs were now looking to
the Illinois game and to
the otlier big scraps tiial
Goach Page had carded
for ids jjlayers.
FRA.\KI,1.\ TAU.S To IIAKIC DoW-NS
I hic Hundred (Did Sc7C)t
Saturday by Saturday tougher aud tougher teams were coniiug to
take a sliot at the fast-steppiug Butler Bulldogs, so on October 7, Chicago
Y. M. C. A. College (The Association College) of Chicago, 111., took her
turn. The game was in the nature of a "rubber" contest, each school
having a victory and a defeat in the previous two years of competition.
A soggy field and dripping skies greeted the players as they lined
up to start the game. Half the stands were unoccupied, but those who
did brave the weather were in high spirits.
GRIGGS BOOTS FORTY-FIVE YARDS
Two sensational plan's
by "Hal" (iriggs proved the
undoing of the hard-fight-
ing "Y" outfit. For the
third time in three games
and under the most difficult conditions, Griggs scored a perfect
placement from the forty-three yard line early in the opening pe-
riod. In the third quarter, for the second feature, (iriggs criss-
crossed fifty-five j^ards for the first touchdown of the game, throwing
off or side-arming a half-dozen tacklers in the course of his run. Bob
Nipper, Freshman from Tech, scored a second touchdown in the same
quarter for the remaining Butler points.
With a total of 36 points scored in three games to the opponents'
none, the Blue and White
gridders were looked
upon as a worthy foe
to play the University of
Illinois at Urbana the fol-
lowing week. Coach Page
ind his men were deter-
inined to give the Suckers
:ill thev had, to win.
XIPPER GOES OVER
One Hundred and Eight
Biitlii-, 10; Illinois U.. 7.
rii);m;i, Illinois, October
14.
jtf 7 IMiili ^^
Tiiio FiKST •niHi';i': ahaixst thi-: ii.i.i.vi
Tho most important athlotic acliicvcnu'nt in as many years as most
of us can romomljer, Butler's lriuni|)ii over the University of Illinois at
Urbana on October 14, li)22, in football, 10 lo 7. stands' as a i<l<)rious
landmark in tJu- onward progress of tiie scliooi for a new slandaid of
sports.
The opening ijuarter was scori'less witii (Iriggs barely missing a
long field goal. Bi-illiaiil line plunges by .lohnny Ferret', fullback, and
a trick |)la\- in which Li'slii' liguicd, pul (he ball in position for th"
oi)ining score. This lime Hal made good on a lhirly-se\en yard jjlace-
ment. .\ driving determined attack carried the ball to Butler's niue-yard-
line as the third quarter ended. It was first down as the final period be-
gan. Four times the heavy Illinois backs crashed into the fighting BuU-
<!og line, and each time
Ihey were bialen back
will) hardly a gain. From
len yards behind his goal-
|)()sts. (iriggs i)unled the
.t^^^^^
ms I'KXKTK.XTI'^S THE ORANGE AND BLUE
ball back to the twenty-five-yard lini'. Again the loosers rushi'd the ball
towards the Blue and White uprights. Again the collegians nuide a
\aliant stand, l)ut this tLiiie on their last down the Orange and Blue
made the distance and a moment later kicked the goal.
As the score stood: Illinois, 7; Butler, 3, the visitors had made more
Hum a creditable showing against the Conference team. But that was
not enough for the blue-ptrst'ved players on the field. Time was almost
up when ('.a])lain llai'ry Dulleniiaxcr snagged an lUini |)ass on Hie forly-
three-yard line. A pass failed. Another one, (iriggs to .Middlesworlh,
netted thiry-five yards. Mclllwain blocked a third. .\ miiuite or two
remained when Woods tossed a fourth on llu' lasl down, and (iriggs
gathered it in and ran over the goal line for \ietory. (iriggs made il 10
on the try after touchdown, and the game was ovei-.
Butler had accomplish-
ed the imjiossible ! What
even the most ardent fol-
lower had not dared hope
for! The future loomed
more j)r(>misiiig llian e\-er. ^ 'it^ h
/%.
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One Hundred and Xinc
QUAKERS FALL HARD
Butler, 57; Earlham, 0.
Irwin Field, October 21.
NORTHAII GAINS AROUND THE END
Homecoming Day, featured by the football game with Earlham,
ancient and traditional rivals of the Blue and Wliite, brought back
hundreds of alumni to welcome and see in action the team that had
lateh' returned from its success at the University of Illinois encamp-
ment. The older grades especially marveled at the progress Coach
Page had made since his entrance at the head of Butler athletics as
they watched his proteges rout the Quakers, 57 to 0.
Ferree, Woods and Nipper assumed the offense for the Bulldogs to
start the game, the last named going over for the first goal. Woods
was the second to score,
getting tlie chance after a
^
^ ^
series of line-bucks that M. ^ "^^^SS JS'
made consistent yardage w » ^ yLl^'^*
througli the Earlliam line. ««^"
WOODS FINDS THE WAT
Completing a twenty-one-yard forward pass. Blessing, substitute
end, opened the second quarter witli a touchdo\Vn, followed later in the
period by a second goal by Nipper. Hariy Hungate and Johnny
Northam, two freshmen comers, made Butler scores during the third
period. A long pass, Vickers to Konold, and a line-smash by Ferree
counted the final points collected by the Blue and White during the
afternoon. Captain Duttenhaver in the line and Ferree in the backfield
stood out for Butler.
It was the fifth successive victory for the Pagemen, and the fourth
^^'hitcwash win. Wabash was next "up to l)at"—the same veteran, hard-
hitting team tliat had con-
cfuered the Blue and White
in 1921, 14-0. The odds
favored the Little Giants
as the time for the battle
approached.
^.s^^^
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One Hundred and Ten
When Butler came home victorious o\er IlHnois. not a lew persons
said: "Luck. Wait until Wabash liits you." All Butler had a whole-
some res|)ect lor tlie Caveman, who had already won four ^ames. and
who had not been seoi'ed on thus i'ar during the season.
Again it was football weather, and tlu' ].").()()() fans thai flooded Irwin
field sensed somehow long before play started the glorious battk' that
they were about to witness.
Both sides presented strong defenses as the game began, and there
were frequent exchanges of puids. As tlu' first period drew to a close.
Hal (iriggs made good an attempt for a placement from the fifty-yard-
line.
TIXY" KNEE TOOK IT
; As the second period op-
5 ened, "Fuzz" Hungate,
> : standing on his own Iwo-
> yard-line, snagged a for-
ward j)ass. and stoppi'd a
Little (liant's march for
touchdown. A long pass,
started from behind tlie
goal posts, (Iriggs to Middlesworth. was good lor forty yards. A nionieiil
later Griggs had a second shot at tiie Scarlet goal posts, and scored
a forty-fivc-yard placement.
With the count (i-O against it, Wabash came back at the Blue and
White with renewed energy. Tiny Knee went over for a touchdown
and Singleton kicked goal. Score: Wabash, 7; Buller. (J.
Brilliant open-field running by Woods ])ul the ])all in position earlv
in the third ])eriod. and (Iriggs came through for the third time from
tbi' f(n-tv-lliree-vard line.
Two attempts for drop
kicks were blocked by the
fast-charging Butler line
as the time was u|). But-
ler had won its sixth
straight game.
One Hundred and Elezx'u
PAGEMEN WIN SEV-
ENTH
Butler, 19; Rose Poly, 0.
Irwin Field, November 4.
The Blue and White faced Rose Poly November 4, on Irwin Field
ior their seventh and last small game of the season.
The clean, hard play of the Rose Engineers, though outclassed from
the first whistle, was the real feature of the afternoon. Forsythe,
Miller and Campbell, backfield players, deserve special mention for
their runs.
A long pass, Griggs to
Blessing, and a plunge
by HaiTy Hungate ac-
counted for the first
Butler score early in the
First quarter. Shortly be-
fore intermission Hungate
intercepted a Rose pass,
and dashed forty yards
For the second goal. Af-
ter a sensational run of
:ifty-two yards through a
roken field by Griggs in
NORTHAM SCORING THIRD TOUCHDOWN
the same period, Johnny Nortliam went ten yards for the third touch-
down and final Butler score. Griggs attempted five placements from 56,
25, 26, 43, and 50-yard distances chu-ing tlie game, but failed on every
trial. A strong wind and a heavy field were disadvantages.
With seven straiglit victories and no defeats and the I. C. A. L.
* championship clinched for
*^'4i»^ L, tl^'' third successive time,
.,- Jb spirits were high on the
%ik / campus, and the outlook
^^yVt
..MWwB^ ^^'is bright for the three
remaining games.
One Hundred and Ti^.'elve
TIGERS TUMBLE TOO
Butler, 19; DcPainv. 0.
Irwin Field, Noveniher 11.
\i
F]-|V,l'ATI:ri'K KICKS UCT (IF DA.N'OKK
Armisdoe Day, 1922, i-e.-pened Ur. athiede ivl;,li„ns l.elwccn De-
1 auu a,„l 1 i,t er on the gridiron. The Tigers eanu' to Irwin Field N^th
.
o in,dal. e-lo„king erew, and up to the time the game Wa.s called,
.
•
"''«'
'
'''V'l-^ I" ^vin, despite the earlier Butler victories overIllinois and \\ aliasii.
For one l_ull period and a part of another it was a toss-up to name
e winner Del auw had all ways to its goal-line well l,l„ck',l. hut on
llic otlier hand found the going equally hard Ihrougii the Blue andWhi e hue Failing to gain any eonsiderahle
.iislanees hv line-plung-ing the 1 jilldngs Inc.! (h,. forward-pass game. Two suecessful heaves|ni
1 .Middlesworll, wen I „ver lor the first score of the game shortlvhetore intermission.
FKRRKE DRAGS IC.M DOWN
(liiggs look aiioliier loss
in Ihe third quarter, and
ran thirty-five yards thru
a hroken field for the sec-
ond goal. Hal also made
good on the try after touchdown. To end the scoring, Middlesworth
graliiied a DePauw funihle and raced forty vards for the tJiird touch-down near llie end of the game, and Butler won, 19-0.
Slatislics on the game siiow that the winners were siincrioi- in
( very department, making 17 to S lirst-downs, gaining 292 to i;5l yards
comjileting 7 to 8 forw ard-passts, and averaging III lo ii.S vards on for-
ward-jiasses. The game wtis cleanly ])laye(l,"each learn heing i)enali/ed
fiiily twenty yards.
Xotri' Dame was ne.xl, llien Bclhanv on
Ihe last game (jf the season,
hut after Ihe Illinois.
\\'ahash and DePauw sur-
prises, there were lew
pirsons who Ihoiiglil llic
contests would not he hil-
terly fought from begin-
ning to end.
Ilu
Buller was rated
roiiowin.i^ Saliirday for
llic undiT-dog" again.
Fiii.r.i iu-i.N( ll.VI.S TIllUTV-FIVK-VAltD He.\
W
^[^ ^H^ [^ ir
( inc /lidulrcd and Tliiiiccn
Cut and bruised from eight strenuous games, the Butler eleven
faced Notre Dame on lr^^^n Field November 18, for the State champion-
ship. Every conceivable nook lodged a watcher as the two undefeated
teams came out on the muddy field.
Notre Dame placed the opening quarter with nine second-string
men to wear down tlie opponents, and during tliis period Butler had
the edge. Coach Rockne substituted his varsity as the second period
began, but undaunted, Butler punted, recovered on a fumble, made first
down on a forward-pass, and scored three points and first blood on a
pretty twenty-eight yard ]dacement field-goal booted by Hal Griggs. On a
long end-rim behind inter-
ference that no team could
have broken up, Don Mill-
er scored the first touch-
down. Layden broke
through for another as the
half came to a close.
WALLY INTERCEPTS PASS
Bergman and Mahr made touchdowns in the third quarter follow-
ing sensational openfield runs on the muddy field. For the only score
of the final period, Thomas went over, and Notre Dame was victor, 32-3.
After intercepting a pass near the center of the field, Griggs and
Northam reeled off two first downs. Nipper was substituted, and made
twenty-five yards on a forward pass. The run looked good for a touch-
down, but interference was slow to form and Nipper was stopped by
the Notre Dame safety man on the eight-yard-line.
Phil Brown and John Ferree played their last game on Irwin Field
under the Blue and White. They fought \Vith the last ounce of their
strength, and ofttimes broke through the Irish line to upset the runner
for a loss. "Fuzz" Hungate, Reichel, Griggs and Middlesworth were others
KV to star in defeat. Bethany
alone faced Butler. The
most important objectives
had been taken in Wabash
and DePauw, and victory
or defeat at Bethany was
of less concern.
MUD DOESN'T BOTHER CASTNER
One Hundred and Fonrtccn
THE SKC.OND DEFEAT
Butler, 7; Bethany. 2!l.
Wlu'rling, \\'. Va., Novciii-
l)cr2:>.
BIOTIIAXV 1;.\<'KS l'l,()W rilHc>l-(;a
"It was a cast' of loo long a ifriiul at toj) spct'd. a \rry al)lt' oppoiit'iU.
and a sharp thangf in the \\t'ath(.r lor Butk'r. There was not a word
of alil)i from any Butk'r man, h()we\er." So tlie press sumnu'd up
Butk>r's defeat by Bethany CoHege at ^^'heeHng, W. Va., on Novemlier
2.1. The final score \\ as 29-7.
On a frozi'U gridiron [hv scarred i)!ue-jerseyed piayirs fougld willi
all tlu'ir remaining sti'inglii. In tlu' first foiu' minutes, Bethany, out-
weighing the Bulldogs fifteen pounds to the man, pushed o\er tiie first
touchdown, Cranfield carrying the ball. Two more goals and a place-
ment wiere added dur-
ing the second and third
ipuirters. and it was 22-0
against Butler.
In llie final few minutes
of play as darkness was
setting over the field,
driggs completed a long pass and skirted the Bethany right end for a run
to touchdown. A few minutes later the game ended, ami Butler had lost
her second and last tussle of the 1922 season, 29-7.
Middlesworth. (Iriggs, Phil Brown, Strole, Ferree and others ke|)t
their spirit throughout and |)layed hai'd games despite their injuries
and the overwhelming score.
BCTl.BR LINE F.\LTER.S
Butler had ended the
season with two defeats,
but look at it as a whole,
the 1922 season had been
the most prosperous and
laudable in the history of
tlie College.
KA.VI-'IICI.U .START.S DUIVIO
(iiir lliiinlrcii and Fifteen
One Hundred and Sixteen
To the Vicftors Belong the Banquets
In^•itali()Ils to l);nH|iK'l [Uv xidorious loolh;!!! s<|u;i(l and allilclio
fitafT l)y l)otli school and outsido organizalions I'looded the office of
Coach Page for weeks after the close of tlie season, coniins* in such
nund)ers tliat it was ultiniafi'ly neci'ssarv to call a halt to further hreak-
last, lunclu'on or dinni'r en«ai>enients in res|)ect to thi' healtli and
i^i'neral widfare of llu' alldites who were fast heconiini*. so to s|)eak in-
capacitated.
Upon detraining from the long journey from Bethany College at
Wheeling, W. \'a.. on Sunday morning, XoN'emher 2(), the sipiad was
met by mend)ers of tlu' Fi Beta Phi \\'omen's Soroi'ity and escorted
to the Severin Hotel. Bri'akfast was ser\i'(l in tlie grill I'oom. Miss
Margaret Kcllenhach, toastmistress, presiding, and calling on sexeral of
the players.
In fine sjjirit and enthusiasm, the business men of lr\ington intei-
lained the sijuad at tlu' Canteen on Monday e\ening, Xoxcmher 27. It
was one of the most I'njoyahU' occasions of all, reflecting the good
wishes of the Irvinglon merchants for tlu' continued success of the
College at the new location.
The following noon, Tuesday. Xovcmher 28, was spent \\ith the
Iudiana])olis Rotarv Cluh at the Bilev Boom of the Clavpool Hotel.
Meredith Nicholson, Chick .Jackson, Bill Heischell, and Kin Huhhard
were on the |)rogram.
The Kappa Kapjja (ianuna Women's Sororit^' took its tiu'n on
Wednesday and gave a dinner at the chapter house. "I remember (he
baked ham, especially," reminisct'd Coacli Page, "Oh! yes, the ser\ice
!)y the Freshman girls, loo." Sexcral of (he b'reshnien players, who
were su])pose<l to have a ready flow of woi-ds. Iul|)e(l to round out llie
|)rogram.
riie Butk'r Boosters entertained for the team with a dinner at the
Chamber of Commerci' building Monday evening, December 4.
Harry Lauder, the Scotch singer, spoke and also sang a few of his
favorite songs at the ban(piet given by the ()|)limist Club on Friday,
Decend)er <S, at the I'eceptiou hall of the Hotel Lincoln.
.\s the climax of the season, awards of gold football charms to the
winners of the Illinois and ^^'abash games were made by the directors of
the school to twelve players as follows: Caj)tain Harry Dnttenhavcr,
ex-Ca])tain Philip Brown. e.\-Ca|)lain John Ferrei', "Fuzz" llungate,
.Tohn Leslie, "Dave" Konold, ".lerry" Strole. "Hal" Criggs, "Wally"
Middlesworth, Lou Heichel. "Xig" Woods, and Fred Fellows, trainer.
u- Hundred and Scixntccn
Bethany—Homecoming,
Irwin Field, October 20
Wabash—Irwin Fiekl,
October 27.
DePauw—Irwin Fiekl,
November 10.
Notre Dame— Soiitli Bend
November 17.
Haskell Indians—Irwin
Field, November 24.
CAPTAIN-ELECT
"Football prospects for 1923 are that Butler will again be contend-
ers for the State championship," says Coach Page.
Active training for the 1923 football season will begin on Septeml)er
10 for all schools in the new Indiana Conference League, which means
that only twelve days will intervene before the first game for Butler.
Two strong players will be missed when practice begins, ex-Captains
Phil Brown and Johnny Ferree being lost through graduation. More
than half of the varsity players of the 1922 squad, led by Harold H.
Hungate, all-State tackle and considered one of the best linemen in
the middle West, are expected back in uniform. Only seasoned men
will play the games. Freshmen being ruled ineligible for intercollegiate
competition.
^
Seven of the nine games will be played on Irwin Field which will
be deserted in 1924 for an athletic field and gridiron at Fairview, ac-
cording to plans of the committee in charge. The Haskell Indians, an
outfit that is known over the nation, are the only new-comers on the
card. On their two trips they are lo meet leading elevens in the Middle
West. Bethany College, of Wheeling, W. Va., will be here on October 20
for the homecoming day festivities.
i
One Hundred and Eiishtci
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C.Ai'iAiN IIahuv I)i I ii:mi \vi;ii. tfiiiird or ccnlci-, dcspilc n "iiamc
Kg" wliic-li ])i-c'Vfnk(l his |);irtic'i|);i(i()ii in llu' liisl niid tlir last couple
j^anus. played ixal hall as Iradcr of llic 1!)22 violorioiis Butler loothall
kam. Dull was sliifted from center lo guard this season, and pi'oNcd
lo he one of the hist on holh deii'nsi' and offense in the line. Hi' was
in every play, and was espcially good at analyzing the opponent's attack.
In 1!)21. he was selecte(I as second all-State center, and would have
landi'd an lionor again this year hiil for his iniliniely aceidinl. ("aplain
Dutt still has two years of eligihility in college loothall alu'ad of him.
Kx-Capjain Phii. Bkown, tackle, for five years a mainstay of
Butler footl)all. played his last and l)est gamt' at tackle this season. Ih
has till' old fight and ])cp])ei- that keej)s the team on its toes whether
winning or losing. In the off-tackle play that was |)r()l)al)ly the best
Butler iiad. Phil playi'd an iin|)ortant |)arl. He was prominently men-
tioned ill all-State selections, and il will he hard for Coach Page lo find
a man to take his place ne.\t fall.
K\-Cai'1ain .foiiNNV Fi;nHi:i;, fullback. \\<as captain of the Butler
eleven in 1!)1(). and since then out of school. Johnny Ferree's comcljack
as one of the outstanding ])layers on tlu' 1!)22 varsity was mie of (he sur-
prising fi'alures of tiii' season. Like "Fuzz." Fei'rei' has both weight
and s|)eed. Illinois a|)i)recialed this when the big Blue and White full-
back tore llirough its line for long gains. John had the man-sized job
(if backing uj) the line on tlu' defense and of carrying the ball from the
fullback position on the offense. His g|-adua(ion will leave another
])osition hard to fill.
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Captain-Elect H. H. Hungate, guard, a veteran
of three seasons, was an outstanding player of
nearly every game. Weighing over 200 pounds and
yet possessing plenty of speed, "Fuzz" is in the
midst of every play. Getting through to down the
runner for a loss, knocking down forward passes,
and getting down under punts are his specialties.
That is not all that he can do, however, for occa-
sionaly Coach Page calls him into the backfield
with good results. Fuzz had a first position in
jf^ nearly all all-State selections. A
.U»W most successful season under
-= Captain-Elect Hungate is antici-
'3fe» pated.
Walden Middlesworth, is quarterback. Called
from his regular position at end to quarterback,
Wally ran the team in faultless style throughout
the season. On more than a few occasions it was
his generalship that carried the Blue and White to
victory. Besides calling the signals, Wally was a
sure defense man, could carry the ball himself,
and was especially good at grabbing forward
passes (both Butler's and the opponent's). The
combination of these prowresses won Wally an
almost luianimous selection for /**^
the all-State quarterback posi- '• J^'-
tion. He has another year in col- ^
lege athletics.
Lou Beichel, center, is a scrappy, aggressive
player, valuable to any team both on the defense
and the offense. Lou's work at breaking up the
opponent's plays was one of the features of the
season. He took Dutt's position as center when
the Captain N\as forced out with a wounded leg,
and was a match for any center he ever bucked
up against. Beichel was mentioned on several all-
State selections, and with three years ahead, ought
to make an enviable record under Coach Page.
One Hundred and Ti^'cntv
(ii;iiAi.i) Wddiis plays liallha
ganu', tlu' haidcT "Nii,'" lights. II
llu- Wabash Cavrinrii was sptciaiiiiar, (inc zi
(Irivc going hviMily-oiu- yards liiioiigh Ihc LitiK
(iianl^s team and putting (he hall In' jjosilion loi
(irigg's second ])lacenu'nl. At Illinois his long
well-placed jjunts kepi Ihe Orange
attack in its own tt'rrilory. Woods is
at i)assing the hall and in his two
more years at Butler will he a
big asset behind the line.
John Leslik, left end, a versatile athlete, has
taken care of the other end of the line for the ])asl
three years in creditable style, and while not a
flashy player, can be dejji'nded on to deliver at
all times. Several times during the season, "Les"
was called back on a trick play to carry the ball.
He was also on the recei\ing end of numerous
passes, and succeeded in completing a large ma-
jority of them. Next year will be .lohn's last on
^^ the Butler gridiron.
:^
1^ ^
Il.vr. C.HKKis, hallback. chosen
by NX'alter K. Kcheisall for hoii-
oiable mention on his All-West-
ern mythical eleven, first choice by the large
majority for a first |)()silion on all-Stale selections
<\\\d a i)layer for Nation-wide distinction, came
liirough in tlu' pinches for the lilue and Wliile on
tile gridiron last fall, aiid won at least three of
tile ten games by kicking goals from the fiild. lie
scored in every game. Hal also ])layi'(l an ini-
jjortant ])art in carrying the ball, and' held down
the position of safety man on the defense. He
has two moi-e vears of varsitv football.
One Ihiudrcd ami T'lCeiitv-one
Gehald Strole, tackle, a big raw-boned 3'oung-
ster, played a good hard game in his Freshman
year in the Bntler line, breaking through the op-
ponent's line and smearing many a play before it
was well started. "Jerry" was, also, right there on
offensive play, clearing the way for the man with
the ball. He recevied honorable mention on State
selections, and with three years
more eligibility has a promising
collcee football career.
Robert Nh'per, halfback, one
of Coach Page's most promising
Freshman comers, was a relialile liackfield sub-
stitute, getting into most of the games and show-
ing the stuff that makes star players. "Bob" has
a cool head and with his natural athletic abilitj'
ought to be one of the mainstays for next fall's
varsitj'. He is a good open-field ><*
runner, has tlie speed for end-run •'•^i
plays, and is a sure man on the
defense.
David Konold, right-end, is a
hard-hitting tackier, with plenty of speed to get
down under punts, and the basketball ability" to
catch forward passes. Notre Dame's famous in-
terference had trouble in clearing the way on an
end-run ])lay around "Dave," while Illinois, Wa-
bash and other teams resorted to other tactics
after a few futile attempts to circle the ends.
"Dave" is only a sophomore, and with two more
years of football under Coaclies Page and Hinkle,
sliould develop into an even better player.
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l^icuAHi) Stkicki.am). riul. is siiKill in slaturc
lull mitfhly in dvvd. Dick ])l;iyc'(l ixilh luUhMck
and fiul (luring the sciison. I'nlil big Fence en-
Icic'd school, "Slrick" with his 13.") iionnds \v;is
hiunnieriiio a\v;iy at the rulll)ack position, and
qclting away with it pretty well, too. IT Dick
loiildn't £>() Ihrough, he'd go over or around or
anyway. Alternating with Li'slic and Konold,
"Dick"" got into the later games at end and lea-
liired with long, hard-l'lying tack-
iis. "Dick" has two more years f
ol' \arsity competition. '*,**
I1m<.\m Hi;nsi;i., guard, won his letti'r in loolhall
during his Freshman year by aggrtssi\c W(nk at
guard position. While CaiUain Duttenhaver was
convalesant with a gun-shot wound, Ilensel had
his joh and I'illcd the le;ider"s shois creditably.
He also got iido the later ganus. and although not
an outstanding player, was consistently good and
reliable. With his size and spetd,
he also has a bright futurt'.
HoitKHi' Bi.i;ssiN(i. end, started sonu' ol tiie
most im])orlant games on the wing. Bob had
Ihe s])ee(l to get down under punts. He was
hard to box on end-i'un plays, aiul many times
got around tiie inti'rlV'ri'nce and tackled the
rmmer for a loss. Against Karlham. Blessing com-
l)letcd a twenty-one yai'd forward pass lor a touch-
down. He has another year ol eligibility at But-
ihic Hundred and Twcutx-thrcc
Harry Hungate is a fullback. Following in the
steps of his big brother, Harry is on the way to
success in Butler athletics if his Freshnian per-
formances are any indication. Playing without a
headgear and butting through the opponent's
line for good gains, he was one of the best first-
year men on the team. Harry is another Tech
high school product and a comer
in college football circles.Q
-JCef
John Northam, fullback, ~
called on frequently to relieve "War-Horse"
Fcrree at full, is another Freshman athlete who
is sure to play an important part on the Butler
gridiron during the next several seasons. A 10-
second man, Johnny is especially good at chasing
around the ends. In the game his line-plunging
was also outstanding. Northam (^^
has the makings of one of the I^C^i
best backs on the squad.
Carl Cecil plays guard. Big, jolly "Fat" Cecil
wasn't as soft as some imagined. In the line he
slapped the best of 'em down under the punts. He
usually alternated with "Fuzz" Hungate, and
should make a good substitute for the captain-
elect after his graduation. Carl is a good, hard
worker, and with his determination is sure to make
a name for himself in the three vears ahead.
^[^3:
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Mkhi.i: Roritoi-r. luilfhMck. won his varsitv Idler
lor two years' lailliliil work in (lie Ijack-licld
Merle is a good suhstitiite at hall' willi speed llial
makes siiccessl'ul wide end-runs. He is probably
as good as any man on the team in i)aeking u|) the
line, and would have seen more action except lor
the many iiigli class backs on the 1922 sfpiad. Two
more seasons under Coaches Page and Ilinkle
ought to round Merle info a val-
uable halt-back.
^ ^
substitute end,
to be a player
(roHDox Pail,
was recognized late in the season
with more than ordinary possibilities. Paul's hesi
jK)sition seemed to be at" end, where he saw action
111 several of the games. He is last on his feet and
lilts hard on the defense. In bis three years re-
maining on the gridiron, Paul is expected to de-
^^
veloj) into a good, steadv, hard-
'=^»' fighting end.
.TosKiMi VicKKHs, substitute
l)ack, comes Jroni Hyde Park, Chicago, where they
turn out football players of class. Joe is good at
either the half or fullback positions, and'excells
at smashing through the line foi- nice gains.
"N'ick" can also run interference along with llie
best, and will make a strong bid for a regular
back-field job on the varsity next fall. He has
three more years undir the Blue and White.
LI
'^[^]
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Glenn Duttenhaver, utility back-field man,
hasn't the size of his brothei" nor his experience,
but for all that he has natural football ability and
the makings for an outstanding player. "Young
Dutt" is especially remembered for his plaj' at
Wheeling, W. Va., where, under his generalship
at quarterback, the Blue and White made the
touchdown and only score against Bethany Col-
lege. He has two more years at
Butler of gridiron competition.
Cahter Helton, quarterback,
coming from Indiana University, where he was a
regular on the Freshman football team, won his
letter on the gridiron by some good work from the
quarterback position. Helton lacks weight to
carry the ball himself, but makes up for this with
a thorough knowledge of the game and the re-
quirements of his post. He will be a strong sub-
Astitute to run the team when
"W a 1 1 y" Middlesworth and
"\5-' "Buck" Brown are lost by grad-
^ nation next vear.
Pail Brown, quarterback, was out of the first
few games with an infected arm. "Buck," varsity
f[uartcr for two years, had an uphill fight through-
out the season to regain his old-time stride.
"Brownie" knows football, and can get the maxi-
mum out of a team. He has another year at But-
ler, and will be one of the veterans that Coach
Page will depend on for the success of the 1923
squad.
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Basketball 1922-23
The Football team set a fast pace last fall, but through the winter
months the Basketball squad won equally high success that ranks the
season at the top in Butler history.
In twenty major contests, the Bulldog nctters won seventeen for a
total nulnber of 732 points to the opponents' 425, or an average of 37
to 21 scores a game. Coach H. O. Page had a strong lot of veterans
from the 1921-1922 year as a foundation, and as the season progressed,
a half-dozen first year players developed into varsity class.
Wisconsin, Chicago, Illinois and Purdue, leading Western Confer-
ence schools, fell before the Blue and White attack. No secondary col-
lege five in the country can boast of such an achievement against the
Big Ten universities. Three of tliese teams were beaten on their own
ball courts.
Hardly less conspicuous than tlie record with the Conference quints,
was the standing of Butler in Indiana Conference basketball. Franklin
college alone stood ahead, and it was not until the final game of the
season that the State title was definitely established. Wabash, national
;ind State champions in 1921-1922, was downed twice, as were Notre
Dame and Earlham, while Purdue (1922 Western Conference cham-
pions) DePauw, Bosc Poly, Hanover and others were given single set-
backs.
The scrul) members of the squad, conqn'ising what was known as
the Butler Seconds, took on the l)est independent teams in the city for
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prt'liniiiiary gniius lo tlir main sci'aps. and caiiu' consislcnily llii()U,i*li
as winners.
Soon alter llie close dl' llu' si'ason. llie varsily award ol' a niono-
iJiramed sweater was made lo llie followinif ])laviis: ("aplain Jolni
Leslie. ex-Captain Orville Hooker. Ca|)tain-Eieel Walden Middleswoilli.
Halden Griggs. H()l)eri Nipper. I^ugene Colway, 'rel)iil Ilarkei', (ioidon
Paul and Paul Jones.
Captain John Leslie, forward. .Junior, led llie Hidldogs against the
best teams in the eounlry. "Les" was in the midst ol c'very i)iay. being
a good man on tbe del'c'nse as well as on the ol't'ensi'. His s|)i'ed and
elexer Hoor-play were outstanding in every game.
Kx-Captain Orville Hooker, forward. .Junior, is llie l!)22-2;i field-
goal champion of the world. With his team-mate. Captain Leslie, he
formed the famous Anderson blaze-away combination. "Hook" was besi
from a distance, his long shots ofttimes saving the Butler slate when
the o])])oiU'nts were coming close.
Caplain-Eleel Widden Middlesuxirlli. floor quard. .luiu'or, was ac-
claimed one ol the best guards in Indiana. "Wally" liung lo his man
like a bulldog to a tramp, and seldom allowed him moi'i' than a smell at
the basket. It looks good for next year \\ith "Wally" leading the team.
Halden Gri(/gs. cenler. Soplion^ore. was the high-i)oinl scorer of
the team, and also had a ])lace among the lop-nolclu'rs of llu' Stale.
Hal was almost unanimously the choice for llu' cenler position on
mythical all-State team selections.
Tebut Harker. hark guard. Freslunan. in his first \iar at Hulk'r,
v.on recognition as a basketball jilayer of \arsily calibre. Ilarkei'
showed up well as a guard to l)reak up plays.
Eugene ('.olwag. bark gimrd. Sophomore, allernatc'd with Harki'r im-
lur Ihe o])|)oniiits' baskti. and |)layi'd in niosl of the big games of the
year. "Pug" has all the (|ualificalions for a good guard, as was shown
in the Purdue game when lie stoi)ped the fasl attack of the H)22 Confer-
ence championshi]) team.
Robert Ni])per. floor gu(n-d or forward. Fre.slmKui. was consistently
a good ])layer during t!)e st'asoii. "Bob" was \aluable lo the ti'ain at any
position, and though his work v 's rarely s|)eclacular. it was always
well done.
(iordon Piuil. foruHU'd. Fre.slinuin. with three' years of Buller basket-
ball ahead, ought to become one of the best ])layers on the team. Paul has
lots of s])eed. passes well, but is a little weak on shooting, a fault that
jiecds only practice for correction.
Paul .Jones, forward or renter. .Junior, was anolher hard-working
jdayer and one that could be depended on in the eiiurgencies. ".lonesie"
lias a good reach and has a sharp eye lor tlu' baskil.
Eniil Harmeson. forward. SopJion^ore. won his kller for two years'
service on the varsity scpiad. "Harme" mixed in where the scrap was
llie tougiiest. and was good at getting free for close-u]) shots.
Paul MrXorlon. forward. .Sophomore, is llie go-gel-il type of playt'r
lliat is dangei'ous against any learn. "Mac" sliools on llic rini. and
when in form ranks with the best.
Arlliur Blark. renter: Eugene Doss, renter: and (ieorge .Sisson, bark
guard, entered school at the beginning of the spring .siinester. and won
places on the basketball scjuad. Doss and Sisson are Freshmen, while
Black. So])li()more. was out of Butler for a semester.
One IJtindrcd and Twenty-nine
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Let the Figures Say It
BASKETBALL SCOBES
SEASON, 1922-1923
Butler Opt.
December 11—Central Normal College at College gym 61 17
December 15—Universitv of Wisconsin at Madison, Wis.. . . 20 13
December 16—ftlarquetfe Univ. at Marquette, Wis. (Ovt.) 17 18
December 21—Indiana Dental College at College gym 51 17
December 29—Carnegie Technical Insl. at Tomlinson Hall 42 16
December 30—University of Chicago at Tomlinson Hall. . . 30 15
January 2—University of Illinois at Ih'bana, Illinois 29 25
January 5—Franklin College at Tomlinson Hall 22 26
January 8—Notre Dame University at Tomlinson Hall 29 14
January 9—Earlham College at College gym 48 37
Jaiuiary 12—Purdue University at Lafayette, Indiana 43 20
January 13—Wabash College
January 16—Bose Polytecnic Institute at College gym 57 16
January 29—Notre Dame University at South Bend, Ind. . . . 41 18
February 3—DePauw University at Tomlinson Hall 28 22
Februarv 9—Hanover College at College gvm 55 34
Februarv 13—State Nonnal College at College gvm 38 26
February 16—Wabash College at Crawfordsville," Ind 29 21
February 24—Wabash College at Tomlinson Hall 32 19
February 28—Earlham College at Richmond, Indiana 43 26
March 1—Franklin College at Franklin. Indiana 17 25
Totals 732 425
Major games won 17
Major games lost ^3
Total points scored by Butler in 19 major games 732
Total points scored against Butler in 19 major games 425
Average per game: Butler, 37 points; Opponents, 21 points.
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The 1922 Baseball Squad
The second year of the new athletic era in hasehall saw Butler rise
to the top in State recognition. No Hoosier team hoasts a prouder
record than the Bulldogs, and with a fine nucleus of old timers and an
incoming lot of promising underclassmen, the future has much in store.
Foremost in the victory column of the 1922 season comes the three
Western Conference victories : Purdue, on April 16, was sent home with
a defeat, 4-3; Ohio State fell, 4-2, on May 6, here; while the cleanup at
Chicago, 12-0, on April 22, was a masterpiece. DePauw was twice de-
feated hy the hard-hitting of the Bulldogs, taking an 8-2 count on Irwin
Field May 13. and a 7-0 whitewasli on its own lot April 28. Franklin,
Earlham and Rose Poly were set down along with others.
To open the season on April 6. the Blue and White met with an
honorable defeat at the hands of the American Association Indians at
Washington Park. Jake Staton had the leaguers shut out until the
seventh, when they rallied and won, 4-1.
The climax of the season came on the Irwin Field diamond in the
last game of the season, June 3, when the Wabash Cavemen were
squelched for another year with 20 solid hits and a 11-6 defeat.
The team could hit, and the base-running was good. The defense
was steady in fielding and superb in pitching, while aggressiveness,
determination, and team-spirit were the big guns. Students, alumni,
and city friends backed the team in true college style, and all enjoyed
a highly successful season.
The future slogan is: "Butler, the University of Indianapolis, to
the Orient in the near future."
One Hundred and Tliirty-fonr
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uBASEBALL VARSITY
The personnel of the 1922 basehall squad was well-bahmccd. Two
seniors were lost by graduation—ex-Captain R. H. Jones, a cleanup
'litter and sure fielder, and "Ed" Diederich, utility infielder for the
last two seasons. The battery work was ably handled by "Jake" Staton
and "Al" Slaughter, pitchers, and "Fuzz" Hungate and "Don" Milburn,
catchers. Captain "Heinie" (ioett. a natural (uitfieldcr, was ])ressed
into infield service, and came through with brilliant plays, especially in
engineering double outs with "Al" Screes at second base. "Bob"
Blessing played bang-up ball at the hot corner, while P. E. Brown and
"Dizzy" Jones alternated at the initial sack. In the outfield, Butler had
real strength in Captain-Elect "^Yally" Middlesworth. a fine hitter and
base-runner, at center. John Leslie and "Bob" Keach in the sunfield,
and "Mother" Jones in right field. The fourteen ]ilayers shown above
were awarded the varsity letter at the end of the season. The scrubs
had especially good material in Schwomeyer, Hooker, Caraway, Griggs,
Fields, and others.
BASEBALL SCORES FOR 1922 SEASON
Ap
6
10
l.Y
18
20
22
24-
25
28
RIL
Indians at Wash. Pk. . . .
Hanover at Madison . . .
Purdue at Irwin Field. .
St. Normal at Terre H.
.
Franklin at Irwin Field
Uui. of Chicago at Chi..
Purdue at Lafayette . . .
Purdue at Lafayette...
DePauw at Greencastle
1- 4
7- 3
4- 3
9-17
7-
2-
5-15
2- 3
7-
Ma^-
1
—East. St. Nor. a I Muncie
&—Ohio St. Uni. at Irwin F.
9
—Franklin at Franklin F.
10-AVabash at Crawfville. .
13 DePauw at Irwin Field.
16—Earlham at Richmond. .
26 -Earlham at Irwin Field
27—Rose Poly at Terre H. . .
June
1—Alunmi at Irwin Field. .
3—Wabash at Irwin Field.
20-
1-
1-
3-
8-
10-
9-
7-
10-
11-
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THE DRAKE RELAY TEAM
At tlie Drake Relays on April 28 and 29, Captain Mike Mercer and
his Blue and Wiiite riiiincrs met the strongest competition in the coun-
try, l)ut won i^laces in the mile and half-mile relays and the running
liigh jmnp. Ham, Huher, Wales, and Caraway, in order named, ran
the mile distance in the fast time of 3.31, finishing in fourth place. For
half that distance, Stewart, Ham, Huhcr and Caraway finished fifth in
1.36. "Nig" Woods placed second in the high jump event, clearing the
bar at 6 feet and tying for second place.
The Interclass Track and Field meet in April was won by the
Freshman class.
Franklin College was easy for the Bulldogs in a dual meet at Irwin
Field on iNlay 5, falling before the doubled count of 84-42. Butler won
ten firsts, and outclassed the Bai)tists in all departments save the dashes.
With 39 points, Butler finished second to Earlham in the last annual
I. C. A. L. meet at Rose Poly on May 12, Griggs smashing the javelin
throw record with a toss of 146 feet. The Quakers totaled 77 points,
and Rose was third with 19V2. Stewart, Ham, Caraway, Doolittle, Mer-
cer and Woods, besides Griggs, made the Butler scores.
Bettered by Notre Dame, Purdue. DePauw and Earlham, in the
order named, Butler with 17 points, was fifth in
standing after the Indiana State Track and Field
meet at Lafayette on May 17. Doolittle outran
all opponents, and set a new State record for
the two-mile run at 9.4,i minutes. Griggs, Stew-
art, Mercer and Woods were other scorers for
the Blue and White, while the relay quartet
pressed Notre Dame to a fast pace and finished
a close second.
To end the 1922 season, Doolittle and Cap-
tain-Elect Woods carried Butler's colors to the
Western Conference meet at Iowa City, Iowa,
on Jime 3, and to the National Intercollegiate
meet at Chicago on June 17. At Iowa Rilus
scored a third in the two-mile run, and "Nig"
jumped to a tie for third place. At the Windy
City, Doolittle came through with a second in
the two-mile run, while "Nig" was tied for
fifth place in the running high jump.
RILUS DUOLITTLB
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Despite the rather hmited
equipment and tlie lack of gen-
eral student interest, tennis at
Butler in 1922 was successfully
carried on by a small group of
enthusiasts who began with roll-
ing the two varsity courts almost
before the last of the winter's
snow had melted away, and who
were rewarded in the late sjjring
months by representing the col-
lege in some of the largest inter-
collegiate matches in the country.
Following the last of the varsity
games, a school tournament was
conducted under the direction of
"Wally" Middlesworth.
The Rose Poly racquet swingers
came here for the first meet of
the season on April 19. Wylie lost
in the singles, but Gloin won his
match to tie the score. Thomas
and (irahani came through on
top in the doubles, and Butler
was victor bv a 2-1 margin.
Wabash was just as easy on the home courts, being defeated 4 to 2.
Graham, Wylie and Gloin, in the singles, and Wylie-Gloin combination
in the doubles were winners, while Thomas was shaded in the singles
and Graham-Thomas in the doubles. The afternoon was favorable for
fast play on the courts, and a good crowd of students reclined in the
shade to watch the Wabashers defeated.
In a practice meet with Jameson and Hare of the Indianapolis Ten-
nis Association at the Technical high school courts on May 12, the But-
ler team made a clean sweep, 3 to 0. Wylie and Gloin had things their
own way in the single matches, while Graham and Thomas were easy
winners in the doubles.
With the I. C. A. L. toui-ney less than two weeks distant, a team com-
posed of Gloin, Graham, and Thomas went to Terre Haute, on May 7,
for a return engagement with the Rose Poly Engineers. Butler lost the
first meet of the season, 1 to 2, when Graham-Thomas won the doubles,
but Gloin and Graham both fell in the singles.
At the I. C. A. L. on May 19 and at the Conference on June 3, the
Butler plavers met stiffer competition, and were eliminated in the first
rounds.
The school tennis tournament late in May created much interest,
approximately fifty signing up for play. The four members of the
varsity team," Gloin, Thomas, Wylie and Grahalm, won their way
through the preliminary rounds. In the finals (doin won a stiff match
I'rom Thomas, 1-6, 6-3, '6-4, and 6-3. lliere were no doubles. Awards
of gold and silver medals Avere presented the finalists by the Skulls Club.
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Tlirec rounds of Fast tennis wcm'o nt-ci'ssnry
to (It'cidr the chanipionshi|) of Alice Crozicr in
tile Butler \\'onien"s singles tournament last
May over Mildred Foxwortliy. Tile set seort's
lor the finals were (i-3. .'J-ti, and ()-2. Ahoul
lliirty girls entered, and the eonipelition was
lively, esiJecially as the field hi'eanie narrowi'd
aflir the nrelinunary rounds. There were not
iiioiigh teams signed up for the douhles lourna-
menl, hid il is hoped that this spring will pro-
duce enough added interest in tennis lo ha\-e
hoth the sinali's and the douhles.
Womeiis" haseball and swimming, new
sports for Butler girls, are on the ])i-ogram for
next season, according to Miss Louise Schul-
mtyer, athletic instructor. It is plamud to use
the Y. W. (' .\. pool for the aquatic splashings.
.VLICE CROZIER
The Sorority Relay
The Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority, represented by Hal (iriggs, Scott
Ham, Dave Konold. .\1 Screes, Art Black and Hughes Ujxlegraff, took
first j)lace in .the soi'oi-ily \v\i\y races held un(Ur the direction of Coacii
Page on the Irwin Fitld cindt'r track May 17. 1!)22. Ham ran the fastest
half-lap of the afternoon ami spoiled tlu' Tri Delts" chance foi' the
victor l)y a margin of a few yards.
The other teams entered finished as follows: Pi Beta Phi. liiird;
i)elta Pi Omega, fourth; Zeta Tan Al])ha, fifth; and Ka])pa Kap|)a (iam-
ma, sixth. Six chosen men each rai^. for a sorority a half lap I'ach for
an aggregate distance of over half a mile. It is ])hunu(l to make the
sorority relays an annual affair.
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DELTA TAU INTRA-MURAL WINNERS
For the second time in three years tlie Delta Tau Delta Fraternity
liaskctball team won the Interfraternity Championship and silver loving
cup awarded bv the Skull Club. Si^ma Chi A\ias first in the running
in 1922.
To win the honor this season, the Delts took six out of eight games
played for a 750^^, average. The title was clinched on March 1, when
the Lambda Chi Alpha live, runner-up, went down, 34 to 25, before
the fast attack of the chamjjions.
Four teams. Delta Tau Delta, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Delta Theta.
and the Butler Association, were tied for first place after the last round
of the scries, and it was necessary to arrange "post-season" games to
decide the winner. The Delts and the Butler Association, and the
Lambda Chis and the Phi Delts were paired for the semi-finals, with,
the first named coming out on top in the end. Homer Woodling, Dan
Armstrong, John Conley, David Kilgore. Hiram Hensel, and Paul Vandi-
ver were principals in the Delt lineups.
After the Delts and Lamlxla Chis. tlic contending fraternities fin-
ished as follows: Phi Delta Theta and the Butler Association, tied for
third; Sigma Chi, fifth, and the Sandwich club, sixth. There was much
rivalry between the various organizations represented in the league,
and the games were Avell attended by tiie students. Dick Corya deserves
mention for his work in jjlanning and managing the games.
One Hundred and Forty-jour
C.IHLS- VARSITY B VSKETRALL SQUAD
F()Ik)\\ing the Sorority Lfiigiic grincs, twriity-rivf girls were chosfii
to rcprt'st'iit tlu' college in the inttT-colk'giate games that had heeii
scheduled. The girls selected were Marian Hreadheft, P'rances Bruheck,
IVIary Bear, Josephine Bnenting, Patia Carver, Alice Crozier, Catheiine
Dodson, Marie (ieorge, Miriam (larrison, Helen Ilaight, P'lorence Hoov-
er, Susie Harmon, Pauline Ingalls, C.harlotle King, LaVonne Larrison.
Lillian Martin. Louise Padou. Doris Poe, Ellen Saxon, Dorothy Steven-
son, Katherine Schmidt, Mildred Stockdale, Louise Strickland, Dorothy
White, and Mildred ^^'inshi]). The s([uad was coached by Miss Louise
Schulmeyer, women's athletic director.
The success of the season is proved by the game scores listed belo^^
.
Girls' basketball rules were followed, with six to a side, and four ])e-
riods of eight minutes each for a game. After the last game sixteen girls
were awarded as follows: First awards to Mildred Winsliip, Dorothy
Stevenson, FA\vu Saxon, Charlotte King, Lillian Martin, Miriam (larri-
son, Josepliine Buenting, INlarian Breadheft, Pauline Ingalls, Katlu'rine
Schmidt; secondary awards to Mary Bear, llilen Ilaight, Marie (Ieorge,
Catherine Dodson, Susie Harmon, and Patia Carver.
GAME SUMMARY f)F THE SEASON
February l(i~Butler, 22; Tech.nical high school, 19.
Februarv 215 Butlei', 2(1; Shorlridge high school, 11.
March k Butler, 2:5; Deaf and Dumb sciiool, !).
March 17—Butler. 7; U. of Cincinnati. •")().
March 1!) Butler, ;5(»; Y. W. C. A., K).
March 23—Butler. 22; H. A. C. 7.
.March 29 -Butler. 12; Hoosier .\lidelic Club. 11.
March 31—Butler, 39; Muncie State Normal, 3.
April 13 Butler, 33; A. G. U., 9.
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Left to right: Patia Carver. Margaret Kellenbach. Gwendolyn Dorey,
Mildred Stockdale
The Women's Athletic Association
President Margaret Kellenbach
Vice-President (Iwendolyn Dorey
Secretary' Patl\ Carver
Treasurer Mildred Stockdale
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The W. A. A.
For tlic past three years tlie women of tlie College liave I)een mik-ing an effort to place themselves, athletically, on the campns After
untiring ellort on tile part of the women in the Physical Education
Department an association has been dcyeloijcil and promises to he a
very energetic organization to promote all women's acfiyities This
organization is known as "The Women's Athletic Association" and the
need ot It has been fell hy all the students who have been active in the
Physical Kdiication Department.
In the year 1921, Miss Schulmever and Cleon Headrich, a student
representative, attended the National Conference of the various college
and university athletic associations, held at Indiana Uniyersity Afterhearing the reports and discussions of the representatives at this confer-
ence, AIiss Schulmeyer realized more than ever the benefits derived from
an athletic association and became determined to form one at Butler
She immediately started to make plans and during the next two years
visited other colleges and universities, gathering information and" help
111 order to establish a "W. A. A." on a firm basis at Butler. This s|)rino
she tclt that with what material she had and the promised support of
the women in her department, such an organization could be realized.
Plans were started at once. A committee consisting of Marie
deorge. Charlotte King and Alice Crozier, drew up a constitution which
^yas presented and voted upon bv representatives, from all women's
organizations on the cam])us.
This spring the "W. A. A." was ju-esented to all the women of the
college. All had the privilege of joining the association and the result
ol the membership campaign made bv the Physical Education Depart-
ment shows that the women of Butler College "are willing and ready to
support the new organization.
For the remainder of the present school year the association will
work on a jM-ogram of athletic activities for women, the general desire
being to increase the number of women participants and to broaden the
field ot athletics in which they may compete. Beginning next fall, only
those will he admilled to membership in the associa"tion. who have
attained a certain number of ])oints as a result of records made in the
Physical Education Department, and made the scholastic standing
named in the association By-laws.
The promoters of the Wonu'ii's Athletic Association want it under-
stood that this is an organization of the cani|)us and not one for the
athletes of the school only. The jjrimary object is, of course, to place
women's atlilefjcs on the campus, functioned in a manner which will
be of benefit to all. You do not have to bv atlilelieallv inclined in order
to participate for a program has been map])ed out which will enable all
to take part whether they are athletic stars or not. Every one will
have an opi)ortunity to receive the proper training of rearbenefit to
them. The end in view is to bring the niajorilv of college women inio
some branch of physical activitiv.
(>iic Hundred and Fort\-sczxu
The Independent Blacks, Winners
Defeating every team in the league, the Independent girls' basket-
hall squad won the sorority championship for the 1922-23 year. The
games were played in the college g^'mnasium under the direction of
Miss Louise Schulmeyer, women's athletic instructor, with the schedule
so arranged that every team played every other team. The seven
sororities represented finished in the following order: Independents,
Delta Delta Delta and Zeta Tau Alpha, tied for first place. Kappa Alpha
Theta, fourth; Pi Beta Phi, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Delta Pi Omega
tied for fifth.
The Independent team was composed of Doris Poe, captain; Dor-
othy Stephenson, Ellen Saxon, Mariam Garrison, Josephine Buenting,
Kathcrinc Schmidt, and Emma Schlender. Outstanding players on the
other sextettes include Marian Breadfelt, Frances Brubeck, Mary Bear,
Patia Carver, Alice Crozicr, Catherine Dodson, Marie George, Helen
Haight, Florence Hoover, Susie Harmon, Pauline Ingalls, Charlotte King,
LaVonne Lai-rison, Lillian Martin, Louise Padou, Mildred Stockdale,
Louise Strickland, Dorothy White, and Mildred Winship.
Summary of Sorority Series
Team Won Lost Pet.
Independents, Delta Delta Delta. Zeta Tau Alpa 5 1 .833
Kappa Alpha Theta 3 3 .500
Pi Beta Phi, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Delta Pi Omega 1 5 .166
With the Independents, Tri Delts, and Zeta Taus tied for first, post-
season games \\;ere jjlayed with the result that the first named won the
championsiiip honor.
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The Interfraternity Council
President Wendell Brown
Sccretarj' and Treasurer Harold F. Kealing
The Interfraternity Council is an organization composed of repre-
sentatives of the men's fraternal groups at Butler College. The or-
ganization seeks to regulate the inter-relationships of the member
groups, and to promote a feeling of good will and fello\Yship among
all Fraternity men.
The Council was re-organized this year and an effort was made to
delegate sufficient authority to the Council so that it could enforce its
rulings. The first regular meeting was held December 15, 1922, at the
Sigma Chi House. The four national fraternities were represented as
follows: Delta Tau Delta, Wendell Brown and John Leshe; Phi Delta
Theta, Philip Brown and Harold Kealing; Sigma Chi, James Gloin and
Hughes Updegraff ; Lambda Chi Alpha, William O'Daniel and Maurice
Tuttle.
The chief work of the Council this year has been the preparation
of a constitution acceptable to all the fraternities represented in the
Council. The constitution as approved by the fraternities and adopted
by the Council is very comprehensive and equitable. It provides for
restriction of indiscriminate pledging, for a scholastic standard to be
attained before a pledge may be initiated, and for prevention of pledge
"lifting." Enforcement of the constitution by the Council is rendered
effective by the fact that each fraternity deposits a forfeit check of
S50 with the President of the College. In case of violation of the con-
stitution the Council holds a hearing on the matter and in case of cer-
tainty of guilt maj' cash the forfeit check.
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Fraternity Stati^ics
PHI DELTA THETA 6 North Pleasant Run Blvd.
White Carnation Azure and Argent
Miami rniversity. 1848 Butler, 1859
President Harold II. Ilungate
Motto:—"7'o the Top of Butler Alhli-tics bi/ 192:)."
SIGMA CHI 209 Downey Avenue
White Rose Blue and Gold
Miami University. 18.V) Butler. 1865
President Henry P. Bruner
Motto:
—
"You Con'l Fool Dctrwin."
DELTA TAU DELTA 15 South Bitter Avenue
Pansy Purple. White and Gold
Bethany College. 18.59 Butler, 1878
President Russell Riehardson
Motto: "irr Sail It With Music"
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 24 Butler Avenue
Violet Purple, Green and Gold
Boston rniversity, ]9(t9 Butler, 1915
President Henry Gipson
Motto:
—
"Ouc Sudlcc-liitc is ]^'oiih Two Kicks of 'Mule' "
BUTLER ASSOCIATION 5342 E. Washington St.
Lily of the Valley Navy Blue and WJiite
Founded at Butler, 1919
President Vietory 4\vitty
.Motto:
—
"HaiKj Your ('.out on tlir Other Hanger—We're on Our Own
Iluokr
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One Hundred and Sixty-one
President V. T. McLeay
Vice-President John H. Heiney
Secretary Taylor Creighton
Treasurer William R. Neukom
Tau Kappa Tan, a local men's fraternitj', was organized during
the last month of the first semester and made its bow on the campus
earty in February. In Tau Kappa l"au is a group of men who have
felt the need of Greek-letter Fraternity expansion at Butler. The Col-
lege has grown so rapidlj'' in recent vears that buildings and cqui])ment
have failed to accommodate the l,O0O men and women who attend.
As Butler moves to Fairview to permit expansion, so has Tau Kappa
Tau been born with a similar ambition—to fill the need for more Greek-
letter organizations. The charter members of Tau Kappa Tau organized
imder William R. Neukom and set their goal as Beta Theta Pi.
The chapter roll includes Neukom, Robert Hittle, Taylor Creighton,
George Clark, Marion Epi^ert, Frank Sisson, Glenn Gray and Frederick
Balhveg. The new organization has adopted a pledging policy which
countenances only the pledging of men wiio either are seniors in high
school or are enrolled in Butler.
V. T. McLeay and John H. Heiney, members of Beta Theta Pi, are
sponsors for the Fraternitj'. They will assist in presenting the petition
of Tau Kappa Tau to the national Fraternity.
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Delta Sigma Phi
Prosick'iit Myron Meyers
Secretary Jami:.s PEB^voRTH
Colors, Azure Blue (ind (iold: Flower. Aaron Weird Rose.
Delta Sigma Phi, a men's local Fraternity, was organized January
1."), 1923, and established rooms in the Carr building on East Washing-
ton street. The Fraternity was the outgrowth ol' the prevailing ojiinion
at Butler that there is a need for more Greek-letter Fraternities.
Fourteen members completed the original charter-roll: Robert
Dye. Austin Rutherford, Stephen Phcrigo, ]\IaxwelI Hosea. James Peb-
worth, Myron Meyers, Walter Gurley, Harold Stewart, Ruel Thornberry,
C.eorge Ostheimer, James Jay, John Rohn, Gene Hatfield, and Harold
Van Bussum. Myron Meyers was clecte<l president, and James Peb-
worth, secretary. Mr. ]\Ieyers is a member of the Sigma Xu fraternity
fi'om George AVashington University. C. H. Spurgcon, M. D., s])onsor
for the organization, is a physician of Indianapolis.
Delta Sigma Phi intends to start preparations next fall toward peti-
tioning a charter from one of the national Greek-letter Fraternities.
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Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
Kappa Alpha Psi was one of the first incorporated Greek-letter
Fraternities among negro college men. Organized January 5, 1911, at
Indiana University it has grown until todaj^ chapters may be found
in nineteen of the leading imiversities and in addition there are four-
teen alumni chapters in the large cities of the countrj^
Nu chapter is located in Indianapolis and its membership is con-
fined to students in Butler, Indiana Dental College and Indiana Law
School. The present Polemarch of Nu chapter is Earl Roberts, a Junior
in Indiana Dental School. There are no active members in Butler
College this semester but Harry Campbell and Theodore David are
pledges.
Many of the chapters own their ow!n houses and the last report
showed over eighty thousand dollars' worth of property held by the
fraternity. National headquarters are in Indianapolis.
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Organized at Howard University, Washington, D. C, the Kappa
Ali)ha Sorority has had a splendid growth and now has chapters in a
number of the leading universities in the country. Founded upon the
principal of mutual benefit and service to others the organization has
given help to many girls of the negro race. The local chapter has given
a scholarship to one of the young ladies now attending Butler.
The Kappa chapter was founded at Butler in 1920. Its membership
included: Martha Harner, Edith Botts, Lorcne Taylor, Hazel Jackson,
Helen Taylor, Thelma Frost and Dora Atkins.
Alpha Phi Alpha
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity was organized at Cornell University in
1906, and was the first inter-collegiate fraternity to ])e organized among
the negroes. Today there are forty-four chapters located in the leading
imiversities in the country'.
In addition to the benefits that the individual members enjoy, the
fraternity contributed to the uplift of the race in many ways. The
yearly campaign to encourage the negro youth to go to school, has
received the commendation of President Harding.
The Iota Lambda chapter was organized in the city of Indianapolis
in Maj% 1922. It is a graduate chapter with permission to initiate stu-
dents from the various Indiana colleges. Its roster at Butler follows:
Averitte Corlev, Robert Duncan, Solomn Edwards, and James Ervin.
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Women's Pan-Hellenic Association
President
Secretary and Treasurer
..Eloise Hamilton
.Pauline Kilkinson
In 1914, the women's Greek-letter Sororities of Butler College
formed a Pan-Hellenic Association for the purpose of obtaining co-op-
eration in the promotion of campus spirit and student policies, in the
government and restrictions of rushing, and in the encouragement of
closer friendships among members of the various sororities and unor-
ganized women. This local organization works on the Butler campus
under the guidance of the National Pan-Hellenic Association. There
are at present six members, five of which are national organizations
;
Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pi Beta
Phi, and Zeta Tau Alpha, and one local. Delta Pi Omega.
Each member of the Association elects two representatives every
year to attend the meetings, which come the first Tuesday of every
month.
The work of the last year has included the complete revision and
publication of rushing rules for 1923-24, and several parties which the
Pan-Hellenic Association has sponsored in an endeavor to bring into
closer relation all the Women of the college. The policy of the Associa-
tion also encourages and aids the establishment of new women's Sor-
orities on the campus.
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KAPPA ALPHA THETA 215 South Butler Avenue
Bhick and Gold Pansv Black and Gold
DePauw University, 1870 Butler, 1874
President Martha Lucas
Motto :
—
"Shins You'd Love To Touch."
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 5432 University Avenue
Fleur-de-lis Dark and Light Blue
Monmouth College, 1870 Butler. 1878
President Dorothy Black
Motto:
—
"The co-ordinate of ([nalitij is (judnlitij."
PI BETA PHI 275 South Audubon Boad
AVinc Carnation Wine and Silver Blue
Monmouth College, 1867 Butler, 1897
President Margaret Kellenbach
Motto:
—
"For Every Girl a Man or Two."
DELTA DELTA DELTA 5621 Beechwood Avenue
Pansv Silver, Gold and Blue
Boston University, 1888 Butler, 1914
President Miriam Weir
Motto:
—
"Lone Will Find a Way."
ZETA TAU ALPHA 69 North Irvinglon Avenue
^^'llitl• A'iolet Tiu-([uoise Blue and Steel Grav
Virginia State Female Nonnal. 1898 Butler, 1920
President Estel Fiske
Motto:—"Fellowshi]) tor Young Fellows."
DELTA PI OMEGA 221 South Bitter Avenue
Daisv Yellow and Wliite
Founded at Butler, 1912
President Jean Patterson
Motto:—".l/f/Ar llie Last WaLinu Hour the liesl"
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Phi Delta Ph
President Mary Crew
Vice-President Margaret Schoener
Secretary Helen Hoover
Treasurer Pauline Ingalls
Phi Delta Phi, a national women's honorary sorority, was in-
stalled at Butler in June, 1920. Its purpose is to bring together the
sororit}^ and non-sorority girls at Butler. To accomplish this, the
members are chosen because of their democratic spirit and their in-
terest in furthering a spirit of co-operation among the organized and
unorganized girls. Most of the chapters of Phi Delta Phi are at schools
of about the same size as Butler, where the need for such an organiza-
tion is most keenly felt.
Phi Delta Phi has sponsored some of the most successful all-girl
parties at Butler. Notable among these are the Hallow'een parties in
the fall and the Kid parties in the spring. Phi Delta Phi was the first
organization of its kind at Butler and it has striven to live up to its
ideals.
The members include : Marie George, Margaret Schoener, Ruth
Rales, Dorothj' Rlack, Mary G. Payne, Patia Carver, Helen Docppers,
Amy Realty, Mary Crew, Sarah Sisson, Susie Harmon, Pauline Ingalls,
Miriam Weir, Helen Hoover and Jean Patterson.
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Skulls Club
President Henry Burner
Vice-President Waluon Middesworth
Secretary and Treasurer James A. Gloin
Top row, left to riglit : "Abe" Brown, "One Lung" Stewart, "Merle"
Rotroff, "Pee Wee" Strickland, "Two-Tone" Leslie, "Henri" Bruner,
"Sheik" Woods, "Canuck" Konold, "Swede" Trost, "Deacon" Keach.
Bottom row, left to right: "Waldo" Middlesworth, "Josephine"
Blessing, "Buck" Brown, "Boot-Legger" Dunlap, "Student" Gaddis,
"Four-Door" Goett, "Slick" Pearcy, "Lew" Hodges.
Absentees: "Jinies" Gloin, "Blaze-a-Way" Hooker, "Simply Beau-
tiful" Van Arsdale, "Reporter" Heiney.
The Skull's Club is an
honorary society of upper-
tion to being a source of
the campus. In addi-
dition to being a source of
leadership, for the student
bod}', the club also serves
as a goal to be sought by
a Freshman who thus may
gain the recognition for
services to his College.
The group endeavors to
unify and stabilize the Col-
lege spirit. The chief pre-
requisite for membersliip
is sincere loyalty for But-
ler College.
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Scarlet Quill
President Laurel Cissna
Vice-President Florence Hoover
Secretary Geneva Hungate
Treasurer Dorothy Perkins
Scarlet Quill is an honorary society for upperclasswoinen, or-
ganized in October, 1921. Twelve Senior" and Junior girls are eligible
to nienibershii) on a basis of high scholastic standing and creditable
participation in college activities. As an organization Scarlet Quill
strives to support Butler in all worthy endeavors and its members try
to partici])ate lovally in all campus projects.
Scarlet Quill cherislies as its ideal well-rounded College woman-
hood, and by" upliolding this high standard for mendjership it achieves
its purpose as an honorary organization. Although it is now a local
organization, purely, its n"iend)ers hope to fulfill the purpose of the
founders of Scarlet Quill by nud<ing it the nucleus of a grou]) that may
l>e ai)h' to bring Mortarboard or some oilier recognized national honor-
ary sorority for women to Butler. Witii the prospective devilo|)meiit
of the College, this seems altogether possible and promising.
The insignia of the organization is the scarlet (piill worn by the
mend)ers on a black fell hat. The ccdors art' the black and scarlet of
the head-dress.
Ten Seniors and two Juniors have niadi' up the mi inbershii) during
this vear. They ari' Laiu'cl Cissna, Margaicl Kellenbach, Floicnce
Hoover, Marv Payne, Frances Brubeck, Klizabelh Matliiews, Helen
Brattain Eloise Hamilton, .Miriam Wiir, Dorothy Black, Jessie Brown,
and Marie (leorge.
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Sphinx Club
President Cassatt Martz
Secretaiy Hughes Updegraff
Treasurer Fred E. Schultz
The Sphinx Chib of Butler College is an honorary Inter-fraternity
organization of upperclassmen, designed to foster a spirit of friendship
among the undergraduates, and among the various members of the
men's national fraternities on the campus. The cIuIj has for its purpose
the attainment for Butler of a leading place in scholarship and scholas-
tic standing in the State. It is intended to encourage a high standard
of scholarship in its membership, and, as an organization, to aid all
worthy campus activities.
The local chapter received a charter at Crawfordsvillc from the
Wabash College Chapter of Sphinx, in April, 1922, eleven men receiving
the ritualistic work at that time. The active membership of the club
is limited to twenty-five, as the aim of the organization is to include
only men of jDroven ability in its meinbership.
In its first year at Butler the club has aided in handling the football
crowds at Irwin Field, instituted the awarding of a silver cup to the
most outstanding football man of each season, assisted in developing
the present Inter-fraternity Council, and supported the strengthening of
inter-fraternitv friendship.
Sigma Chi, Phi Delta Thcta, Delta Tau Delta, and Lambda Chi
Alpha are the Butler National Fraternities represented in the club. Men
are selected twice yearly from the national fraternities on tlie campus
for membership. The pledge ribbon is black and white, and the hat
worn by the active member is of the same combination of colors. The
pin, as worn, embodies a Sphinx head. Other chapters in Indiana are
at Wabash College and at Indiana University.
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The Scarf Club
President Martha Armstrong
Vice-President Elizabeth Crowe
Secretary Margaret Hoyl
Treasurer Grace Noble
Tiie Scarf Clul) is an organization jirimarily started to |)roniote
friendships and a fei'Iing of good ft'llowsliip among all Freshmen girls.
Since the lumiher of Freshmen girls has heen increasing so rapidly,
the need for such an organization has hecome as urgent among the
Freshmen themselves as among the u[)i)er-classmen. The girls are taken
into memhership during their first year, and nuiy remain members
until graduation. The active workers of the group are confined to the
I'reslunen girls, hut girls of the llu-ee u])])er classes may he affiliated.
Memhers hecome alumnae after the first half of the S()])honu)re year,
but the direction of activities remains witii them as ad\isers. Two
representatives from each sorority and a projjortional numlier of un-
organized girls, to a maximum of thirty, comj)ose the memhershi]).
The members are recognized (Hi the campus by the white scarves
which they wear. For many years Butler has needed just such an or-
ganization as the Scarf Club and its field of work seems unlimited. Its
s])irit of diinocracy and its general aiui are to be appreciated and
heartily recognized on the campus. The girls of the clul) are congenial
and desire to be regarded as friends to all other students.
The last year has been one of rather fair accomplishments for .so
\oung an organization. Last fall a "get accpiainted" tea was given for
the incoming girls. Soon after this, initiation services were held for
the ten new nunibers who were chosen fioin the Freshmen class. At
the Christmas season the members distrbiuted baskets lo needy families.
.\ s])ring frolic, in the form of a St. Patrick's Day party, was held in
the Old Gymnasium in honor of the new girls. One meeting a month
is given over to a spread and general social gathering.
One Hundred and Ei'^hty-fivc
Charter Members of the Campus Club
President Dora Rigdon
Secretary Mildred Goff
Treasurer Helen Matlock
The Campus Club was organized in the fall of 1922 with Miss Butler
and the Senior and Junior wo-men living at the College Residence as
charter members. Its purposes are to promote the scholarship, the
happiness, and the College loyalty of its group, and to make and pre-
serve residence traditions. The club colors are silver and gold; and
its flower is the chrysanthemum. Scholarship and residence on the
campus are the two chief requirements for membership.
The club has given several delightful parties during the year, the
three principal events being the Christmas dinner, followed by the
presentation of the play "Why the Chimes Rang," the Valentine party
on February 14, and on March 17, the St. Patrick's Daj^ co-ed dinnei'
dance. Faculty guests at these functions have been Professor and Mrs.
John Harrison, Miss Welling, Professor and Mrs. Henry Gelston, Pro-
fessor and Mrs. William Richardson, Professor and Mrs. Guy Shadinger
and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Sellick.
The Residence girls are fortunate in having in their group a num-
ber of unusually good voices so that all the College songs and numerous
special Dorm songs are frequently heard. One of these which is particu-
larly liked and often sang will soon have to go into the discard, so its
refrain is quoted before it dies
:
"We want to go back to Butler U.,
To dear old Irvington;
We want to go back—we gotta go back
To Irvington—
"
^[^
One Hundred and Eighty-six
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Philokurian Literary Society
President Edward Mc(1avran
Vice-President Mary Crew
Sccretarv Miriam Weir
Treasurer Roi™ Davis
Marshall Howard Howe
First Critic Mary Payne
Second Critic Holton Bill
There was a time in American Colleges when Literary Societies
were as prevalent and popular as are Fraternities and Clubs of the
present days. Fraternities flourished in that time also, hut other ac-
tivities cen"tered in Literarv Societies,—now not so necessary, perhaps,
because of the expansion of the English Departments that include some
of the functions of the old-time societies.
In that good old (lav Butler had four Literary Societies, each (piar-
tered on the' third floor'back and front of the Administration Building.
One of these societies at least limited membership to women,—the
Athenian. The other three were exclusively for men,--the Pythonian,
the Mathesian. and the Philokurian.
Of these, the Philokurian is the sole survivor. It had its beginnmgs
over at the old Northwestern Christian University in the early 70's\
but it bloomed into full flower when the College, now Butler, moved
to Irvington. It is consequentlv tlie oldest organization ol its kind on
the campus. It was formed bv "ministerial students, as the name would
suggest, and women were not admitted. But when all tlie other societies
died out. "Philo," as it is affectionately known l)y its members, relented
:ind adniitted women as well as stiidi'iits of every calling.
Butler is fortunate in having retained "Phdo" with its wealth ot
traditions and to have it as a flourishing organization devoted to litera-
ture, debate, free and open di.scussioii, with occasional social functions.
One Hundred and Ili::,hty-scvcn
Biology Club
President Mary Payne
Vice-President Rebecca Dixon
Secretary Helen Pritchard
Treasurer Joseph Burns
Tlic Butler Biologj' Club was first organized in 1913 and has been
one of the most active organizations on the campus. The first officers
elected were: President, Harrj^ Dcitz, who is now State embryologist;
vice-president, Clifford Handy; and secretarj^-treasurer, Stanley Sellick,
who is now treasurer of the College.
The Club was organized to promote interest in the study of biologi-
cal subjects and to enable students to discuss problems which the
biolog}' courses cannot readily cover. During the year the organization
endeavors to have outside speakers of prominence to address meetings,
which are held every two weeks. It is customary for the club to give a
party at the end of the first semester and a picnic at the end of the year.
Perhaps the most interesting thing that the club does is to send one
student each j^ear to the Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods Hole.
Massachusetts, for a summer course. This scholarship fund was started
in 1916 and the first money for sending amember was raised by exhibits,
plays, and other entertainments. This j^ear the Student Budget sup-
plies the funds necessary.
This scholarship is one which offers an unusual advantage to the
recipient, who gains the experience of an entire summer in specialized
work. In this way the department here at Butler benefits also, for
the students return to college and act as laboratory assistants.
One Hundred and Eighty-eight
Consul Mary Kathhyn Wise
Proconsul Katiikium-: Qiig
Quaestor Risskli. I. RiciiAnnsoN
The Classical Clui) was organized in the fall of 1920, under the
sijonsorship of Professor Gelston and his students. At first it consisted
largely of Latin students, but now its membership includes Creek and
Latin "students. There are thirtv-five nuMubers this year.
The ])urpose of tlie club is to study cla.ssical civilization, to promote
intere.'-t in tlie classics and ancient life, to bring the members together
ill a social way.
.Meetings are lield at the homes of members or at fraternity houses
on the first Monday evening of eacli month. Initiations occur at the
beginning of eacii semester.
Varied i)rograms liave been given this year under llie kadc rsiiip
of Dorothv Perkins, chairman of the program" committee. .\t Christmas
tlie old Roman Saturnalia Festival was celebrated and a Latin class
jiresented Plautus" comedv, "The Captives."
At tile P\'i)ruarv meeting tiie hiithday of St. Valentine was observed,
(iuests were invited and the plav, "Orph'eus and Eurydice," was given.
()::c Hundred and liixlUv-niiie
Press Club
President Bailey Fessler
Vice-President George Kistler
Secretary-Treasurer Amey Greenfield
Faculty Sponsor Evelyn Butler
The Press Club, organized in October, 1922, in connection ^vith the
Journahsni Department, is open to all students interested in news writ-
ing. Its meetings are held every Monday morning at 9 o'clock in Boom
16. During the last year the club has been addressed by some twenty-
five prominent newspaper men and women of Indianapolis. The Press
Club is deeply grateful to these busj' journalists. It washes to express
also its appreciation to the courteous hospitality extended its members
by the three Indianapolis papers whose plants they visited.
The department of Journalism instituted at Butler in February,
1922, has steadily developed in strength and interest and has called
forth mau}^ expressions from students and newspaper men of the hope
that some provision may be made in the plans for the University at
Fairview for the mechanical equipment necessary for a School of
Journalism.
A high standard of life and moral welfare is effected largely
through four important factors,—home, church, school, and newispaper.
For many years Butler has contributed to the first three; one of her
newest ideals is to train students how best to direct the thought of the
public hrough the medium of the daily press. Much has already been
accomplishetl toward realizing a School of Journalism at Butler. Let
us work lor more coiu'ses and Ijctter e([uipment,—books, newspapers,
periodicals, type-writers, copy desks, and an outfit for printing.
1)1:=:
One Hundred and Xinctv
The Butler College Residence
Faculty Adviso . P>EI,YN Bl'TLER
Tlu' only 1)1:k'c on Ihc campus \yluTc students arc liouscd is in (lie
(dd-iasiiioncd, tlucc-story l)rick l)uilding kn()\yn to many generations
of college students as "The Dorm." The low, broad porch that extends
across the front is an attractiye jjlacc on ])leasant days \yhcn chairs,
swing. stei)s and balustrade are tilled \yith girls, from time immemornd
known as the "Dorm Angels." It is a line i)lace. too, to suryey what is
going on in many diirerent directions about the campus: the Adminis-
Iration Building.' the "Old (iym," the engine-house and the cinder i)ath
are seldom witjiout obseryers on a line day Irom tlu' Residence "Look-
Oul."
The Hisidence girls are the proiul occasional possessors ol a dog
named "Campus" and a cat that answers to the dignitii'd title of "Fair-
yit'W." "Fairyiew" was christened h\ "Mildred." the justly famed Resi-
dence- cook. The occasion was a gala one on Valentine's Day. After
liie girls had done justice to one of her best dinners. Mildred adyanced
Iron'i the kitchen to the ci'iiter of the dining room, bearing in one arir.
the newly ac(|uired cat. adorned with a re<l satin necktii'. and in the
(•ther a lug bo.x of new-made fudg". Iiie prize for whoeyer could guess
t!ie name of Ihe residence eat. The award went lo "Katy" Kinder.
One Hundred and \incl\-onc
French Club
President Miriam Weir
Vice-President Scott Clifford
Secretary-Treasurer Katherine McClfre
Chairman of Program Committee. . . .Helen Pritchard
Tlie French Clul) was organized in November, 1921, under the
sponsorship of Prof. Ratti, Iiead of the Romance Language Department.
In tlie fall of 1922, it was reorganized and new standards were set up.
It is made up of about fifty French students who have an average of
B, or above in French, and who desire a more practical acquaintance
witii the language than can be obtained in the classroom. The purpose
of the club is to give students of French an opportunity' to practice con-
versational French and to enable them to become more familiar with
the literature and customs of France.
Meetings are held on the second Monday night of each month. The
business meeting, the program, and the informal social hour which
follows are carried on, in a large measure, in French style and only
French is s])oken.
The club has given one French play. In January "Twelfth Night."
f! French holiday, was celebrated, and in February the members ob-
served the "Mardi Gras." The meetings have been emphatically a
success, and members and sponsors are enthusiastic in their co-opera-
tion. Tiiey feel tliat there lias been much benefit derived from the con-
versation as well as much i)leasiire from the studj' of French customs
and manners.
u
One Hundred and -\iuct\-tiio
Pen-And-Pencil
President Pail Brown
Vice-President Rachel Campbell
Secretary and Treasnrcr Elizabeth Davies
Advisor '. Miss Bitler
Pen-and-Pcncil made its lirsl ajjpearance among campns organ-
izations this year. As its name iin])lies, its ciiaracter and general ])nr-
pose is similar to that of the old Writer's Clnl) of last year. INIemher-
sliip consists of stiulonts enrolled in Miss Butler's course in the short-
story and the one-act play.
The purpose in founding such an organization was ])riinarily to
promote an active interest in literature, with particnlar ein])hasis in
the field of the short-story and the one-act play. Its aim is to ])rovide
opportunity for a more intensive and intimate study of llu'se forms of
lileralure than is p()ssii)li' in the classroom alone. Miss Biillei- has
arranged the work ol' the class room, lu)wever. so that il forms the hasis
of interest on which the eluh works.
The first semester is devoted entirely to the study of the short-
story. The hist artists in this field, from Edgai- .Mien Poe to (). Henry,
are studied from the standpoint of structure and content. .Vn imporlanl
phase of the work is (he writing oi' original stories. During (he spring
term the development of the one-act play is traced from the simple
dialogue to the more complicatid artistic production. Tiie structure of
the drama is studied and original dialogues and plays are written and
read.
It is the plan of Ihe cluh to have at least one gucsl-meeling each
semester, to take the form of an ev;'ning i)arty. The i)rogram consists
of original stories, stunts and ])lays of especial merit written hy mem-
lurs of the cluh.
One Hundred and Xiiietv-llirec
President Herman Kuntz
Vice-President Margaret Kluger
Secretary Jean Patterson
Treasurer Leona Kaley
After being dormant for two years, tlie Butler Chemical Society
was reorganized on Monday, November 29, 1922, by the students of
the advanced Chemistry classes. Later, however, the students of the
first-year classes were invited to become members also.
Prof. Guy Howard Shadinger is the honorary president of the
society.
The purpose of the Butler Chemical Society is to acquaint the stu-
dents with the application of chemistry in commerce and to discuss
problems that have arisen in the field of this science.
During the year several well-known pln'sicians and scientists have
spoken to the organization, and interesting excursions have been taken
through some of the larger plants in the citj'. There have also been
papers by various club members.
In addition, the organization entertained the students with several
social meetings at the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce Building, and
at the homes of alumni and members of the society.
The standing executive committee consisted of the four officers,
and the following persons: Myron Myers, Phaun Ferigo and Kathcrine
Kinder.
^1 ^ niiB ^
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The Mathematics Club
President Josi-i'ii Moore
Vice-President Doms Poi:
Secretary Dorothy Smenk
Treasurer High Johnson
Students of Butler who are especially interested in the study ol'
mathematics have recognized the need and value of organizintj; and
hrinrting' togi'ther those who miglit have mutual interests. Tiierelore
W\c Maduinaties ("Jul) was I'ornu'd.
The purjjose ol' the organization, in llie main, is to exchange ideas
and inlorniation relative to the develo|)ment of the mathematical
sciences, and incidentally to add a little more to the social elenunl of
College life.
At the first nueling officers were elected who stand now as the
l)ermanent executives for the remaining part of the year. At this
nueting, also, a connnittee was a])])ointed to draw up a constitution and
attend to any other di'lails necessary to making the organization one of
collegiate significance. Professor .lohnson, Iiead of this de|)arlment. was
asked to act as s])onsor and advisei'.
All who are, or have heen enrolled in college nuilliematics or
some closely allied sui)ji'ct, are eligiliie for nu luhi I'siiip. The progi-ams
which are jjresented at the meetings, held on llu' first fhursday of each
month, include papers and conunents hy memhers of the cluh on
mathematical lo|)ics, and talks hy well known scholars in the field of
matluinatical research outside of our own college.
It is helieved that in lime tiiis organization which is still in its
ixperimental stages, will prove to he of real \alue to llie students and
that tJK' members may he able to derive something worth while from
its meetings.
U]\c lliiiulrcil and Xiiwty-fk'e
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OFFICERS
President Prof. H. L. Bruner
Vice-President Prof. E. N. Johnson
Secretary Prof. Anna T. Weaver
Treasurer Prof. Henry M. Gelston
Phi Kappa Phi is a national lionor society open to representatives
of all departments of college and university work. The organziation
has about 6,000 members with twenty-six chapters distributed in as
many institutions in the United States.
The following may be elected to membership
:
Resident members of the faculty; Resident gradiicde students; Un-
dergraduates, who are within one j^ear of graduation; Alumni, graduat-
ing prior to the time of the formation of the Butler Chapter, who would
have been eligible at the time of graduation.
The following graduates of 1923 were admitted
:
Mrs. Mary Sandy Addlenian, Earl R. Beckner, Dorothy Jane Black,
Martha M. Borgstead, Henry P. Bruner, Laurel Gwyneth Cissna, Scott B.
Clifford, William Durbin Day, Helen M. Doeppers, Caroline Dunn,
James M. Himler, Irma H. Guile}', Florence M. Hoover, Alice K. Koehne,
Jean E. Patterson, Margaret M. Quinzoni, Sarah T. Sisson, Erma May
Tevis, Miriam S. Weir, Mrs. Harold C. Winslow.
();;(' Ihtmlrcd and Xinctx-si.v


Department of Public Speaking
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Prolc'ssoi- Rollo Alison Tallfoll, lund of
llu' Doparlnicnt ol' Public S|)oaking uikI
Conch of Dcl)ale and Oratory at Rutlcr Col-
lege, has done imich during his alTiliation
^fg^ '|J with tlie inslilulion lo drvi'lop au interest and
^ * B create entliusiasni in this lit'ld. As Coach
Page is the central I'igure in Butler's athletics,
so is Professor Tallcott the gui(hng hand in
other College activities. Dramatics, vaude-
\ille, oratory, debate and public s])eaking
find their chanij)ion in this versatile, energe-
tic man.
The Butler oratorical contest was held in
the College chapel on Decem])cr 17. Those
who entered were: Earl Daniels, DeVere
McCinnis, Doyle JMullen, and Russell Rich-
ardson. Mr. Mullen won the prize of $30 awarded by the College and
represented Butler in the State Oratorical Contest at (^.rawfordsville in
February, receiving fourth place among six contestants.
Butler sup])orts both men's and women's debating teams. The
subject under debate this vear is: "Resolved, that the war debt due
the United States from her Allies in the Great War should be can-
celled.
MEN'S TEAM
Affirnuitipc Xcf/atiix'
David Dinlap, Captain Rlsseli. RiciiAHnsoN. Ca])tain
Gerritt Bates DeVeke McGinnis
Earl Daniels Rouert E^fromyson
Wendell Brown, Alternate Georoe Osthemier, .Mternati^
GIRLS' TEAM
Afjirmalive Nrgatiix'
Jessica Brown. Captain Dema Kennedy, Ga|)tain
Alice Reynolds Ri th Ckak;
Mary Winchell Daisy Scin ltz
Margaret Hecker, Alternate .Alice Koehne, .Vlliiiiale
SCHEDULE FOR YEAR
Men
Butler vs. Cincimiati February 1(1
Butler vs. Kalamazoo February 2(i
Butler, Earlham, Franklin March 2
Butler vs. Goshen March 1()
Womi;n
Butler vs. Albion April Ki
Butler vs. Cincinnati.
The debates this vear and in former years have not always won
the judges' decisions, "but some strong and ready speakers have been
developed every year.
^ —=^ iii>2,3 [^ =
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Tau Kappa Alpha
President Russell Richardson
Vice-President Edward McGavran
Secretary and Treasurer David Dunlap
Tan Kappa Alpha was organized at Butler College in 1908, and at
the present time there are fifty-two chapters of the fraternity in differ-
ent colleges and universities in the United States. It is the only men's
honorary dehating fraternity in the country. Its purpose is to encour-
age among college men sincere oratory and effective public speaking.
Only men who have participate*! in a minimum of two inter-collegiate
debates or in one State oratorical contest are eligible for membershi]).
The emblem is a watch charm shaj)ed like a key, and the official
magazine is "The Speaker" which is published monthly. Mr. William
Hecker, of Irvington, a charter member, is national secretary and
treasurer. The active membership of the local chapter consists of
Russell Richardson, David Dunlap, Edward McGavran, Wendell Brown,
Gerritt M. Bates, Harold Kealing, Henry Bruner, Earl Daniels, Robert
Efroymson, Devere McGinnis and Prof. R. A. Tallcott. The annual
dinner, initiation, and election of officers were included in the year's
activities.
Oite Hundred and Xinctv-ci'^ht
President Ilene Harryman
Vice-President Margaret Cook
Treasurer Hith Craig
(inninia eli;i|)ter of Delta Phi was installed at Butler in June. 1921.
witii eii^hl eluuler nienibers. It is tiie only national lionorarv girls"
del)ating sorority and its j)urposo is to maintain a liigii standai'd in
women's del)atiiig. Each candichite for memljersiiip must liave ))arlici-
]>ated in two inti'r-collegiate (lel)ates doing a credilai)Ie grade of work
for tile college. Women's debating is new at Butler, tliis being only its
fourtli year, and Delta Plii is assisting in ])lacing this activity (in a higher
and more permanent plane. National head<[uarters of Delta Phi are
located at Seattle, Wasiiington.
r
One Hundred and Xinctr-iiiuc
yDramatic Club
President Scot Clifford
Vice-President Helen Brattain
Treasnrer Rolun Davis
Secretary Irma Dykes
Tlie Dramatic Clnb is one of tlie largest organizations on the
canipns. It has a two-fold pnrpose : to present plays of liigli standard
and quality; and to study and create an interest in better drama. Try-
outs are lield each semester for students wisliing to become members of
the club. Professor Rollo A. Tallcott lias charge of these entrance ex-
aminations, which are of two kinds : first, for those who wisli to take
l^art in tlie productions; and second, for those who wish to go into the
business or managing end of tlie work.
This year the study section of tlie club has been especially active.
Once a month an open meeting is held and plays are read and dis-
cussed. One-act plaj's have had preference over their three- and four-
act sisters. "The Trimplet," by Stuart Walker, and "The Little Man,"
by Galsworth}% were two of the plays given at these open meetings and
they were received with mucli enthusiasm. Memlicrs of the organiza-
tion who toolv part showed remarkalile ability and promise. It is hoped
that tlirough these monthly meetings the prospective actors and ac-
tresses may receive more experience and instruction than heretofore
offered them.
The clul) stages two major performances each year. These pro-
ductions have lieen successful in the past and prospects arc encoiu'aging
for the future. Each year finds the performances attracting larger
and more enthusiastic audiences from the IiuUanapolis ])ul)lic.
Two Hundred
1C^3^
Come Out of the Kitchen
Tliroe acts of a clever ctjiiu'dy-larcc, ])r()(lucc(l I)y the BiitliT Dra-
matic Cliil), were enjoyed by a large audience at the Murat Tluater on
December 17, 1922. Prolessor Tallcott coached the i)lay. James Morgan
was stage manager, Alice Archibald, ])ro|)erly mistrt'ss, and \\'illiam
Cissna, business manager.
"Come Out ol the Kitchen" was the |)lay in which Ruth (.hatterton
starred a few years ago and wliich i)rought her nation-\\'ide ajiplausc.
Miss Irma Dykes took tiiis ])arl and rixialed the I'amous star herself in
her inter])retation of the character of Olivia Dangti field. Wendell
Brown again distinguished himself as tiie handsome millionaire hero
from the north and Scott Clifford a<hnirai)ly portrayed the part of a
sentimental poet and gave the audience many a hearty laugh.
Tin-; cAsr
AiJViA DAN(ii:iuii:i.i). alias Jane Ellen Ihma Dykk.s
ElizM!i;tii DA\(ii:nrii;i.n. alias Araminta Iosi;imiini-; Bkown
Mks. Fai.ki:ni:i(, Tucker's sister Hi:i.i:n Br.vttaix
Cora Fai.kknkh, her daugliler Ji;ssi(;a Brown
Amanda, Olivia's itlack mannny Kathkiuni: Kinder
BiKTON Crank, from the North Wkndki.l Brown
Thomas Lkfi-krts, statistical poet Scoi i Cufkord
Solon Ti ( ki;r. Crane's guest Cari. Hrisi-.r,
Pall Dan(,lri ii:ld. alias Smithfield Howard Howk
Charlls I)AN(ii;Ri illd, alias Brindlel)i'rry Arnold Davis
Randoli'u Wi;i;ks, agent of the Dangerfiilds (iLOROL Kistllr
Tico Hundred and One
The Butler Opera Club
President Stephen Badger
Vice-President Alice Young
Treasurer Dean Brosnan
Secretary Edith Fitzerald
Business Manager Rufus Alley
For the last several years Butler has had an organization known
as the Girls' Glee Club. This club has, in the past, presented a number
of delightful operettas.
Last fall it became the census of opinion among the students of
musical ability that an organization similar to that of the coeds be
fostered among the men. The budding of this idea into full bloom fore-
closed a Butler Men's Glee Club, with Glenn Keach as president and
Arnold Spencer as director.
At a joint meeting of the two clubs it was decided to combine the
efforts of the two organizations in the presentation of an operetta.
Under the leadership of Glenn Keach and Sarah Sisson, president of
the Girls' Glee Club, and under the direction of Professor Talcott and
Mr. Spencer, an opera was selected, resulting in the production in
January of the "Pirates of Penzance," a comic opera by Gilbert and
Sullivan.
After-thoughts on the opera revealed the fact that both clubs could
work to better advantage and more definite results if combined into a
single group. Accordingly, the Butler Opera Club was formulated. The
purpose of the new club as set forth in its constitution is to present at
least one opera each year, along with other musical productions, to
provide music for College chapel exercises, to promote individual musi-
cal aijilily of tlie students, to create an interest in and an appreciation
of good music throughout the student body, and finally, to encourage
in every way possible, a Department of INIusic in the curriculum of the
greater Butler University.
Tzt'o Hundred and Tzco
"Pirates of Penzance"
Mabel, General Stanley's youngest daughter Betty Gallon
Frederick, A Pirate Apprentice " ^YII,Ll.\M T. Pearcy
Samuel, Pirate Ghief's Lieutenant Stephen Baogeh
Richard. A Pirate Ghief Kenneth Thohne
Ruth, A Piratical Maid-ol-all-Work Mn.nnEn Johns
Kate, Edith, Isabel . . . .Sarah Sisson, Dorothy Ryker, Marjorie Chiles
Chorus : C. Morrison Davis, Dorothy Wright, Eleanor Mueller, Jose-
jihine Rogers, Zerelda Rubush, Doris Long, Dorotliy Rinehart, Ruth
Graig, Alice Young, George Kistler, Sarah Francis Downs, Mary Patter-
son, Lena Weitnecht, Clarice Headrick, Betty Selvage, Eleanor Austin,
Lena Kcrcheval, Edith F"itzgerald, Dorothy Dipple, Lavera Millikan,
Catherine Gavins, Charlotte Clark, FLsther Hungate, Maxine McKay,
Dorothea WoHe, Myron llopj)er, Paul Vandiver, Ernest Ilarrtdd, Byron
\\'oods, Frank Atkins, Same Burkhardt, Glytlon Burkhardl, Joseph
"^'oi'k, Raymond Ridge, F"rank Sisson, Frank llopper. Dean Brossman,
Winston Rilev, Albert Know, Paul Hill, (ieorge Modan.
ll[^
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The Senior Vaudeville
New and heretofore unknown artists were brought out in tlie But-
ler College chapel in a vaudeville performance given February 21 under
the management of the Senior class. Record breaking audiences at-
tended both afternoon and evening shows.
"Psychic Thrills," presented by Mile. Margaret Hecker, was the first
number on the program. Some astonishing and undreamed of facts
about mendiers of the student body and faculty were revealed by Mile,
while gazing into the "magic crystal."
An educational sketch was next presented by Hariy Hungate and
Garrett Bates, and perhaps the least said about this stunt the better.
A musical numlx'r by Esther Hungate, Dorothy Ryker, and Arnold
Davis awoke the aucHence from their "sweet dreams of peace" into
wliich the previous act had lulled tliem. Miss Ryker and Miss Hungate
sang and danced in costume. Mr. Davis played "a la Kreisler" on the
violin.
The Hicksville Harmony Four gave one of the most unique acts
on the bill. Morrison Davis, Stephen Badger, Raymond Ridge, and
Joseph Gemilsparkcr were the illustrious members of the quartet.
"Moke" Davis rendered a most pathetic and touching little song entitled
"Oh, How He Loves It." The quartet's interpretation of "Butler Will
Shine Tonight" was io realistic that many people thought they were
hearing the Butler Band. Mr. Badger sang some of the popular song
hits, receiving an ovation from the audience.
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained the spectators with a pageant
entitled "Doll Land." Jean Howie and Pauline Balhvek reverted back
to their childhood long enough to view the sights with juvenile eyes.
While "Betty" Matthews thumped beautfiul melodies on the piano, the
dolls were revealed. Helen Payne, as a soldier, was the first to appear.
Her singing showed pitch and depth of tone that only Melba coidd
hope to rival. Mildred Stockdale, the Butler Anna Pavlowa, almost
^[^ ^ aiiB Ik r
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1The Senior Vaudeville (Continued)
started a riot wIrii she apijeared as a (laiiciiig doll, Init tlu' presence of
Maurice Stephenson served to quell the moh. "Katy" Wilhelni, of the
DePauw chapter of K. K. G., created a sensation when she a))peared as
a coal-tar Jazz Bahy. Justine Halliday and "Dot" Reynolds proved
that they were out of place at Butler hy their striking little-girl cos-
tumes. The little sister act ended with the arriv;d of a grotesque animal
which intensive study rexi'aled to he a camel.
"Dick" Mills and John Conley, hlackfaced eonudians, showed clever
portrayal in their act in ^\•hich they very naturally impersonated two
dizzy dumhells.
Kappa Alpha Thela. in "The Campus Review," gave some intimate
and heart-rending scenes of Camj)us life as seen at Butler. The act
was vivid, colorful, and picturesque, with a hevy of pretty girls to lend
charm to the scenes. Sara Francis Downs and Anna Mae Alhershardt
scored a hit hy their impersonation of the campus lilly-dippers and
consefiuently sent the Sigma Chis home disheartened. Dorcas Rock,
the "Freshman girl," Lois Wishard, the "stiulious (iirl," A^anelle Thorp,
the "Wicked Vamp," "Pat" Carver, the "Athletic Girl," and Pauline
Holmes, the "Senior," represented tiie Campus ly])es. Grace Hackle-
man, Helen Myers, and (iladys Sudhrock put forth some real harmony
in singing the "School House Blues." The real thrill came when tJie
"College Beauty," Lorene ^^']litham, slei)])ed i)elore the footlights wJiile
the chorus sang "Tiie Ideal Coliegi' Giii" amid tJie applause of the
entire audience.
The climax of the sliow came in Ihe last act. Sigma Chi presented
that melodramatic tragedy. "The Shooting of Dangerous Dan >lcGrt'w."
"Romey" Bash as "Dan," Howard Howe as tiie "Stranger," and "Tom-
my" Batchelor as "the woman known as Lou," all gave wonderful por-
trayals of their (hfficult parts. In fact, several husky Phi Delts sitting
on the front row heaved soidful sighs when the lovely heioine sank to
her knees to kiss the prostrate form of liie stranger.
T'c\.'o llniulrcd and Phc
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Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
President Edward McGavran
Vice-President Stanley Cain
Sccretarv Pail Habbe
Treasnrer Ralph Snyder
Works of service in variety of fields liave been undertaken during
the last year by the Butler College Young Men's Christian Association.
A handbook directory of the College was compiled, and distributed,
shop meetings at the Pennsylvania railroad yards at 2200 E. Washing-
ton street have been conducted by the Industrial committee in co-opera-
tion with the Indianapolis Y. M. C. A., and delegates have attended the
Lake Geneva, (Wis.) conferences during the year.
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Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
President Mary Payne
Yice-Prfsi(k'iU (Ii.knn Hooykh
Secretary Genkva Hinoate
Treasurer Dorothy Perkins
The Young Women's Christian Association of Butler College
serves as a center oi' acti\ily among the women ol' the College. It is a
large organization with a meml)ership of over 300 girls. Any girl may
he a member of this organization who will affiliate herself with its
purpose and manifest her interest
in its activitis.
The Cahinet is the executive
committee of the association,
composed of thirteen girls who
are officers and of conmiittee
chairmen, representing every As-
sociation activity. The Cahinet
is intrusted by the general mem-
hersliip with the duty of develop-
ing a systematic Association, and
of making it a dynamic center for
serving the religious interests of
tlie campus.
Meetings of the .Vssociation
are held each week for all the
girls in College.
irR noATixr, ux lake gk.vkva
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The Sandwich Club
President Max Fisch
Vice-President P. D. Snipes
Secretary Leland Emerson
Treasurer C. G. McCallister
The Sandwich Cluh, founded in 1913, is a group of men of Butler
College and the College of Missions wlio have pledged their lives to
definite Christian service. Most of its memhers are student preachers
and student volunteers. The alumni of the organization are to he found
in every quarter of the glohe serving as missionaries and preachers in
Tibet, China, India, South America, Africa, Mexico and the United
States.
The bi-weekly meetings preceded by a luncheon at the Campus Can-
teen, promote the close fellowship of its members. The social activi-
ties of the club are restricted to two annual affairs, the banquet in the
spring and a picnic at Buzzard's Roost at the opening of the fall term.
This vear the Sandwichers entered a team in the Inter-mural basketball
toiumament.
Thomas Benn(^tt Ernest Harold Donald McCavran
Glvndon Burkhardt Virgil Havens Richard W. Moore
Larue Burkhardt Floyd Hines Doyle Mullen
Eugene M. Bushong J. S. Kato Hale Overstreet
Merle Carver Carlos Kieffer Raymond Peterson
Roger Clark Irvin Kerrick D. H. Richardson
Douglas S. Corpron W. F. Learned H. Gray Russell
Joe R. Craw Y. C. Lee Basil Schultz
Earl Daniels A. J. Lindsly J. H. Walker
W. H. Fonger W. A. Lockhng Hugh J. Williams
Franklin Frey Lester Young William Wittkamper
Lonnie Graj^ George Lucky
Tii'o I-hiiidrcd and Risiht
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Student Volunteers
The Student Volunteer Movement had its J)eginning in 1886, when
three young missionary students. Wilder, Clark and tuckshurv, real-
ized the need for an organization tliat would unite tiiem with all stu-
dent missionaries in tlie country. Closer fellowsiiip l)etween the groups
in different colleges, they felt, would strengtiien their own resolve and
lead others to join with them. They started the movement, laid its
foundations and called the first conferences.
From tliree memhers the organization has grown to great numl)ers.
Groups of twenty and more are found in all the Christian Colleges, ami
Butler is only ()ne liidv in the great chain. Its purposes are to strenglhen
and keep active the missionary |)ur|)o,se of liie mend)t'rs; lo stiniulale
growth of Cliristian ciiaracter; to consider tiie actual ])rol)Iems mission-
aries are facing today; to help one another in getting adequate educa-
tion for future work; to create foreign missmnarv interest on the
campus, and to relate themselves as individual Christians to various
campus activities. It strives to unifv the efforts of individual Vol-
unteers in hringing students to consider making liie woild Christian and
determining to he foreign missionaries. It also develops among tlie
Volunteers a deeper sense of responsil)ilitv toward their college work.
In the Butler group there are twenty-three enrolled, with Roger
Clark for their leader and Freda Parr as secretary during the jnist
yeai-. From hist year's group there are now two traveling secretaries
lor llie nioMinent, Lyman Hoover, and Rex Hop]K'r. Menihers are:
Roger Clark Virginia Malli)v
Estle Fisk Doyle Mullen
'
Juaueta Ragsdale .Minil Talhert
Lesti'r Young
N'ergil Havens
Helen Palenius
William Wittkamper
Ina Crawford
FAIh Thomas
Helen Wittkampei
(den Iloovei'
Kalhryn Murphy
Freda Parr
Floyd Hi lies
Joe Craw
Hazel Scolt
Vii'ginia NN'ood
Carlos KielTer
(ilenden Burkheart
Corinne Ste|)lienson
Thelma Maidv
Two Hundred and Xinc
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The Drift Staff
Big Cheese P. V. Brown
The Goat Harold Kealing
Secretaries Eppie Cobb and Patia Pat
Athletic Cheese Paul Habbe
Junior Cheese Marie George
Senior Cheese Dorothy Black
Ahunni Cheese Jean E. Brown
Soup Editor Bachel Campbell
Pickle Editor Bobert Bull
Paste Editors Kelly and Geneve
Pie Editors
.
•
Hooker and Wally
Critics House of Brown
Flunkie Bichard De Corya
u
art staff
Connie Forsythe. Gwendolyn Dorcy, Frank Atkins, Mildred Stock-
dale, Bay Bohinson.
HONORABLE MENTION
Frank Trost, Wallace Bichards, Jessie Brown, Alice Archbold, Tom
Batchelor, George Smith, Gerritt Bates, Howard Howe, 0. H. ^Yorley, W.
F. Jones, Howard Dudley Shouse and William Ciaddis.
Tivo Hundred and Ten
Collegian Staff
Editor loiiN 11. Hkiney
Busiiic-ss Ahmagcr David Dixlap
Associate Elditor Fhank Trost
Sports Editor Jaisicz Wood
Froth Editor Jkhomk Bash
mOPOHTKHS
Richard Corya. (loorgc Mulholland, t^llswoitli Rcid, Irene Scucl,
Anna C. (lardncr, Pauline Holmes. Irnia Dykes, Harriet .laehne. Alice
Archhold. Miriam Weir. Patia Carver. Betty Bi'rtermann. P^dna Had-
iicld, Pauline Wilkinson. Margaret Kluger, Paidine Chastaine. Dorothy
Sutherland. Virginia Curtis, Helen Pritchard. William Canada, Harold
F. (ioode and Thomas F. Smith.
lirsiNi:sS STAIT
Business Manager David Di nlap
Associate Business Manager (ii;niuTT B.ues
Advertising Sti;i'mi:n Badger
Circulation Hov Hoiunsox
"^(^ ^asi:
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The Butler Band
President E. E. Colloway
Vice-President Earl Daniels
Secretarj^ Merrie Talbert
Librarian ..•••• George A. Lucky
The second year of tlic Band showed a distinct development in its
solidity and ability. Beginning with five of last year's members, the
organization increased to thirty men under the directorship of Lyndon
A. Street, formerly of Miami Universitj^ and the Cincinnati Conserva-
torv of Music, and the management of Frederick Jaeline, '23. Jaehne
organized the Band in the fall of 1921.
The Band, in uniform, played at all the Butler home games this
j^ear and made trips with the team. The most eventful was the trip
to Urbana when the Blue and White won from the Old Gold and Blue
on the gridiron.
The Butler Band, though still in its infancy, weathered the criticism
its first year, and took encouragement the next. It faces the future
with hope of becoming a useful institution of the greater Butler Uni-
versitv.
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The Ijirtlulay ol' Butler was celehiatid lliis year in (lie usual tlahoi -
i'te. t'ittini> niauner. Heverenee lor the Inuiulers ol' the Colk'ge was
heautil'ully jxu'trayed in the Chapel seiviees ol' tiie morning. The I'irsl
appearance ol' the Senior class in traditional scholastic rohes coupled
with the colorl'id insignia of the I'aculty's degrees lent an atniosplierc
(>r dignity to the occasion.
Miss Evelyn Butler told of a few reminiscences concerning her
grandfatlier. Ovid Butler. Lucius B. Swift, of Indianapolis, was the
Ijrincipal sj)eaker of the morning.
The hancpn't. held in tlie Hiley room of the Claypool Hotel, brought
tf) a climax the e\enls of a true memorial day. Bespect for Butler's
])ast. glory in the present, and hope for the futui'e ])ro(luce(l a wonderful
enthusiasm.
Dr. Bohert J. Aley, presidi'ut, was toastmaster. The speakers were
Artiuu- V. Brown, Charles E. Coffin, Miss Caroline Dunn, as the stu-
dint reprl•senfati^es, ^^'endell Brown, president of the Senior class.
Bahhi ^lorris M. Ft'Uerlicht, Professor Howard E. .Jenson, and Dr. Daxid
M. Edwards, jjresident of Earlliam College. Dr. Allan B. Phili)utl pro-
iioiuiced the invocation.
Miss Dimn told of the founding of Butler as a co-edueational insti-
tution. Wendell Bi'owii pkdged the loyalty ol the iminhers of the
Senior class to the traditions of the College.
Bahhi Feuerlieht praised Butler as a trLie fortress of genuine
.\mericanism. "Instead of stressing the fundamental things which
unite men," he said, "some men set'm to have set their hearts on the
nonessential differt'uces. Butler, however, leaches unity, not division."
The Butlir male (piartel: William Piercy, Myron and Frank Hop-
per, and Kenneth Thoi'ne. sang at the haiKpu'l.
Tzco Hundred iittd Thirteen
7\\'(i hluudrcd and Fourteen
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Tic'o Hundred and Sixteen
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Di;ax Jami;.s A. H(jjiii.\ciJ, A. M., LL. D.
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Tii'O Hundred and Seventeen
iWilliam F. Elliott, A. B., LL.
B.
Lecturer on Pleading and
Practice.
William Gayton Whitk, LL. B.
Professor of Law.
Fremont Alford, LL. B.
Professor of Criminal Law
and Procedure.
Noble C. Bitler, LL. D.
Lecturer on Federal Pro-
cedure and Constitution-
al Law.
Bobert N. Fulton, LL. B.
Professor of Law.
^ lLiI3 ifc r
Ti\.<o Hundred and Eighteen
Ar^=^ )G^3^
L. Hov 7.\vv. A. B., LL. B.. M.
Dip.
Inslruclor in InlcriKilioiuil
LaiiK
FuAXK B. Ross, LL. B.
Iiistriiclor in Prohalc Law
u
P:i)\v\iu) a. Wii.i.is, M. D., LL. B.
Lcvlnrcr on Medical hiris-
pniclcncc.
Fhank B. Faiuus. a. B., LL. B.
In.slrnctor in the Law of
Public riililirs.
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Tti'o Llnudrcd and Xiiictcoi
The Indiana Law School was organized in 1894, for the purpose of
giving to the law students of the middle-west an opportunity to acquire
a thorough and systematic knowledge of the law, and to train them in
the technique of practice. With this purpose in view, the management
of the school has insisted always that its corps of instructors shall
have been not only graduates of recognized law schools, hut successful
practitioners of their jirofession.
The profession of law is properly regarded as a learned profession,
and only the most rigid and systematic instruction can prepare the stu-
dent for a successful career in this very complex science. The large
number of professional schools, the great increase in the number of
students enrolled, the niore stringent requirements for graduation and
admission to the practice of law, and the need of a most comprehensive
legal training are evidences of tiie great popularity of these schools.
A successful law school will give to its students a comprehensive
and thorough knowledge of legal principals, coupled with a thorough
acquaintance with the details of professional work. This school insists
ui^on a knowledge of the growth and expansion of our system of law,
it offers special preparation in the elementary principles of both sub-
stantive and remedial or adjective law; requiring frequent tests, both
oral and written, it makes the student proficient in the expression of
his knowledge of the law, and familiarizes him with the application of
principles or rules to statements of facts.
The three leading methods of instruction as now applied in the
best law schools are instruction by lecture, text-book instruction, and
the study of cases. The first, instruction by lectures, has the peculiar
merit of being the means of giving the most vivid and forcible illustra-
tions of legal principles; the text-book instruction furnishes the most
accessible and convenient means of studjs and the study of leading
cases gives the best training in legal reasoning.
The course of study covers a period of three years of thirtj^-five
weeks each, with a minimum of twelve hours of recitations per week
to each class, exclusive of vacations, and the students are divided into
three classes, each class having separate and distinct instruction
throughout the coui'se.
Since tiic (u-ganization of the school, about fifteen hundred stu-
dents have graduated and a third as many more have received partial
training under its tutelage. This large body of alumni has not only
held positions of high administrative, legislative and judicial respon-
sibilit}', but has maintained an unusually hgh standing in the practce
of the profession of law.
'Ac'o Hundred and Tzvcnt\
CLASS COLORS
Pui-pli' :in(l 01(1 Gold
CLASS MOTTO
Nil Dospcrandum
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Victor Ahrens, Chandler, Ind.
Evansville College (i) ; Indiana Law
School (i), (2), (3) ; President
Class, (3) ; Basketball, (i), (2), (3) ;
Associate Drift Editor, (3) ; Sigma
Delta Kappa.
"One of those eool, culm, everyday
alike, all around fellows, gets his
cases, remains azi'akc in class and
lives at the ")'". Further affaint
saycth not."
Wilbur Fillmore Dassel,
Elberfield, Ind.
Evansville College, (i) ; Indiana
Law. (i), (2), (3); Secretary Class,
(2) ; Sigina Delta Kappa.
"We all member the big fat boy of
two years ago zvho now has reduced
to reasonable size by what means we
know not, but we are sure it was not
by hard study of the law. Probably
caused by OLGA—margarine."
Arthur Morris Dinsmore,
Culver, Ind.
Indiana Law School, (i), (2), (3) ;
Ye Inne of Chancerie ; Treasurer of
Class, (2).
"Arthur did not recite cases to im-
press us with the doctrine but u'ith
the manner of his delivery. It is not
what you say but how you say it, says
this eminent jurist."
Fred Frank F.\lck,
Huntington, Ind.
Indiana Law School, (2), (3) ; Bas-
ketball, (2), (3).
"The louder Fred talks the less he
kno'cvs. He found it no trouble at
all to pass the lung test to practice
in cily court, the requirement being
to make a loud and continuous noise."
George Anthony Henry,
Indianapolis
Indiana Law School, (l), (2), (3);
\'ice-President Class, (3) ; Sigma
Delta Kappa.
".ill zcork and no play has failed to
make George a dull boy."
Tzvo Hundred and Tn'ciily-hco
Two Hundred and Twcntx-tliVi
Indianapolis
Purdue University, (i), (2); Indi-
ana Law School, (i), (2), (3) :
Mirmiber House of Representatives.
('23.).
"Ralph's legislative duties dct'rivcd
us of his presence for a couple of
months during the first of the zvin-
ter term, but at last he gladly re-
turned to our midst and proud «'i'
it'i'/Y to /j(/Ti' ////// icilli us again."
PioiJERT Miller Thomson,
Indianapolis
Purdue University, (i ) ; Indiana Law
School, (i). (2)', (3): Ye Inne of
Chancerie.
"Brief-case, shell-rimmed glasses, and
the ability to find another point in
the case are requirements that are
indispensible to a good lawyer." Bob
has them all.
oBERT Wright Stockwell,
Indianapolis
DePauw University, d) : Indiana
Law School, (i), (2). (3) : Vice-
President. (2) ; Sigma Delta Kappa.
"Stoekie's real interest and life zt'ork
is devoted to a thorough studv of
psychology, but for diversion he has
taken law as a side line."
.James Burke Battey,
Savannah, Georgia
VValden University, (i), (2), (3);
LL. B.. Central Law School, Louis-
ville, Ky.. (T). (2), (3): Indiana
Law School, (3).
"It was vcrv difficult at times for
the other members of the class to
determine -whether Battey. in liis
recitational, zvas discussing legal
principals or selling clothing."
^C^C
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TIk' class (iT li)2i5 luihls a uniqiK' record in many respects. Wc arc
Ihe pivot upon \\liich tlic old order chanL'cd and gave ])laci' to the new.
It has witnessed the transition jjiriod when tlu' course was raised I'roni
two to thri'c years and has lu'ralded the ne\\' era of a lour year course,
with two years ])rei)aratoi-y, which starts in 192.").
In the fall ol' 11)20, we first met and hecanie ac(iuainti'd with one
another and with Dean Fiohhach. under whose tiuidance we hegan oin
seai'ch Tor niori' c(unniodious (|uarters. In our search lor a school honn'
we followed Dean Rohhach to the Butler cani])us, where w •; remained
for our first term. Butler halls heing crowded with their own students,
il was found necessary to niakt' a change, so we removed to the old
Indiana I'uiversity Medical building, where we remained until the end
of the first year. The following year school opened in its own build-
ing at tiic present location. We have seen the affiliation with Butler
College and the closer union of the colleges comprising the rni\ersity
of Indianapolis. Our greatest regret is, that this class will not he there
when Butler College moves into her new home at Fairviow.
\\\' wx're the fii'st to enjoy many new coursi's which ha\i' been
added to our ciuiculum. the most uolahle of tlu'se being the t'ighl
weeks" course on Forensic Psychiatry, given by Dr. Bahr at the Central
Indiana Hospital I'or the Insane. This is the only school in the world
which now has such a course and writers of all nations are discussing
it.
,Vs Id oiu' more pers(]nal affairs, we have woi'ked and we ha\e
played. While our |)rofessois lost no sleep in keeping abreast of oiu'
ad\aiice, neither were we drones. More than half the class ai'e already
practicing and we have even been re|)resente(l in the late session of the
legislature. Heali/.ing tlu' im|)ortance of a foundation of theory, we
have worki'd accordingly, and bilit'Ne we iwv pre])ari'd to tackle the
j)ractice side and reci'ive our knocks and our rewai'ds.
We are one of the smallest classes in the history of (he school and
under the circumstances wi' are |)roud of it. Our class eiUeri-d school
the year following the great war and every man who was of fighting
age had been in uniform. Our class disregarded the high wages of that
year, just as it weathered the busiiu'ss depression of the following year,
which forced so many men out of school. We had determined to re-
ceiM' our LL. B. and nothing could swei'\e us from that resolution.
Il is with deep regret that we now part from the sacri'd walls ol
class rooms where we ha\'e k'arned to lo\e our laws, our country, and
our fellow men. We will soon be on our life long jouine>- lo reach tlu
final goal of success, following the footsteps of tbosi' who ha\c pre
ceded us, in stri\ing to reach the same goal. Many of us will not come
in the same daily contact in the futurt' that we have in tlu' past; manv
of us may nexcr nieit again, but it can always be remi'mbired that the
close friendships created lure will never be foi'gotten. Let us ho|)e
that our judgment throughoid life will be as fair and honest as tiie
judgment that will be dealt to us on the day when we shall all meet
again. Let the world know wheri' we are, by simply considering where
we ought to be. and ncd expect to lu'ar from us but lu'ai' of us,
.Vnd)ilions .' Being a good lawyer, which means a valuable citizen,
is the least that will satisfv anv of us. Bevond that there is the White
House. Who can tell?
Tzco Hundred and Twenty-five
GLENN A. HOWARD E.
MARKLAND CRABTREE
BBSS ROBBINS ELTON F. LEFFLER
Secretary Treasurer
President Vice-President
CLASS COLORS
Purple and Cerise
CLASS MOTTO
Ne Plus Ultra
JUNIOR CLASS ROLL
Henry B. Arnold Max M. Hobbs
A. Dale Beeler Floyd R. Mannon
Ralph L. Bennett Samuel J. Mantel
Earl Brown Glenn A. Markland
Otto W. Buenting Jean J. Minthorne
Robert L. Bush Lawrence B. Moore
Daniel E. Coburn Rowland W. Nichols
John F. Conner Charles L. Pope
George 0. Cowan Rae W. Powell
H. Edward Crabtree Hugh M. Prathea
Oliver M. Davis Saul I. Raab
Clifford W. Ferguson Leland Rees
Edward E. Gates, Jr. Claud R. Rhude
Mary G. Gondos Bess Bobbins
A. Claude Grist Charles C. Rosenbarger
Wayne M. Harryman John A. Scudder
Lloyd 0. Hill John C. Toppin
Donovan N. Hoover John C. Vandivier
Berthold C. Kloetzke Eugene M. Weesner
Elton F. Leffler Howard R. A. Wiley
Frank M. Liston
Two Hundred and Tzi.'cntv-si.v
Tlic opening of the 1922-23 year of TIk' Indiana Law School round
the mend)ers ol the .Junior class haci< Ironi llieir xacation in lull nuni-
her, glad to relinciuish the title "Freshman" and assume that of "Junior,"
and eager to learn just what Mr. Mechein had to say on Agency. Mr.
Greenleaf, on Evidence, and Mv. Ogden on Bills and Notes, and to once
more help Mr. P^dwards, Law Librarian, keep the sacred volumes of
Blackstone free from diKst.
Although the summer had contained happy events for all of the
students, only two members, Mr. Heeler and Mr. Markland, heard
Wedding Belles.
On December 20, President AVeesncr called the first class meeting
of the year for the jjurpose of electing officers for the 1922-23 year.
Oiu' Christmas \aeation came, and it certainly does seem that va-
cations have a strangt' influence upon the mi'nibers of the .Junior class,
in that tiiey desire to apply their theoietical knowledge of the Marriage
Contract to practical use, for upon (he return dale from this vacation,
it was learned, and there were also public notices of the fact in the
daily newspapers, that two certain young ladies had become Mrs. John
Anderson Scudder, and Mrs. Hae \V. Powell. This now makes the
Junior class a 9<S per cent married men's class; one jx r cinl. I'epresent-
ing tlic leminine minority in tlu' class, Mary disella Condos and Bess
Bobbins, and tlii' other per cent. rej)resenting thosi' ])le(lged to bachelor-
hood. However, Mr. Balpb Bennett is not to be included in either of
these groups as \vc have no other member so greatly learned in the
subject of ".VliuKuiy."
With till' mouths oj .luiic .luly :\t\i\ .\ugust in which to recuperate
from Final E.xanunations, it is tlii' belief of tvery member of the Junior
Class, that next year, Indiana Law School will will bi' proud of its
Senior Class. Bi;ss BomuNs
7 reo Hundred and Tzi.'cnt\-scvcii
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'Qui Bene Distinguit Bene Docet''
Freshman Class Roll
U
Mamie L. Bass
Howard H. Bates
Carlton M Beals
Joseph E. Bell
Louis H. Berry
James V. Briggs
John E. Buenting
William E. Campbell
(ieorge A. Clark
Willfam A. Cole
Thomas P. Commins
Alfred F. Cowan
Knoefel W. Danner
Carl T. Everett
Paul (iiorgi
David Halstead
Mildred E. Hamilton
William E. Hanley
Harrv I). Hatfield
John D. Horat
Ral|)h A. Johnson
Ralph E. Johnson
George C. Mavros
James C. Mellen
Luster M. Merriman
Ralph G. Miller
Laura Neuwirth
Biu'l Nicholson
Williard C. Norris
Harold D. Owen
Paul A. Pfister
Donald M. Ream
Lyman H. Rhoades
Ai-thur A. Schmidt
James 0. Seeley
Chung Feng Shen Liam
Clarence Stewart
Chester K. Watson
Harry L. Wirt
Gladvs Marie Woodv.
i
Tziv Hundred and Tzi'cntx-eight
Freshman Class History
Tlu' Froshninn Class met for llu' lirsl time on Scptcmlier 20. 1022,
for tlie purpose of being initiated into liie mysteries of Chitty. Coke, and
]iiackstone. After an outline of the \\x)rk for the coming year and some
advici' about the pitfalls to be avoided by future Su])reme Court Justices
Hie class s])ent the rest of the day purchasing |)()Mderous \(dunu's Ihat
fairly radiated legal lori'. In a shoii wliile Hie class iiad become ac-
([uainled with the instructors and with the mi'lhods of inslruclion and
A\as s])ending many hoiu's among the dusty volumes of the libraries.
The first feeling of class consciousness came with the ap|)roach of
class t'lections wlun the excitenu'nl ran to fever lu'al. After the election
the class selUed down to hard work, with a trip to the Insane Hospital
and Judge Anderson's Court to \ary the monotony.
It would be unfair and unwisi' to .say tlu' legal profession, enticing
as it is, has no stund)ling i)locks. Those who seek its [jleasures and its
benefits must likewise meet its difficulties. Over the same road the
sages of the profession have traveled and it shall be our aim when
we become graduates and are pi'acticing our profession to make oui'
contribution of service in sinooiliing tlie load which lliosi' wlio lulldw
must tL'a\i'l.
The class closes its first yeai' with piacticaily all those who entered
and it is their earnest wish that cmiv member will be back in line next
year and continue together a pilgrimage mixed with hard and palienl
work, tolerance, and lasting fritndship.
Two lliindrc'l and Twcnt\-iiine
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SCHAKFER AHRENS. Capt.
Indiana Law School Basketball, 1 922-23
The Indiana La\V School Baskethall team hegan activities early by
holding practice games with various teams of Indianapolis and vicinity.
Victor Ahrens was elected captain and Fred F. Falck manager for the
ensuing year and games were scheduled. As the season advanced the
team encountered some real opposition by meeting in combat some of
the best teams in the State, such as Indiana State Normal, Franklin
College, Muncie State Normal, together with many others.
Tivo Hundred and Tliirty
Humorous
Wlnil Would Ihipprn If:
Dinsinorc would attriid iuiolluT k-oturc at tlir InsaiU' Hospital?
Miiitlioino's sister would want bvv wrist-watch hack?
Grist would come to school wearing a dress?
Miss Hamilton had hii'U initialed into the fratei-nily????
Wei'sner should come to class without the morniui>' Star?
Doc Willis tailed to sav, "Ohviouslv, 1-tlier one is correct?"
All the Profs were like Zapf?
Sonie would trim Dassel's hohhed hair?
Sonu'hody woidd ai^ri'e with Schaefer?
Charley Pojk' wouhl writi' a hook of legal words and ])hrases?
I'lxiike failed to say, "F"or the reason "?
Prof. Zapf: "Now Mr. Ahrcns, you may give us the next case, make
it real snappy."
Ahrens ("23) : No response.
Prof. Zapf: "Oh ! I I guess I took all the snap out of Snappy."
Prof. Willis: "Now Mr. Jay, you are a son of n doctor, give us the
symptoms of "Arterio-sclerosis."
Jav ('23) : "I don't know whither I need it or not hut I'll trv a
hottle."
Falck ("23) : "Somehody give me a cigarette, I have had lumhago
for the last two weeks and can't stoop over to pick anything u])."
(ieorge Cowan and Dassel had heen to a party and were returning in
(ieorge's "Flivver." Hefreshmenls had heen plentiful and the Ford was
hitting hoth sides of the road.
"(ieorge!" said Dasst'l. "If you don't watch your sli'p you'll drive
us in llie ditch."
"I)ri\-e in the ditch?" said (Ieorge, surprised. "Why, 1 thought you
wi're (lri\iug."
Prof. Za])f: "Now we will be especially faNored hy luning 'Sir.
S|)eaki' give us the ease "'I'he Betsey,' I am sure he is well prepared as
tlu'iX' is a woman invohed."
Falck ('23): Haw! Haw! Haw! Haw (Boisterously).
Myers ('23) : (Springing to his feel). "\N'hy ari' they hlowing that
fog horn."
Prof. Fullon : "Now Mr. Shuslei', aftei' lia\iiig discussed this casi'
foi- past half hour and every one understands it liioroughly, you may
hrieflv give us the |)oint involved."
Sliusler ('23) : "Why, Mr. Fulton, 1 do not understand that case yet
iUid 1 have heen verv attindant too."
Thomson ("23) : "(ieorge, I sec you have a good second hand car."
Henrv ("23) : "That is no second hand car, that is a used car."
'^[^
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OFFICKHS
Prt\si(knt Houkkt Mii.i.hh Thomson
Vicc-Prc'sicU'iit Akthir Nohhis Dinsmork
St'cretarv Donovan Nkikl Hoover
Treasurer Wayne MAvrrv Harryman
ACTivK :membehs
Howard Haywood Bates
Joseph Scott Bell
Otto William Blunting
Arthur Morris Dinswore
Luster Mason Merrinian
William Eldward Hanley
Wayne Mavity Harrymai
Lvnian H. Bhoades
Donovan Xigel Hoover
John Carl Van(li\er
Bohert Miller Thomson
Howard R. A. Wiley
Jean John Minthorne
Bae Wesley Powell
John Anderson Scudder
Clifford Wesley Ferguson
"^[^
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Tii.'o Hundred and Thirty-four
3C WMP H E
Sigma Delta Kappa
F'ouiuUd riiivn-sily of Micliignii. 1!»14. Eta CliaptiT, liuiiana Law
School. Estahlislied 191.').
officp:rs
President P.v, ,. Mvkhs
Vice-President Robkut W. Stockwkix
Secretary (Ii-okgk O. Cow.vn
Treasurer Chas. L. Pope
ACTIVE MEMBERS
E. Edward Crabtrce
Paul Myers
(Jeorgc A. Henry
George (). Cowan
Elton F. Lefller
Robert W. Slock well
Donald M. Ream
Farrol A. Speak
e
A. Claude (irist
Alfretl \\'. Cowan
Victor Abrens
Wilbur F. DasscI
Charles L._ Pope
Glenn A. Markland
J. D. Horat
Leland Rees
C. Titus Everett
Knoel'el W. Danner
Chester K. Watson
Ralph E. Johnson
Ralph A. Sciiaeler
A. Dale Beeler
Robert L. Bush
Max Hobbs
Berthold C. Kloelzke
Jaiues V. Briggs
Tiiomas P. Comniins
'^C^ ^li \t:
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Humorous
Goiidos ('24) : "Oh, yes, very much so. What does niatriniony
suggest to you?"
Robbins ('24) : "Matrimonj^ is an institution for the provocation
of mankind."
Dean Rohbach : (Dismissing class fifteen minutes early) "I must do
an errand."
Markland ('24) : (Aside) "Why didn't he do his airin' on the way
to school."
Hamilton ('25) : "I want to leave these papers on the Dean's desk,
where is it?"
Crabtree ('24) : "There in the center of the office, under that pile
of letters."
Prof. Fulton : "Mr. Schaefcr, what do we mean by irreparable
loss ?"
Schaefer ('23) : "Loss that is irrepairable."
Prof. White : "In a breach of promise suit, what conclusion would
you draw, where the evidence disclosed that the plaintiff and defend-
ant had been holding hands for six vears."
Pope ('24) : "A full house."
Pope ("24) : "My daughter is the initiative and my wife is the refer-
endum."
Lcffler ('24) : "And where do you come in?"
Pope ("24) : "OIi, I'm the recall. They recall my existence, when-
ever the bills come in."
Robbins ('24) : "Judging from the ring you are wearing, you must
be interested in matrimony."
Thomson ('23) : "Don't you know there was a law passed in 1910
requiring that all automobiles display license plates?"
Henry ("23) : "Yes, but no ex post facto law goes in Indiana^; I had
that car long before that law was passed."
Hoover ('24) : "Dear, I am going to grow a mustache."
She' "Well I am going to begin kissing a tooth-brush, to become
accustomed."
Dean Rohbach : (First day) "You arc no doubt somewhat familiar
with the laws of science, but now we arc going to take up the civil law.
An example of the former is the law of gravity, which keeps us from
falling off the earth when we are upside down "
Jay ('23) : "But how did folks stay up Ijcfore that law was jiassed?"
Olga : "Mv ! cvcrvthing lias increased in price."
Dassel ("23) : "Why, dear?"
Olga : "Not long ago, you would buy me a new gown for just crying
a little, now 1 have to go into hvstcrics."
Tivo Hundred and Tliirtv-si.v


You Can't Fool a Horsefly
Wc st'U'cUd Iwo luimoi' I'dilors wlicii \\i' slartcil (Uir ;i<l\('ii hire ;in(l
llicy were runny. W'c havf nivrr ciasid lo sniik' nl our flioifc. lluqli
^^';ll(l()n ;in(l ()r\illc OliviT ;is luinior idilois, alUT tluic nionllis of
\vt)rk. proNtd lo us lliat wl' sliould I'ind sonir one moi'c t't'sinibliuH Dian
Putnam or Matlanioisclli' Cousin. So wc ik'cidt'd on Pi-olcssoi- Jordan
cind wo arc glad now \\ illi this introduction to let him taki' up iiis task.
Humor Editor's Note: When first I IcaiMicd my st'i'viccs wire de-
sired on The Drill Stall'. 1 re([uested the jiosition of Athletic Editor, hut
rindin" that I'uvious cliair alrt'ady ahly i'illed l)y Professor Harrison. 1
consented to lake the lU'Xl best department llial suited my parlicular
temperament.
Note: Illustrations for lluse columns were madi' and submitted
by Dr. Morro.
Will Morro and 1. walking across the conunons t'arly in Septendter,
noticed a large group of fistic artists standing around a young gi'iitle-
nian elevated on a beer-ki'g. ^\'^ ticct'rtained the youth to bi' a lad of
promise who had just arrived at our institution of learning. He was
speaking:
"Friends, let there be a division between you. Which ari' who and
why is when? What pin is it that I wear now?"
At this there was a violent outcry from the mob. We caught such
words as "Ours! Ours! riie Sigs." "Take it off." "We have a roof
<'n our house." "But wt' ha\e a door mat." "Wear ours." "You belong
to us!" Etc.
"Hold. Hold!" cried the lad. "When will what by why and becaust',
perhaps?"
"Now! Now!" cried the mob. a |)ortion of which ruslied llie lad
from the beer-keg. After a brief struggle he was again elevated to his
former position, his clothes partially in rags. We noticed thei-e had
been a change in the shapi' of the little blue and wliite pin he wore on
his lapel.
"Ifs getting dealer" he said "but still 1 don"t sie how the slower
the wider, it can't."
"You're right" yi'lled the other
,)(irtion of the crowd, rushing hini
off the ])arrel and placing the
former pin on the now very-
much-lorn la|)el. Pi'omisos of tea
and cake, football and white-mule
were called out in the following
c'(Uifusion. but Will and 1 could
ingri' no longei'.
"Sonu' sort of game like
'button, button, who's got
the button'. I supi)ose. Eli-
jah, but I don't imderstand
the way they play it now."
^
said \\'ill as
wt' walked
awav.
/v
L
ir
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Butler College
INDIANAPOLIS
Summer Session, 1923
June 18 to Augu^ 13
COURSES OF
ENGLISH
ZOOLOGY and EMBRYOLOGY
ASTRONOMY
ATHLETIC COACHING
BIBLICAL HISTORY and
LITERATURE
BOTANY
CHEMISTRY
ECONOMICS
INSTRUCTION
EDI'CATION
HISTORY
LATIN
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
POLITICAL SCIENCE
PSYCHOLOGY
ROMANCE LANGUAGE
SOCIOLOGY
COLLEGE CREDIT
All the work is of standard college grade. Credits may apply on college
degrees. Students may make a maximum of nine semester hours credit.
Teachers and college students will find the work particularly well adapted
to their needs.
u
HOUSING ACCOMMODATIONS
The Butler College Residence for Women will be open and run on the
same basis as during the regular school year. Additional rooms and boarding
places may be had in the vicinity of the College at reasonable rates.
Butler College is centrally located and easily accessible. The city of In-
dianapolis offers many attractions through its churches, libraries, parks,
stores and theaters.
Detailed information may l)e had on application, to
THE DIRECTOR OF THE SUMMER SESSION
Butler College, Indianapolis, Ind.
Tzvo Hundred and Thirt\-cis:ht
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The Union TrusR: Co<
OF INDIANAPOLIS
120 Ea^ Market Street
DEPARTMENTS OF SERVICE
Bond Foreign Savings
Banking Real Estate Insurance
Rental Farm Mortgage
Trust
Loan
Complete Financial Service Through these Departments
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
A. A. Barnes
Pres. Udell Works
Arthur V. Brown
Pres.
C. H. Brownell
Pres. Citizens' Nat. Bank,
Peru, Ind.
E. H. Darrach
Pres. Interstate Car Co.
Thomas C. Day
of T. C. Day & Co., mort-
gage loans
Fred C. Dickson
Vice-Pres.
Charles C. Perry
Pres. Indianapolis Light
& Heat Co.
Berkley W. Duck
Vice-Pres. The Spann Co.
Henry Eitel
Vice-Pres. Ind. Natl. Bank
I. C. Elston
Crawfordsville, Ind.
Henry H. Hornbrook
Attorney-at-Law
Frank D. Stalnaker
Pres. Indiana Natl. Bank
Josiah K. Lilly, Jr.
Eli Lilly & Co.
Edgar H. Evans
Pres. Acme-Evans Mill-
ing Co.
Edward L. McKee
Treas. McKee Realty Co.
Samuel E. Rauh
Pres. Belt Railroad &
Stock Yards Co.
Wm. G. Irwin
Pres. Irwin's Bank
Columbus, Ind.
G. A. Efroymson
Pres. H. P. Wasson & Co.
L. C. Huesmann
Pres. Central Supply Co.
Alexander R. Holliday
Secy.-Treas. Natl. Con-
crete Co.
Your Affairs Administered by these Successful Men
OFFICERS
Fred C. Dickson
Vice-President
Howard M. Foltz
Vice-President
John E. Reed
Vice-President
Alfred F. Gauding
Secretary
Harry F. McNutt
Treasurer
Cornelius O. Alig
Assistant Treasurer
Arthur V. Brown, President
Alan A. Ritchie
Assistant Secretary
Chas. T. Blizzard
Auditor
George A. Buskirk
Probate Officer
Richard A. Kurtz
Mgr. Foreign Department
M. M. Dunbar
Inheritance Tax Officer
J. F. King
Mgr. Bond Department
H. L. Cushwa
Mgr. Insurance Dept.
Harry L. Mott
Mgr. Real Estate Dept.
Frank L. Thomas
Mgr. Rental Department
J. C. Goodlet
Mgr. Kentucky Avenue
Branch
Murray Huse
Assistant Mgr. Kentucky
Avenue Branch
Courtesy and Expert Service Extended to You by these Officers
"I'ln on thf right ti
"aiiu' as he watched a ti
•ack." said the spectator at the Butler loothall
ain ap])roach.
Tivo Hundred and Forty
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Tiko HiDidrcd and Farfy-oiic
FOR more than half a centuiy
The Indianapolis News has
been a great newspaper, a real and
enduring factor in the life of its city
and state. It strives always to in-
terest, to instruct, to entertain, to
interpret faithfully our people and
our times. The fixed and change-
less loyalty of its readers through
all these years has been its earned
reward and proudest possession.
The Indianapolis News
The Great Hoosier Daily
^[^C ^ ail: ^
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IN DISTINGUISHED COMPANY
I
The Indianapolis Times |
Member of the SCRIPPS-HOWARD Newspapers
I
The Largest Newspaper Organization |
I in the World. |
I
Client of the United Press, United News, United |
I
Financial and NBA Service and Member of j
I
the Scripps Newspaper Alliance. |
I
A Complete and Interesting Newspaper |
I Sports Department conducted bj' Dick i\nderson, Eddie |
i Ash, Vedder Gard, Heze Clark, and the World's |
I Most Famous Correspondents |
I Walter D. Hickman's g-ossip of the Theatre and the Movies |
I is the talk of the town. |
I C\C\Q/^ ^^ ^^^ Indianapolis Times circulation |
I
yyjyO is in City and Suburban Territory. |
The Indianapolis Times
I
''Bought Because It Is WANTED" |
I OSCAR F. JOHNSON, Business Vlini^cr
T-d'o Hundred and Forty-four
Ti^o Ilundi-cd and Forty-five
J)r=i r ^wffliP^
Said the Prof.
"Dead Languages
are for stimulation
--newspapers for
information—keep
posted on current
events."
The Indianapolis Star
College men—and coeds, too—may go to tlieir morning classes fully
intormed for any discussion of world events or politics that may come
up by spending a few minutes reading The Morning Star.
The Star gives you the latest overnight cabled news from Europe
and the rest of the outside world. Yesterday's proceedings are fully re-
corded. The account of that Butler victory last night is written up in
detail in The Star's pages this morning.
With Butler's enlarged activities and the endowment and building
fund drive now in progress, every student should keep informed of
the latest developments by reading The Star, which publishes this
news in full.
Dead languages are all right in their place but only live news gets
into The Star.
Two Hundred and Fort\-six
T:co Hundred and I-'ortv-scrcn
DKIFT HEADQUARTERS
[March 23, 1923
II. P. Dexheiiiier,
912 Odd Fellows Bldg.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Dear Dex
:
The editorial desk is almost cleared. The manuscript has been sent to
the printers and the end of our task is now not far off. That this has been
accomplished at this early date was made possible by the co-operation of your
studio in handling the portrait work on schedule. Permit us to express our
appreciation for the same.
Also may Ave commend you on the quality of your production. We have
heard many comments on its excellence. May your establishment feel that
it has made friends at Butler that will remember the "ninth floor back" when
they take their "first born" to have his picture taken.
Best regards to June and "Fuzzv.
"
THE '23 DRIFT.
We appreciate j'our kindly words of commendation and assure you that
having pleased you with our work is a source of real and heartfelt satisfaction
to us. If we may, at any future time be of service to yoii or your friends,
please command us.
If they don't have water at Indiana the girls must get thirsty.
7';^'() 1 1 nndicd and Forty-cii:,ht
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Established 1859 The Mitchells have been Printing
Over Fifty Years
Edition Printers and Binders
Greenfield, Indiana
PRINTERS TO
Northwestern Chri^ian University, Butler
College and Butler University
1
The 1923 Drift Introduces
Mitchell Made Superfine Book Covers
^[^C 1^ IWM ^
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You'll Appreciate the Flavor
OF
KiNGAN'S
"RELIABLE"
Hams and Bacon
Made from choice corn-fed hogs
Each piece carefully selected
Proper proportions of lean and fat
Cured by special mild-cure formula
Smoked slowly with hickory wood
Sweet and Tender
Did you ever try the "Reliable" Sliced Bacon
in the handy one-pound carton? It's mighty fine.
For cooking and baking there's nothing better than
KINGAN'S "RELIABLE" LARD
KiNGAN &CO,
Pork and Beef Packers
INDIANAPOLIS
Lips that touch wine don't drink mine.—Dunlap.
^[^ I =-^ IL©13 [^ ^3 c^r
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/nod) are
MEMORIES
'Wori'h
NOT TODAY, but twenty years from today, will
you realize the value of this
—
your school an-
nual. As a book of memories of your school days it
will take its place as your most precious possession in
the years to come. You who are about to undertake
the task of putting out next year's book should keep
this thought in mind and employ only the engraver
who will give you the most help in making ) our book
a worth while book ofmemories and give youworkman-
ship that you will be proud of even in years to come.
Write today to the Service Department of the Indianapolis
Engrd'ving Company and learn about their plans to help
you make your book ct memory book worth while.
INDIANAPOLIS ENGRAVING
(S^ELECTROTYPING COMPANY
%%2SasiOkioSi.
InU'ioinapoUs Incl.
We Print—
The Butler Collegian
Magazines
Newspapers
House Organs
Periodicals
Office Forms
Direct Advertising
"Service Is The Thins"
The Mail Press
312 East Market Street INDIANAPOLIS
Woods and Nipper enjoA'ed the
Freshmen-Sophomore scrap at
the Palace.
A drink in lime m;iv iiiiikf vdu hliiul.
^[^ ^t ^ r
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Compliments of the
Irvin^ton Doctors
and
Dentists
Paul G. Miller, D. D. S, Walter F. Kelly, M. D.
John K. Kingsbury, M. D. W. B. Gates, D. D. S.
C. E. Arnold, D. D. S. C. E. Donnell, D. D. S.
"^I ^ ILS13 Ik: r
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INDIANA LAW SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF INDIANAPOLIS
Three years' course of study leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Laws. Graduation qualities
for admission to the Bar.
For information, address the Dean
JAMES A. ROHBACH, A.M., LL.D.
319 North Pennsylvania Street
INDIANAPOLIS
^r=: ^t ^
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SPINK ARMS HOTEL
INDIANAPOLIS' NEWEST AND FINEST HOTEL
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Transient Rates $3.00 per Day and up
410 North Meridian MAin 5803
We are devoting" our greatest efforts
toward making- the Spink Arms the
rendezvous for all special luncheon
and dinner parties, club and fraternal
dances— in fact, the sort of hostelry
where personal service rules throug'hout.
A Hotel and ii Home
Furnished and Unfurnished Kitchenette Apartments
W. A. HOLT, Manager
COAL AND ICE
Irvington Ice Company
A. B. SWARTZ, Manager
IRV. 3031
Class, College and Society Pins
Jewelry, Watch and Clock Repairing
Hardware and Electrical Supplies
THE IRVINGTON HARDWARE CO.
5505 E. Wash. Street. IRV 0324
If they had traffic hnvs in sorority houses some fellows might get
fined for speeding or overtime parking.
Two Hundred and Fifty-six
HOTEI^ i^iivcorviv
Lincoln Square
Washinton and Illinois Streets
INDIANAPOLIS
NEW--MODERN--FIREPROOF
Dancing Floors for Large or Small Occasions
The beautiful Lincoln now has 400 rooms
every room with bath and circulating ice
water.
Our Coffee Room is noted for its high
quality food and service, and the Banquet
Hall, with its wonderful Estey Pipe Organ,
IS indeed one of the handsomest rooms in
the entire cuuntry.
Committee Rooms and Private Dining
Rooms without number are at vour service.
^ ou will feel at home at the
LINCOLN
W. R. SECKER, General Manager
A' J #1^—\Q or
M^rh^ifh^^^ui
V
Mavitv wrote his folks durinj? the football season to the
effect that he was one of the players.
ball.
Ihil CiPiggs liiis ;i goldi'ii toe Our girls' riitlur should tnUc ii|) loot-
^[ ^M ^
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ERNEST O. JOHNSON
Appreciates the Butler patronage at
The Canteen and Pastry Shop
i
ALWAYS -DRIFT" TO
WILSON'S PHARMACY
THE FRIENDLY STORE
5464 E. Washington Irv. O140—0114
Notliins succeeds like Eskimo Pie.
"^i^c: ^t^ ^
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W. Frank Jones
Commercial Photographer
Spi'cinlist ill Liiilddi- .-iinl Outdoor
Groiij)s. Atlili'tir Teams and (laiiics, In-
divichial Portraits. ('()in]>li'1e E(|iiip-
inent and the skill to iisr it in record-
ing pliotograpliically evi-ry phase dp
eollei.-e life.
The Drift's Staff Photographer
7th Floor Wulsin Bldg., Indianapolis
Telephone MAin 5255
Carr Auto Sales Co.
Authorized Dealers
Ford Lincoln
"Service at Your Door"
It hardly seems possible that
this could be "Wally" and "Ike"
when thev were children.
BiilliT, \\t' dW'.' Id Hue liiilion.
^[ ^1\ [^ 3 r=ir
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Irvington's Headquarters for
Coal and Building Material
Irvington Coal and Lime Co.
5543 Bonna Avenue
Phones—Irvington 4196 and 4197
Prompt Service Courteous Treatment
We invite Consultation on all Matters pertaining-
to our Lines of Business
L. 'SI. Pfeiffer, Pres. TosEPH T. Stokes, Sec"v-Treas.
INDIANA OPTICAL COMPANY, Inc.
224 N. Meridian Street
'^I
Phone Main 3081
Phone, ^Ia.in 438
1
INDIANAPOLIS
Twelve Operators
Indiana's Largest and Most Up-to Date Hair Goods Store
and Beauty Parlor. We use soit water entirely.
Toupees and Transformation made to order.
The latest creation in Side Puffs, Coronet Braids,
Lilly Curls and Tripple Waves
106 Monument Place INDIANAPOLLS
Mrs. Murry Slaughter, Manager
Some Profs arc absent-minded that should be just absent.
^li
I
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Davis Coal and Block Co.
Coal and Building Material
Cement, Cement Blocks, Lath, Plaster and Lime,
Sewer Pipe, Flue Lining, General
Building Supplies
Telephone Irv. 0525 or Irv. 4262
South Ritter Avenue and C, L & W. Railway
————
—
And Other Fancy Table Syrups
MADE BY
Union Starch Refining Co., Edinburg, Ind.
SOLD BY ALL GROCERS
u
^(
The sweetest face of childish charm
Can lose its whole etfect
And change your praise to mock alarm
'Tis Fuzz, the Cap. elect.
I'ln' SdnliiiMioris r()iu<llt l)l;iv(ly ;il llic sei-:i|) l)()tll oT lllriu.
^ aSlB fe: r
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CLEANING
PRESSING
CALL BALL
That's All
TWO SHOPS
3906 East Washington
5532 East Washington
E. DIRKS
Staple and Fancy
(Jroeeriej
Fine Meats a Specialty
Irv. 0919 Irv. 0131
5524 East Washington Street
Irvington 2S00-1-2
1)[
QUALITY SERVICE
Main Office—601 N. Pennsylvania
Branch Office, 1 E. Market
Main 1227
Plant—934 East Pratt
M. 4141 M. 4142
Compliments of
Shirley Bros. Co.
Five Establishments
in Indianapolis
Funeral Directors
Our Created Aim
I
"Better Service"
Run, iunible and fall—Ferree's triple threat.
^t 16: r
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ASK FOR
FURNAS' ICE CREAM
"The Cream of Quality"
For sale at Druggists and Confectioners.
Flu- Lam/cirv Srrr/cr Coiiiplcle
EXCELSIOR LAUNDRY CO.
222 N. Alabama Street
Phone Main 3 ISO
1^1
-^
Refreshments
feJ^
'tu&fnt UipitiipHuowa
Where luscious fruits and syrups are
concocted into drinks that rival
the nectar of the gods.
Drinks Light Lunches
u
Conley's old sweetheart was not sur-
prised to learn that John had joined the
Greeks at Butler.
Blind students are not the only ones that use the touch
system to get thru school.
Stiiiors come aiul Scnior.s go but oiicc a .Junior always a Junior.
"^i ^t Ik [^r
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A REAL SPORTING GOODS STORE
Featuring' the Thos. E. Wils'in line of
SUPERIOR ATHLETIC GOODS
SMITH-HASSLER-STURM CO.
219-221 Massachusetts Avenue
If yoti are particular, go to
The Hume-Mansur Barber Shop
The home of GOOD HAIR CUTS and "Waukee" II lir Dressing
Compliments <if the
NATIONAL DAIRY LUNCH
9 East Ohio Street
u
COMPLIMENTS OF
The Crown Laundry
2901 East Wash. St. Webster 1923
FRESii pifsftizED SiiLK AND CREAM from oi Qp cijws
Delivered daily in Sterilized Bottles
Irv. 2709 R-1 PIERRE VAN SICKLE Irv 1290
IIWNGfON sxATE BANK
The Friendly Home Bank. Pays Four Per Cent, on Saving's. Boxes at
Reasonable Rates. Has Insured Safe Deposit.
<I
Phone Irv.
Have you heard of the VARSITY CLEANERS
The plant that is run b.v Ed Leach
The3''ll do all your dying'
Your sewing' and Iving"
Those accommodating' VARSITY CLEANERS
Why not support the Finest Flowers and the Best?
THEY ARE REALLY CHEAPEST
BERTERMANN'S Lame Producers
A sock on the foot's worth two on tlie jaw.
^[^ ]
:
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"We Hurry"
Lumber and Mill Work
Brannum-Keene Lumber Co.
1
GEO. W. RUSSELL & CO.
Real Estate, Fire Insurance
Loans and Rents
55U.1 East Washin.uton St.
IXDIAXAPOLIS
Old Phone Irvington 1212
Res. Phone Irvington 1666
PAGE'S
Famous Chicken Dinners
A beauliful country home, modern throughout and
surrounded by well kept grounds. No party too
large or loo small. Special rales (or large parties.
J. A. Schumacher, Prop.
Phone Irv-ing-ton 0537
HERFF-JONES CO.
Jewelers and Engravers
To Schools and Colleges
INDIANAPOLIS
Hume-Mansur Pocket Billiards
Fine^ in the City
Fifteen Tables
SHEIBLE & DOUGHERTY, Props.
When Blessing asked Pledge Brother
Henry if he had swept under the car-
pet, the freshman replied, "Yes, every-
thing."
"W'iilnisli .Vlwiiys (iiipt's"
^[^ ^t \t: I
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^he Irving Studios
I
PORTRAITS OF QUALITY
OIL PAINTINGS
Phone 5512 East Washington Street
Brookside 7214 Indianapolis, Indiana
Blind students aren't the only ones who use the touch system.
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To Women. Jewel of iiianv facets—Spirit universal. Cliaiifijeless—
Ever new and never old—Hub, Alpha, Omega, Beginning, And End
Eternal— I dedicate this ])lay.
From hovel and cottage to campus or palace the I^ag. (he Bone,
and tiie Hank of Hair hold swav—Even at Butler!
I
Scene: The jiarlor of the Heava Psi Sorority House.
Time: So-called study hour ol' tiu' sisters, sonuwlure ])etwe(>n din-
ner-time and date-time.
1
'1:11 SONS
Barbara (Babs) (ireenlow, mid-vear P'ri'sinnan at Butler verv
fresh.
Dorothy (Dot) Brown, previously the Heava Psi vamj). Now she
shares the honors witii Babs.
Marian Greenbiid. neart'st approach to a grind of which tlu' ]lea\a
Psi's can boast.
Moses (uirrett. a I)ashful. good-looUing. studious alhleti'.
Prof. S|)lutterfuss. llu' ()l)ligiug Professor of someihing at BuMer.
Prof. Dumps, whose figure and disposition suit iiis name.
Pat, Betty, Jo, Flo, Sue, etc. Heava Psi girls.
Basliful Men to Matcli
The curtain rises on a grouj) of girls, some of whom ai'e clustered
about the ])iano, which is poumling out an accompaniment to a many-
voiced renchtion of the chorus of "If You Don't See Mama Every Night,
You Can't See Mama at All." Others swaying in a row on a leathei-
divan, join in the song with wild abandon. All are watching the sinuous,
bobbeci haired figure of Babs, which is swaying and gyrating in the
center of tile floor. At certain seemingly propitious measures of tii<'
synco])ated rytbm. the dancing beauty, for such she is notliing else but.
ceasis progrtssi\c motion and gives a realistic imitation of an aspen
sapling in a Kansas zephyr. These trenndous interludi's are usually
culminated by a snappy punt delivered to an imaginary foolijall—
a
])unt whicli would do credit to Old Ooldentoe himself. Tiirougb a
door, rear center, a |)air of horn-rimmed spectacles suddenly apjxar,
lollowed by the frantic and frowning countenance of Marian (ireenl)ii-d.
From the moving lips, the expression and the exasjjerated gestui'es, it
is evident tiiat an indignard ])rotest against the din is i)eing registered,
but it is quite inaudii)le. Presently with a final flourisii and punt. I^abs
drops, exhausted, into the laps of tlie girls on the divan, and the iirealh
less musicians cease. Tiiere is a round of ai)|)lause.
Pat (gasping for breatli) (Inat stidf, Bal)s' Talk aJMiut Isadora
Dimcan—she"s a fii\\er beside you I
Marian (seizing the o|)|)(U-limily to be heard) Well! I wisli you girls
would stoj) this ttiiibk' racket! I'm going out tonigid. and Tve got to
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ustudy tliat history first! Besides this is study hour anyway! If we'd
hve up to the liouse rules you'd all he fined everj' night!
Dot : Oh, forget that history, Matty. You take your studies too
seriously. Just make a few goo-goo eyes at old Exwizy and he'll never
know whether you've got your lessons or not!
Marian: (Disdainfully) Hmnim! You don't know that Old Prof.
as well as I do! Cleopatra, herself, couldn't get a rise out of him!
Dot: Well, I'll bet I could—if I got him alone, anyway. Why
don't you try it. Mat? Coax him out to the summer house some nice
morning and pet him up a bit—then you'll never have to study your
history any more.
Marian: (scandalized) Why he's a married man!
Babs : Ha! Ha! Ha! (mockingly) He's a married man! What's the
diff? Maybe I haven't been around here as long as the rest of you
girls but I bet I can handle any old professor you've got here at Butler!
I may look young and innocent but I know a few things when it comes
to managing men! They never come too old or too young for me!
Jo : Babs sure does make 'em stare ! She's got half the goofs in
school trailing her already! Prof. Chilly's eating out of her hand, too.
I'll bet she gets an A in botany!
Betty : Well, say, I'll bet I know a fellow you can't vamp, Babs.
He's right here in Butler, too, and he's not a professor either.
Babs: Who? Lead me to 'im!
Bettv: Whv Moses Garrett. (Dismal groans arise).
Pat:" Oh, that grind!
Flo : All he cares about is books and basketball
!
Sue : Why he thinks girls were made just to hang dresses on
!
Jo : No he doesn't, Susie. He doesn't think about girls at all—he
doesn't even know there are such animals!
Betty: Well, I don't know what he thinks, but he's good-looking--
and he's immune, too. Dot knows—for she tried it!
Dot: Yep, he's a flat tire. I'll admit that my system fails on him.
Babs : Well, saj^—I'd like to meet this man—Moses what's his name
!
Betty: I don't know how you'll ever manage it unless you pay him
a personal call or get in the gym when the team practices. Moses
doesn't loaf around imder the clock like most of Butler's population.
Dot: We might give another open house.
Sue : Why he wouldn't come if we did
!
Babs: (iive him an express invitation.
Pat : Oh, that wouldn't do any good
!
Marian (squealing) Oh, I'll tell you! Let's entertain for all the
Butler grinds and call it a literarj^ discussion group. We can get
Prof. Splutterfuss to tell 'em they have to come.
Flo: That's the dope! Then Babs can get a good chance at him!
Dot: We ought to invite all the hard-boiled professors, too—they
need some attention.
Pat: I'll say they do! Did you girls hear that old Dumps condi-
tioned Henry Bruner. He has to take a make-up this week, and if he
fails he'll be put off the team!
All: What?
Jo: Poor Henry! Too much dates and basketball!
Dot: Say be sure to invite Prof. Dumps to the literary spree. I'll
work on him a little and try to save poor Henry.
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Sue: By Jinks, lliaCs a i^ood sUiiil! Let's dn]}v out llic iii\ ilalions
I ii>ht aw av.
Marian: Tvc i>('l il almost all lln)iighl out. Wo'll fall il Ilic Del
phian Literary Socirty and get Prof. Splutterluss to give oul llic invi la-
lions, himself! Now let's get the date settled.
Pat: How ahout Thursday? (All assent).
^hn-ian: Goody! I'll write out a samjjle now and tiuu we ean start
llie pledges copying them.
Curtain
II
Scene : The same.
Time: The following Thursday eveuing.
The initial meeting of the Deli)hian Literary Socii'ty is in full swing.
Kverv Heava Psi is bloomed out in her best hand-painted scenery, ready
to do her bit toward a greater Butler. Sprinkled ai)out the circle ol
temininitv are the luckless victims. Male feet and male hands arc
])laced verv much in evidence, and also evidently very much displaced
at least in'the minds of llieir owners. Bahs already has ])oimced upon
Moses Garrett, and Dot sits beside the erstwhile gloomy Prof. Dumps.
Prof. SphUterfnss, a podi>v little vcd-faced man with a Van Dyke lieard.
is addressing the circle from its center, as the ostensd)le tounder and
sponsor of the order.
Prof. Splutterfuss: (concluding his speech). .Xnd thus, my dear
friends and students, came into being our Delpliiau Litciaiy Society.
All tile girls (gasping): Wiiat!
.
The company strolls from the stage, e. with the exception ol Hahs,
and her unwilling satellite. They linger in the rear.
Babs: I don't want anv refreshments. Do you. Mr. darrett
.
Moses (flushed and uncertain) : Why-er-uh-iio I don't hi luve I
do.
, ,
• \ •
Babs: You're sort of--well. distinguished looking. ^ouie not
sillv-slushv looking like some of these tea-hounds here at Butler'
' Silence from Moses, who is in dire distress.
Bai)s (with another wicked glance): Moses, did you cmi- kiss a
girl?
Moses: No-uo-er-that is -will, yes oiict'.
Babs: You tlid? Who was she: Do I know hii?
Moses: N-no. she was mv cousin.
Babs: Oh! Did vou er^like if.'
Moses (grinning tinn'dly) : Well- no slie wasn t such a i)iHlly girl
as vou are. .,, .,
"Babs (leaning almost impeieeptihlv toward him); Why. .\lose.
you're flattering me! (The full battery is turned on poor Moses now.
He is doomed and jjowerless).
Moses (nervously uncertain of iiimself) : No. 1 in not er liahs.
I mean it. .,,.,. m .
Babs (edging closer) : Mose. thats aw I Lilly sweet ol you to say that
about me. (Somehow Moses" arm has extended itself along the hack
of their seat behind Babs).
.
Moses (a little more confidently) : l^abs. you re the most l)iautilul
i<irl in Butler!
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Babs (snuggling closer) : Oh, Mose, you dear!
Moses (firmly) : I mean it, too! You're
—
you're the most Ijeautiful
girl in the world!
Babs cannot come closer, so she does the next best thing—she
i-eaches up and strokes his hair. Moses' dowlifall is complete. Although
!iis arm trembles it now holds Babs tightly. Slowly their lips meet.
Just then from the hall comes the voice of Dot.
Dot: Well, here we arc. Prof. Dumps, almost back where we started.
What do you think of our home?
Prof. Dumps (Can this be the Professor's voice?) : It's fine. Miss
Dorothy, very fine I
They enter hand in hand. Moses and Babs separate slightly.
Dot : Oh, hello, Babs—and Mose ! I've been showing Prof. Dumps
our house. He's such a dear, Babs! (She sc^ueezes the professor's
liand). And he's promised not to flunk Henrj"^ Bruncr after all!
(Archly). Haven't you. Prof. Dumps?
Curtain
EPILOG IE
A male chorus in blue and white shawl collared sweaters, white
trousers, and blue round-caps dances before the curtain, singing:
Ashes to ashes
And dust to dust,
If Camels don't get you.
The women must
—
Rah—rah—rah, rah, rah
—
Rah for the blue and white (repeat).
Ashes to ashes (etc.)
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Le^ We Forget
THE LAST STliAAV
We trust that the gentle reader will not fail to note the r
has been exercised in suppressing all temptation to make puns of
names in the faculty. What boots it if there is a Weaver. :\ II
and a Page? To call attention to these coincidences mi^lit '^iv
cause the culprit to l)e consigned Straightoi'f to the Ili^lilowci-—
indeed be a Punkc and Katti fate. Besides, \vh;it wuiild pi-cvcnl i
the part of the faculty who might send WollV to the .Maze of IIk
with Poore Wit cause a Rich ]\lann to Hunt in a Long Lane or .
Turney, to shoot the .Moon (is if lie Fell no hope of Lajes of Cab'
for the Rauh.
And so. Fellows, (i Iiii-ht!
esti-aiiit tliat
llie hoiiored
all, a I'.nllei-
• ra\ne :iii<l
wllirll Wiiuld
elaliatioll nil
• \V,H),ls and
\ley with nil
as a reward
"^[^
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In Conclusion
The editor cannot close this volume without a word acknowledging
the services of his friends who have given freely of their valuable time
to the cause of this publication. He appreciates the fact that Meredith
Nicholson. William Hershell, William Forsyth, Kin Hubbard, Thomas
Hibben and Charles Kuhn (not to mention honored alumni whose works
are known to fame) arc commercial names in the field of letters and
art. Their contributions have given an added impetus to the staff to
make the Drift this year worthy of their interest.
Not less does the executive appreciate the co-operation of his staff.
He has called constantly on the resources and energies of his friend.s
with the imperialism that would have tested the patience of Grisilda
and now he would like to express in a simple word of praise his appre-
ciation of their generous response.
It is not with regret that he closes this edition but rather in the ho|)e
that it will serve its purpose as a meager record of a significant Butler
vear.
^[^
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